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International Youth's Distinguished Service
Citation to

Herbert Clark Hoover"
HERBERT HOOVER, with an orphan's heritage of hardship, won his way to the Presidency of the united States
and to world leadership in humanitarian affairs unsurpassed
in the historv of his country. !\lore than any other man he
unity in successful service of idealism and execurepresents
tive efficiency .
..\Jways he has believed that the highest conservation is not
the conser\'ation of forests, rivers, and minerals, but the
conservation of humanity: his sympathy has known no race,
no creed, no color. His genius as an .organizer and admin\\' e shall not forget that
istrator has been released for
he fed the hungry children of the world and that he continues
daily the battle for the safeguards of childhood and opportunity
for youth.
It is upon Herbert Hoover, the engineer, the proved executive, the acknowledged statesman, pre-eminent as a humanitarian and friend of youth, that International Youth, through
Christian Endeavor with its more than four million members
in forty-six nations, confers this award.
Presented by the
International Society of Christian E11.deai•or
and t/i,. n·orld's Christian EndeatJor Cnion
at Clet•eland, Ohio, July the sixth

1939

DA.YIEL A. POll.YG, p,,,;d,nt

International Society of Christian Endeavor

Officers

W ILLIAM HIRAM FOULKES

.t.RTHUR J. STANLEY
Viet P1tsident
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Vice President
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Vic·e PtHident

STAHLEY B. VAHDERSALL
AsSO<iote Secr•tory

Vi<ct P1('$1dtnl

CARROLL M . WRIGHT
h t<u•ive- Se-ut t<uy
ond T1eosurcr

PAUL ( , BROWN

ERNEST S. MARKS

Extension Sec•etory

Field Sectelory
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Awards and Recognitions
REGISTRATION CONTEST

Numbered Banners

No. I Di.strict of Columbia
No. 2 West Virginia
No. 3 Utah
No. 4 Delaware
No.

Pennsylvania

Next five to Golden Rule Union, Wisconsin, Tennessee, California, New Hampshire.
Parade Positions

First Place-District of Columbia
Second Place-West Virginia
Third Place-Utah
Fourth Place-Delaware
Fifth Place-Pennsylvania

Program Committee/
Dr. ]. Gordon Howard, chairman

Frederick L. Mintel

Rev. Leslie G. Deinstadt

Dr. Daniel A. Poling

Harry

Fred \\'. Ramsey

Holmes

:\Irs. Helen Lyon Jones

Rev. Arthur J. Stanley

."\ orman Klauder

Dr. Harry Thomas Stock

:\Iiss Sarah E. McCullagh

Dr. Raymond M. Veh

Dr. Stanley B. \'andersall, secretary
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Cleveland

Again,!

Endeavor axiom that an International Convention
ITheldis ainChristian
Cleveland is bound to be a convention of exceptional inspira-

tion and power. Veteran Endeavorers still talk of the glories of
"Cleveland '94." Thousands remember vividly the joy and challenge
of "Cleveland '27," and the great host of keen, enthusiastic young
people who are the Christian Endeavor leaders of today are unalterably
convinced that no convention will ever surpass "Cleveland '39''!
It was a glorious convention'
Inevitable that it should have been. The convention theme. CHRIST
CALLS, met instant response in the heart of youth. The development
of that theme in tremendous meetings of inspiration and challenge, in
thoughtful group conferences, in quietly beautiful experiences of worship was carefully planned and okillfully carried out.
:llany people dreamed and prayed and worked to produce the most
significant program any Christian Endeavor convention has ever offered.
of Christian
Dr. Poling a!ld the officers of the International
Endeavor gave it earnest and untiring consideration. Dr. ]. Gordon
Howard, Director of Young People's Work for the Cnited Brethren
Church, worked tirelessly with a large and representative committee
to perfect every detail of the program.
No easy task, that of a program committee' To determine program
content-addresses to be made at general sessions, subjects to be considered in the educational corrferences, adequate opportunity for worship, sufficient chance for fellowship in recreation. time for denominational rallies and state meetings and, somehow. a little time left ior
sleep! To fmd the very best speakers. to choose the most capable conference leaders, well-informed in their particular branch of religious
education and skillful in directing discussion. to appoint conferenct•
chairmen-the task of a program committee is a long and tedious one
Because that task was well done, Cleveland Connntion delegate,
not only had their spirits "stabbed broad awake''-they also had direc-tion given to those awakened spirits. They learned new ways of
Christian Endeavor service in a troubled world. They shared experiences and encouraged one another. They could confidently npect the
results of the convention to include new determination to !ind the
Christian solution of present-day problems. They will seek a clearer
idea of the entire scope of Christian Endearnr. better leadership in
Christian Endeavor societies and unions. deeper consecration to the
work of Christ and the church.
It was a glorious convention'
13
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IRED W. RAMSEY

TWO CREAT CHAIRMEN

Cltvtlond Commi ttff

J. GORDON HOWARD
Pr<>grom Committee

that it should have been- with a local convention committee headed by Fred W. Ramsey and Fred L. Ball, whose efficient
leadership was proved in the 192 7 convention. The convention commi11 ec spared no effort in preparing £or the com fort and delight of the
delej!ate,;. Al l Cleveland conspired to make the delegates feel at
home. \Yhere, indeed, could they feel more at home than in this
beautifu l city which has always been a center of Christian Endeavor >
Clevtland 's places of business welcomed the convention as heartily
as did its many churches. T he police were alert to direct delegates and
to J!ive them the feeling of honored visitors. Cleveland's gracious
mayor was a most cordial host. Even Lake Erie put on its be; t blue
spark le and waved a greetinl( to the delegates, while the weather
demonstrated a wide range of Cleveland temperature.
It was a !(IOrious convention!
Inevitable that it should have been-with friendliness its keynote.
Every delegate commented on the joy of fellowship with so many
people. from so many varied and interesting places. Many denominations were represented, but all who came were concerned with a

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CONVENTION
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common purpose. Members of different races shared experiences of
friendship with no dividing race consciousness.

The Delegates Said
Especially commended in the reports turned in by state delegations,
at the close of the convention, were the following features:
The Quiet Hour sessions; Fellowship of Prayer; conferences on Christian
Endea\·or's part in the total prolil'.ram of the church; conferences on union work,
as conducted by Ernest S. Marks; addresses of Dr. Poling, Dr. Evans, and Dr.
Judd. in particular;
mingling with no apparent consciousness of race;
the Lord's Supper i the friendliness and fellowship found everywhere among the
delegates; the convention banquet i many features of the parade, including the
large number of marchers and the attention lil'.iven to starting on time; clear
expression of the new program of "Christ Calls!" to be found
the
conference sessions. youth addresses, and other addresses.

Of Human Interest
A youth convention like this becomes within a few hours a sort of
community, in which events serious, significant, memorable, and also
humorous occur, hour by hour. News hunters among the convention
staff and the sharp-eyed reporters of the convention city's daily papers
never quite catch up with the daily happenings among the convention
delegations. Only in the days and weeks that follow adjournment does
the story come into a form which compels the thought-"How interesting, or worth while, or mirthful, this or that would have been. had
the convention itself known about it through a statement from the
platform or a paragraph in the newspaper!"
Since the last session adjourned, one state delegation has reported
such incidents as these:
A group uf six rode thirty-three miles around Cleveland looking for the
church at which a well-beloved field secretary was scheduled to speak. The
patient travelers never found this church.
A girl brushed her teeth with white shoe polish, in her haste to catch up with
other convention-goers who had risen earlier.
"They said it was the management, but maybe it wasn't." At any rate someone
called several rooms. full of delegates from one state. at 1: 30 in the mormng, to
that the rooms would have to be vacated so that painters could get at their
work later that morning.

An eastern state union's delegates will remind its field secretary
for many a year of the extensive quantity of lemons he sucked in an
effort to avoid seasickness, while traveling to Cleveland on a Great
Lakes boat.
Clad for the parade, a Wisconsin "dairy girl" stopped in at a
Cleveland bank to cash a check. The policeman OH duty warned her
not to attempt to "sell anything" without a city permit.

16
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Christian Youth in Convention Assembled

F

OR long months thoughts of youth turned toward Cleveland. :'\ow
at last the time of waiting was over! From every part of the continent,
young men and women rushed into the convention city, where the
red-and-white emblems of Christian Endeavor everywhere emphasized
the welcome of Cleveland's hospitable citizens.
Delegates came in great crowds (Pennsylvania sent more than 400)
in special trains and busses. They came in small groups-in expensive
new automobiles and battered old jaloppies. Privileged individuals
traveled by airplane: less privileged individuals hitch-hiked. .\lbert
Windle, a seventeen-year-old student at Temple Cniversity, Philadelphia. who is blind and µartly deaf. was the first delegate to arrive.
He hitch-hiked from Coatesville, Pa., in nineteen hours. .\ Kentucky
mountain delegation of eleven came with their pastor in a station
wagon, cooking their food (brought from home) over roadside campfires. It matters not at all how you travel to convention-what matters
is that you do arrive'
Incredible to think, on Thursday morning. that hundreds of additional delegates, unable to obtain a week-long rncation. would arrive
for the week end. For on Thursday morning it seemed as if all the
young people of .\merica had come to Cleveland'. Frank
church editor of The Cleveland Press, wrote.
and cheering
youths from 48 states today pinned the badge of Christian Endeavor
on the lapel of Moses Cleaveland."
"Hawaii is here, too," smiled James '.\Iisajon and his lei-decked fellow
delegates.
"We make this an international convention," explained the charming young people from Canada.
To most of the delegates a convention was a new experience, but
some young people had attended several international convention,.
"Your first one is always the most exciting," thev admitted ··but
you'll want to go on to the next one and it will be thrilling,
We
expect to have a wonderful time in Cle,•eland '."
Miss Clara Dohme of i\Iaryland, arriving with her precious collection of convention badges arranged on a square of black velvet, had
attended her first International Christian Endeavor Convention in
Cleveland in 1894, has missed only four since that time, and has attended seven World Conventions also. She found them all thrilling'.
17
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Honeymooners Among Us
At least two couples came to convention on their honeymoons. Mr.
and Mrs. John Thompson came from Pittsburgh. Leslie G. Deinstadt,
field secretary for Massachusetts, brought his bride, the former Evelyn
Fox of Wisconsin, where she was the state union president.
Miss Edith Clark of England and a group from Australia represented the British Empire and were most welcome and honored
delegates.
Five hotels, the Y.l\LC.A., the Y.W.C.A., and countless private
houses were the Cleveland homes for the delegates. But no sooner were
their suitcases unpacked, their neckties straightened, and their curls
brushed, than the delegates were out of their rooms, impatient to explore
all of Cleveland, especially eager to see the Convention Auditorium.
"Let's go see it right away!" urged the pretty girl from Kansas.
"I can't wait for the convention to begin," confessed the tanned
young man from New York.

Heard Among the Throngs
Xobody (except serious members of the ·Board of Trustees, mopping
their brows and thoughtfully considering Christian Endeavor programs and policies in their meeting room at the Hotel Statler)nobody could sit still, for there were so many things to see and so
many new people to meet. And so much to sav.
"I'm glad Pennsylvania had a lot of regist;ations. Our delegation
is to sit at the very front of the Auditorium. Imagine getting a real
close-up of Herbert Hoover! Did you ever read about what he did
in Belgium-and in China?"
"Here comes the Golden Rule Union's delegation! Look at those
gorgeous costumes!"
"That's Arthur Stanley. the Associate President. He represented
Christian Endeavor at the Oxford Conference. Do you know who will
be sent to the World Christian Youth Conference at Amsterdam?"
"The banquet will be Monday night. Let's get our tickets now,
before we spend too much money on other things."
"Will there be a recreation demonstration' I must make a note
of the time."
"Be sure to come early to Quiet Hour service. You won't want to
miss a minute of it."
"It's time now for our pre-convention prayer meeting. Jim, let's
go in." (They started their convention experience with prayer.)

Service of Prayer for the Convention
Not all the delegates who were in Cleveland came to the Thursday

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CON\'E:<TIO:<

l<i

0,. Polin9 with ErnHt Richordson, Woco, Too,, 011d MiH Gc-ntv1tvt ( Pork, Li ncoln,
N1broslto, ••ftl'lefS of the
conducted by " The lookout "

afternoon service of prayer for the con\'cncion. :\!a ny were >till hu;y
finding their Cle,·ehmd homes and i::et1 ing setllec.l. T ho:;e who did nnlle
promprly and quietl\' to Room
in the :\lusic Hall found the sen ·ice
one o f unusual enrfchment. All the plans for the con\'en1 ion were
made now : C hristian Endea\·orers had done their best to
fv1
a jllorious
The results were in God's ha nc.l;;. \ 'ery re\'er ·
ently the Endeavorers in Room A .sought Hi;; blessini:: upon the con"ention. on s peake rs and leaders and delegates .
.. Dad" Reiner. Christian Endea,·or's belo\'ed leader from Chicart" ·
Dr. \V. E. Peffley. and the Rev . Elmer Becker j?uidetl the meditat ion
and prayers of the group. speaking of the great need of p rayer :i nn
of its tremendous power. i\Iany delegates participate<! in briei anci
ardent sentence prayers. Thoughtfully sung prayer hymn s expressed
the feelings of all the delegates.
At the end of this brief service. which for so many young people
was a blessed beginning of • wo nderful experience. Dr. Reiner said :
" God hears and knows our needs. :\!any things have been wrought by
prayer. Who knows what great things may come to pass through this
gathering this afternoon? "
Great tilings did happen in the convention, which formally began a
few hours later . Who can minimize the place o f this sincere prayer
service in helping to make them possible?
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A Glorious Opening Session_,
before the appointed hour the brilliant lights of the ConvenL ONG
tion Auditorium shone on a sea of color as state and provincial

delegations found their places. The air tingled with anticipation while
thousands of Endeavorers listened appreciatively to a pleasing organ
recital and gazed eagerly at the huge, fern-bordered stage.
Suddenly the stage was filled with people. Rising tier upon tier at
the back were the youthful members of a large chorus. with their
leader, Earl Evans, before them. There were Harry F. Fussner and
A. J. Seith at the two grand pianos. There, as beaming and eager as
if this were his first convention, was Homer Rodehea,·er (with his
trombone, of
presenting
Eyans to the convention.
"All Hail the Power of Jesus'
the pianas began and with
"Rody" leading, the convention burst forth into joyous song. " ..\II
Hail, Emmanuel," sang the convention chorus. "\\"e Choose Christ ...
theme song of the Philadelphia Convention, followed: then "Lead )le
to Calvary," the second stanza of which was carried by the trombone.
with delighted Endeavorers humming an accompaniment. ''He Li,·es '."
was sung in tones of triumph. ..\ few moments later the convention
rose as one person as the President, Dr. Daniel ..\. Poling, and )frs.
Poling, and the officers of the International 5ociety of Christian Endeavor came upon the stage.
"I declare the 37th International Christian Endea\'Or Cun\'ention in
session!" said the President, in clear and ringing tones.
Miss Blanche Yeomans, of Kansas. led the worship sen·ice on the
theme, "Chrisfs Call to Today·s Youth," and the delegates reverently
followed.
The addresses of welcome were unusually gracious and interesting.
The Rev. Thomas D. Ewing spoke on behalf of the Cleveland Church
Federation. Said )Ir. Ewing:
''Mayor Burton wil1 tell of Cleveland's
oi nat10nal groups. of her
pride in a rich heritage from Europe and in her :-troni:; churches in which are
represented every nation and many races. I want to
to you that the task of
the churches is to unite the Christian people of all denominational. national and
cultural groups-to unite them all in allegiance to Christ.
"The Cleveland Church Federation throuJlh its standing committees' act1vit1es
and through cooperation in movements like the Xational Preaching Mission
forgets that which divides. The thinp;s in which we agree are so much more
important than the things in which we disagree 1 The churches of Cleveland
are united for Christ! The churches of Cleveland welcome you! No united
movement is greater than Christian Endeavor."
21
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Hon. Harold H. Burton, mayor of Cleveland, was good-looking and
gracious. With his charming wife he appeared several times during
the convention.
"Cleveland expects this Christian Endeavor Convention to give it new inspiration and to strengthen its confidence in the future," Mayor Burton declared.
"To know Cleveland you must know where it came from. Connecticut was first
a royal grant from the king of England-a grant of land the width of Connecticut from the Atlantic Ocean to the South Seas! Pennsylvania and New
York took shares of this grant and a strip of land 120 miles west of the Pennsylvania line was reserved by Connecticut.
"Cleveland, first called New Connecticut, was founded by General Moses
Cleaveland, who hoped that the town would some day grow as large as New
\Vindham. Connecticut' Sixty-five per cent of Cleveland'-· people are foreign
born or have foreign-born parents. Twenty-five nationalities are represented in
Cleveland's population. Cleveland clings to her early ideals and adds the gifts
of other nations. In the American Peace Gardens you wiJI find a garden representing each nation. in each a monument to the cultural leaders of that national
group. During a recent convention earth from Germany and allied nations
was placed in tbe garden. It was a Slovenian-American, Louis Adamic, who said,
'America is not so much a place as a people.'
"Young people. America will be what you make it. I welcome you as an
inspiration to Cleveland, and call to your attention the statue of Tom Johnson in
the Public Square. You will read upon it this verse:
" 'This man forsook the few to serve the mass,
He found us leaderless. groping, blind,
He left the city with a civic mind,
And cnr. with his eyes upon the goal,
He left the city with a civic soul.'"

Introducing Fred \\". Ramsey, chairman of the Cleveland convention committee, Dr. Poling said:
"Fred \\'. Ramsey. convention chairman, succeeded John R. Mott
in the leadership of the Y .'.\I.C.A., and is known everywhere for his
Jovalty to Christ and the church. I present l\lr. Ramse1'. sacrificial
to bring his address of welcome."
.
'.\Ir. Ramsey, Commissioner of Welfare for the City of Cleveland,
responded.
A prayer for the convention was then made, an offering given, and
a beautiful selection sung by the chorus. The entire convention sang
"Onward. Christian Soldiers."

Mr. Hoover Arrives
Once he had spoken to an International Christian Endeavor Convention-San Francisco 1931-from his desk in the White House in Washington, and thousands of young people had stood listening tensely to
his broadcast message. Once the Christian Endeavor Field Secretaries'
Union had been received by him at the White House. Always he has

CIUISTIA.'1 ENDEAVOR CONVENTION
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Prin1denf Poli"9 ond Mr. Hoover
Or, Poling holds the ci totion orntntcd to l ht convt ntion•t. d1n1ngu1JhC!d 91.tcu.

been a herv to Christian Endeavorers. whatt'\'er their 1>0litical preferStates
after a heroic career of saving countle-<s
in Beli::ium and of ad,·en·
ture in China, had been a Junio r years before in an Oregon Christian
Endeavor society.
Very quietly he came out upon the stage, and the com·entio n stood
to honor him- stood singing. "'.\ly Country. ·T i;; of Thee," and welcoming
smiles the Hon. Herbert C.
Delight iu lly, :\Ir .
Hoover smiled back. He continued to smile as the business of the
convention was carried on until the time of his own address. which was
to be heard not only by the convention but by radio audiences all
over the continent.

ences. For this man. who became President of the

Dr. Stanley B. Vandersall , Associate Secreta ry of the International
Society of Christian Endeavor. spoke briefly o n "Our Work as an
Interdenominational :\lovement. " He presented to Dr. Poling and
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the convention the following denominational leaders of young people's
work:
Miss Lucy M. Eldredge-Congregational-Christian Church
Mr. Moses M. Shaw-United Presbyterian Church
Mr. J. W. Eichelberger, Jr.-African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church
Dr. J. Arthur Heck-Evangelical Church
Rev. Elmer Becker-Church of the United Brethren in Christ (old Constitution)
Rev. George Oliver Taylor-Disciples of Christ
Rev. Herbert L. Minard-Editor of Front Rank
Dr. Raymond \'eh-Editor of The Evangelical Crusader
Dr. Manson Doyle-United Church of Canada
l\.irs. Mary Jordan Sweet-Society of Friends
Dr. J. Gordon Howard-Church of the United Brethren in Christ.

Carroll :\I. Wright, Financial Secretary and Treasurer of the International Society, then spoke on "Our \Vork as an Organization," and
presented the Christian Endeavor Field Secretaries, Regional Vice
Presidents, and Departmental Superintendents. Like the denominational leaders, these faithful, consecrated young men and young women
were given enthusiastic applause.
Then----exactly at 9: 30-the conventiot) was "on the air" and the
memorable Service of Recognition for the Honorable Herbert Clark
Hoover began. Dr. Poling and l\Ir. Hoover moved toward the microphone, and the convention and the radio audience listened to Dr.
Paling's presentation* and l.Vlr. Hoover's thought-provoking address.
Small wonder that after that address the delegates went very quietly
to State Quiet Hour meetings and prayed for strength to follow the
course of action to which :\Ir. Hoover had challenged them.

A New Proposal for American Action
Address by
HERBERT

CLARK HoovER

Last night I spoke on the American Magazine hour against sending: our youth
to war in foreign countries again. I stated, however, that America can be of
service to peace and humanity. Among: other things I
that we can
build up the standards of decency in the world. We can take action \\'hich will
lessC'n both the causes and the barbarities of war. We can do it \\'ithout in\·olving ourselves in foreign wars. I shall make a concrete proposal for such
constructive action tonight.
You represent the youth of many nations. And you are profoundly interested
in peace. You are profoundly interested in the growth of humane spirit in
this world. And if war should come you are interested in all possible protection
of humanity in that war.
Last night I referred to the suffering of women and children in the Great War.
I know. For years it was my sole occupation to care for the homeless, the
• The offtcial text of the award of rec-ognltlon made to Herbert Clark Hoover appears in
the opening pages of this volume.
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foodless, the frightened, and the helpless. I have witnessed their suffering:s in
twenty nations. And when one speaks to me of war, I do not ser the glorious
parade of troops marching to the tunes of g:ay music. I do not think of great
statesmen planning and worrying in their chancellories. X or do I think of those
dazzling chambers where the peacemakers of the world meet to settle the
of mankind. I see the faces of hungry, despaired. and terrorized women and
children. These are the real victims of modern war.
The \';otence of war is year by year falling more and more horribly upon the
civilian populations. Starvation by blockade and killing from the air ban become
weapons of attack in modern war. At least they have become methods of reprisals. Put bluntly, that mean::- wholesale killing of women and children

The Food Blockade
Industrial civilization has increased the numbers oi people in
countries
far beyond their domestic food supplies. They must import food from overseas
In the last war both sides strug:gled to bring \·ictory by stan·ation oi the
whole enemy people. The food bluckade by the Allied Governments on one
side and the ruthless submarine warfare by the Central Powers on the other
had starvation as a purpose. In the last war both sides professed that it wa::not their purpose to starn women and children.
But it is only hypocrisy to say that the blockade is directed to st:uvat1on oi
soldiers. munition workers. or g:onrnment officials. They le\·y .i. first call
on all food. It is only the deluded who think that these
starve. .-\rmies and
munition workers were not short of food in blockaded Germany in the last war
All onr Europe it was the women and children who. weakened from scant) food
supplies, died not in hundreds of thousands but in millions It was the children who
grew up stunted in mind and body. Who can say that the conius1on in Europe tllday is not partly the result of the horrible lh·es oi the children of those )
·,

Death from the Air
And in f"qually dreadful sense I saw a newer method of war de\'elop
Thl'
bombing of Lfrilian populations from the air first appeared as .t µJ.rt of war
strategy during the Great War. The bombing plane
then scarcely den-loped
It was a \\1-eakling when the Germans userl it
British and French cities
But even then I have seen with my O\\'n eyes a score of air raid<; whne terrorized
women and children flocked to cellars uselessly and franticall) to escape a rain of
explosives.
No country then possessed
numbers of these planes built purposely for
bombing. Today each nation numbers its fleet m thousand'.'> Anrl toda\ each
plane will carry ten times the
explosives In terror even· Eu.ropean
nation is equipping everybody, even the babies. with gas ma.<.ks. En·r) countr)
is
to evacuate women and children from the c1t1es One oi thl' dreads ot
whole
Europe today is that these great fleets of planes will be used to
cities.
it is hypocrisy lo say that the sole purpose of
planes b to destroy
soldiers, communications, and munition
That is not the full intention
purpose is terror and weakening of the morale of the civil poi. .Jlat10n. That means
the killing of women, children. The, experience in China and Spain m the last two
years only confirms our worst fears
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The Strategy of Modern War
The ancient chivalry for the protection of women and children bas departed
in the violence of the times. But why these pressures and terrors against women
and children?
To break down the morale and resistance of the civil population at home has
become a part of the methods of war. There was a time when war!li were carried
on exclusively by soldiers and sailors. The civil populations went about their
routine daily tasks.
Today war is a battle of whole peoples. They must be mobilized to the last
atom of their economic and emotional strength. All fit young men and boys are
conscripted and thrust into the battlefields. The pressure on their women and
children by the enemy is supposed to react upon the conscripts at the front. It
is supposed to weaken their courage and the resolution of these huge armies. Or it
is presumed to make the enemy people supplicate its own
.... rnment for peace.

The Menace of Increasing Armament
\\'hcther the intention is deliberate, direct attack. or only a threat of reprisals.
this fear for their women and children is one of the drh·ing forces of increased
armament by every nation
One impelling reason for increasing naval fleets given by every count:y in Europe and Asia is not only to blockade the enemY's food but to keep open the lanes
of their own food supplies. Up to tbe last war the strength in the starvation battle
rco.ted with the country which possessed the battleships But during that war the
German submarines demonstrated a capacity to destroy the food supplies destined
to
and France, enn against their superior fleets. It
British and
French food supplies into extreme jeopardy. Since then the submarine has been
t::rcatly impro,·ed and its
haw been vastly increased.
One oi the impelling reasons lor unceasinl! building of bombinc: planes 1s to
prepare reprisals for hlockade starYing of womrn and children or reprisals ior
air attacks
Thi.;, killing of women and children haunts every moYc of power politics. It
driYl''> not alone to armaments It dri,·es to more and more military alliances that
hreed war.
l'ntil th1-. menace of killin!.! women and children by iood blockade and .rom the
air 1<> remoYrd, there will be little relief from increasing navies and air fleets There
will be httle decrease in the fear that is driving the world to its own destruction
The standard of living, the comfort of all men. is today
..,lt'ad1ly lowered
h) this race oi armaments It is the backs of the men and women \\ho toil that
carr) th1.., load oi war preparedness during peace. It is nonsense to sa) this is paid
for \Jy the nch. The pay comrs from the productivity of the people. It is breaking the backs of nations today.
And the United States builds
to meet the menacr of these
"welling n:H"ies and air fleets.

Objections to Limitation of War Methods
Surcl) the time has come when men should renounce the starvation and ma-.sacre of women and children as methods of war.
I am well aware that any protest or any proposal to limit these horrors in iuture
wars will be decried by the militarists as futile. They will say that the world has
tried to do this sort of thing an<l failed. Civilian authorities in these desperate
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times may decry it as impractical. It will be said that war is itself immoral and
to suggest moral restraint in conducting war is a hopeless contradiction.
Even if nations subscribe to it in peace it will be said there can be no dependable enforcement after war begins. Long reasons will be adduced to support its unenforceability. It will be said that in modern war national existence is at stake.
Xational institutions will be destroyed by the inevitable revolutions that follow to
the defeated country. Long years of indemnities and oppression are the penalty
of defeat to the vanquished. Therefore. it win be said that despite any agreement
to protect women and children. every nation when once engaged in war will justify
e\•ery weapon as a part of its defense. no matter what their bumamtarian agreements may be. I shall comment upon some teeth that could be put into enforcement in a moment.

Fallacies Often Revived
The old fallacy \Vill be produced that the prospect of war becominl! more terrible frightens nations into keeping the peace. But the fact is nations go to war
out of desperation at these very threats. The fear of frightfulness does not make
for peace. It creates fear, hate and desperation which drin nation" to war. The
prospect of killing of women and children makes war more likely
Another old fallacy will be produced That is. the more terrible war i.-.. the
quicker the sickened nations will make peace. But war has become more terrible
e\·ery year since the invention of gunpowder. En•ry half centur) has seen more
and more men sacrificed on the battlefield. It has seen more and more \\omen and
children sacrificed at home. Human courage rises far
any terror yet invented.
This same fallac) pretends that putting the screwis on the ci\ ii population gets
war over quicker. Such a policy is thus said to be more humane The last war
prond that starvation and bombing only sharpened hate and hardened re:iolution
to continue.
Even supposing all these arguments are true. are we to accept deieat oi international decency? Are we not to try enry method, explore evrry channel, that
might allay these causes of \\"3.r and armament and that might lead to protection
of the li\-es and minds of innocent women and children) ::\lust \H accept such a
collapse of \\'estern civilization? ::\lust we accept the despair ot return to barbarism?

A Proposal
I am going to risk a proposal that might end the worst of it
.My proposal is that all nations that are v. ilhng to do so 5hould enter an
agreement1. That vessels laden sokly with food supplies should be plaad upon the same
basis of immunity as hospital ships. They should go freely. Blockade should not
apply to them. There should bt no attack upon their pasrnge by either warships or
submarines.
2. T/Jat there shaU be no bombing of civil populations and no bombing anywhere
uctpt in the field of actual fighting mot on land or 1ea, and at u•orks drvotrd
strictly to munitiOflS.
Nations that are not willing to enter such obligation will have at least declared
their shameful devotion to barbarism. They will be pro,·ed ot..tcasts from civiliza-

tion.
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There is humanity in the peoples of all combatant nationalities. Their own public opinion is shocked by barbarities. That is evidenced by the fact that all statesmen in the last war sought to justify such acts to their people as reprisals for the
barbarities of the enemy. And througb all discussion of preparedness today they
find justification in their fears of this frightfulness against themselves.

Enforcement
for the moral teeth that I propose for enforcement. Tbat is the definite
participation of neutrals of the world in protection against these barbarities. As
a part of such agreement the neutral nations should become the referees announcing
in authoritative way any fouls that take place.
To effect this, such agreement should provide further:
3. That the shipment of food supplies in war to any blockaded nation may be
in full cargoes under the management and jurisdiction of a commission of the
neutral nations
4. That neutral observers should be continuously in session within every belligerent country to determine the facts of any killing of civilians from the air.
The whole of this enforcement by neutrals must be based upon moral forces and
not on military force or entanglement in the controversy. Should any belligerent
be convicted of deliberate violations, then neutrals should withdraw. Awful as
it may be no doubt the hells of reprisals from the "injured side would then be turned
loose.
The real teeth behind this enforcement is public opinion among neutrals. That
is one of the most potent forces in modern war. If it be pointed up by definite
conviction beyond all the whitewashing of propaganda it can be far-reaching in
its consequences.
In the strategy of modern war one of the utmost anxieties of both sides is to
hold the good will of neutrals, or, at least, to prevent their indignation forcing
them to aid or to join the enemy The ill will of neutrals or their citizens at once
induces informal boycotts of credit and supplies even do they go no further. To
influence neutral public opinion in the last war every combatant spent millions in
!.dg:antic propaganda. And they are spending it again today.
Public opinion in neutral nations does not react much to the legalistic iuestion
oi whether cotton is contraband or noncontraband. It does not react much to
imperial ambitions of combatants. It does not react much to specious circumventions of such instruments as the Kellogg Pact. But it does react to the horror of
killing women and childrrn.
It is asserted that public opinion of neutrals had no effect in the last war Contrary to that, when the final verdict of history is e;iven it will be found that the
losers lost not by lack of valor or courage. They lost not by lack of efficiency or
even from starvation They lost by failure to heed the public opinion of what
were originally neutral nations. Had the American sense of humanities not Leen
outraged over years there is little likelihood that we would have joined in that
war. And with us half a dozen hitherto neutral nations joined also. The emotional reaction of the American people upon a conviction of wholesale killing of
women and children in another great war would come nearer to driving our people to inten'ention than all the other arguments in the world.
If this moral standard of protection to women and children were once erected in
the world, the violators could confidently expect that the indignation of neutrals
would bring them to disaster.
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)ome Experiences
Incidentally, on Armistice Day in 1929 I made the part of this proposal relating
to the immunity of food ships. It was approved by the leaders in a score of nations. Those nations that did not regard it with favor thought it one-sided. But
they now .find themselves hideously menaced from the air The double proposal
should now commend itself to those who then
it one-sided.
In 1932 I proposed to the World Conference on Land Disarmament a limitation on the use of bombin1it planes \1.-bich was accepted by the representatives of
many nations. I did not then propose enforcement through organized neutral
action as I now do.
To those who doubt the practicability of the idea of ships moving through
blockades, I may point out that the Belgian Relief Commission delivered more
than 2,(XX) fu11 cargoes of food through two rint1?s of blockade. It was done by
international agreement under neutral management operating continuously for
more than four years. It proved that this could be done.
Moreover. the conventions as to the Red Cros.s were fairly well held to in the
civilized countries during 1914 to 1919. The agreements as to protection of prisoners were also fairly well held. At least some agreements to mitigate barbarity
have been kept in war. These growths a\1.-ay from barbarism lend hope for further
progress toward protection to women and children.
If we wish to lower our vision from the transcendent questions of humanity
involved, we can find an impelling interest to neutrals in these proposals.
In the last war the blockade initially reduced demand and e\"ery farmer in the
world suffered. Then as tbe long lanes of food from the Southern Hemisphere
could not be used because of diminished shipping and the submarine. the demand
\l."'3S concentrated on North America. And the farmers of the Southern Hemisphere
went bankrupt during the war. Perhaps someone thinks our farmer benefited.
He did not. He has for years and is today still suffering from the expansion of
submarginal lands and the inflation of land values due to the high prices ,)f the war

Conclusion
Today's is perhaps a poor atmosphere to make any proposal to mitigate the
barbarities of war. So many are desperate with fear, so many ha\"e learned to
hate. So much hatred and fear are being stimulated by the artifices of propaganda.
It is true the processes which lessened the causes of war and made for peace
have been greatly weakened. It is a tragic fact that in six years the treaties
limiting the navies have been abandoned. The hopeful negotiations to limit land
arms have died away. Encouraging international action by the world conference
to restore the prosperity of the world was suppressed.
have lawlessly
violated their pledges never to use war as an instrument of national policies. Every
large nation is arming to the teeth. The standards of
all over the world
are being lowered to pay for increasing arms. Fear is rampant. The only methods
of peace today seem to be military alliances, threats of force, and delicate balances
of armed power.
For America to voice these ideas on behalf of women and children requires no
use of force. It needs no military alliances. no leagues, no sanctions. It requires
no power politics. But that voice when raised on behalf of humanity can be a
most potent force in the world todav.
We possess a great moral power an·d we should use it to Sa\.·e mankind from
the barbarities of war. Thereby we will promote peace In this we 1,1·ill be right
at all times.
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EacJ. Day Sounds the Call
In challenging American youth to answer the call of Christ.
the Cleveland Christian Endeavor Convention did not plead for
a vague emotional response; it definitely showed how an answer
to that call would require transformed personal life and vitalized
group actfoity.
Each day's program pointed out a special emphasis of the general
theme: the day's activities. the group conferences. the worship sen·ices: the speakers' addresses, all combined to show how the answer
to that day's challenge could be worked out.
Complete consecration would mean to a Christian Endea\·orer
answering in some way each of the calls:
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ

Calls
Calls
Calls
Calls
Calls

to Christian Endeavor.
to Christian Citizenship and World Peace
to Church Loyalty and l:nity
to Evangelism and '.\lirnons
to Personal Consecration.

IV
Challenge to the Cliristian --

0

!

XE test of the seriousness of Convention delegates is the attendance at the 8:30 Quiet Hour. It is not ea'y to get up and
breakfast and hurry to the Quiet Hour so early in the momingespecially after an exciting evening and a late bedtime. To the beautiful and dignified Music Hall adjoining the Con,·ention ..\uditorium
hundreds of young people came eagerly and promptly each morning.
proving conclusively their earnestness and sincerity as delegates.
"Fairest Lord Jesus" was the hymn which opened the Friday
ing service. The Twenty-third Psalm. the Lord's Prayer and the hymn.
''\Vonderful Words of Life," followed it. Then Dr. \\'illiam Hiram
Foulkes, Vice President of the International Society of Christian Endeavor. whose Quiet Hour talks have been highlights of many a convention, read the closing verses of the twentieth chapter of St. John's
Gospel, the story of the revelation of Jesus to Thomas I vs. 26-31).
The delegates sang softly "Into '.\1y Heart "
31
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"Reach Hither Thy Hand"
The Quiet Hour Talk

by DR. FOULKES

"The holiest among the mighty and the mightiest among the holy, who with
His nail-pierced hands bas Jifted the p;ates of empire off their hinges and today
rules the world!" So John Paul Richter spoke of Jesus. But <loes He rule the
\\"Orldf
The human hand, next to the face, is the most wonderful thing in the world.
The face is the perpetual symbol of the revelation of truth, beauty and love i the
hand is the symbol of achievement. Look upon His pierced hand! Our problem
today is how to be courageous in the face of trial, how to be good in the face of
temptation to sin, how to be strong in the face of fear, how to be steadfast in the
face of sorrow. Christ's nail-pierced hand is at the helm. When we come into
contact with that hand we come into the secret of pov.rer
What we do with our hands reveals what we are. Would we be willing to let
everyone see what we do with them. by night or day, in pastimes and pleasures, at
our tasks? What shall we do with our hands? Shall we clench them in arrogance as monarchs do ;i Or stretch them out as the Prince of Glory did upon
the cross? Hands are clenched in violence, anger, hatred, jealousy. suspicion. They
are opened in tenderness, penitence, loving: kindness, comforting.
Let us at the close of this period in a mystical. simple way put our hands in the
hands of Christ. An editorial in this morning's newspaper refers to ex-President
Hoover's speech last night as an "impossible .. dream " But was it? The totalitarian leaders will all die. perhaps by \·iolence. There is only one Lord whose
kinp;dom grows; all others arc on the way out. When Jesus said, "Thy KinJ?:dom come," that was not just wishful thinkinJ?:. That Kingdom is comin)!. This
convention is a siJ?:n that it is coming.
How man) of us have no need oi Jesus' hand? Who of us can say, "l can
take care of my own life?" :\'o one of us would presume to say it Evil has
never been so seductive, so hiµ:hly or)!anized, so sinister: it can speak its mind
around the world. If we had no iaith m Christ we should despair. They who
are only nominal Chrio;.tians Ii\ r no differently than well-disposed paJ?:ans live.
There is only one key to
nail-pierced hand. None of Jesus' words or
deeds would be remembered had He not died upon a cross for the sins oi the world.
I ask you. in some way that \\"ill not
your reason, to take your hand. sinstaincd. toil-scarred, and put 1t m the hand that rules the world.

"Everything We Do Purposefully Is Educational"
Dr. J. Gordon Howard, introducing the theme for Friday·s

So
discussion groups, emphasized the fact that while the conferences were
of tremendous importance, it was not fair to label them the educational
periods, since every experience in the convention could be educational.
Reports of the group conferences are found in Chapter XII.
Since during the two conference periods Friday morning all delegates would discuss the same subject, the eight conference groups in
the Young People's Division and the four conference groups in the
High School Division were formed alphabetically. The subject for
the second period conference, directly related to the theme for the
day, was "Improving Our Society '.\Ieetings."
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Young People's division conferences were held in the Music Hall
and the Convention Auditorium. High School age delegates had their
group conferences and their own morning assembly in Cleveland College, toward which they departed immediately after Dr. Howard's
introductory statement regarding the morning's discussion.

In General Convention Session
Somewhat more informal than the evening sessions, the morning
general sessions were interesting, friendly, and instructiw. Always
there was pl!'nty of time for singing. Friday morning's singing included ''\Ye Choose Christ," "'Sing, Smile, Pray," and a very pleasant
rendition of the ''Fire Song" by :.Ir. Rodeheaver, the chorus. and the
delegates. Earl :.Iarlatt's searching and beautiful hymn, "Are Ye
Able?" was a fitting introduction to the worship service, on the
theme "Important," led by Howard Duven of Iowa.
An amazing story of Christian Endeavor success it. a local church
was told bv Dr. Jonas \Yilliam Boyer. pastor of the \Yarren Avenue
Presbyterian Church of Saginaw. :.Iich. By means of a Christian Endeavor Sunday Evening Fellowship. Dr. Boyer has solved the problem
services. People no longer need
of small attendance at Sunday
be coaxed to come out Sunday evening, and 800 new church members
are due directly, or indirectly to this Christian Endeavor Fellowship.
Said Dr. Boyer:
This new type of Sunday evenine? meeting has brrn in successfui operation at
Warren Avenue Presbvterian Church in Saginaw. '.\lich. for eight nar'i Bl'!!inin 1Q31 it has at!racted an averaj:!c oi from liO-too each week. for ;x week.;;
each season, September to May. Chri5tian F11dPat or has been used with fine
results in thb program. \Ve felt that we wanted to be connected with an organization that challenged the youth of the world. so Christian Endeavor \\as selected
as the one best suited to render a fine service.
The hour of meeting was set at 5:30 P . .'.\I when the family circle comes to
the church
breaking up into eight different age groups. and then, when
the entire fellowship is over, the family can go home together in pkntv of
time to put the smaller children to bed. The whole family is in
for
Christian service. The older ones are training for better Chnstian service
This Sunday evening plan does not duplicate the other services of the day.
The Sunday school is educational in the Bible (O 45 to JO 45). The eleven o'clock
service is a service of worship and inspiration. The service at 5:30 P. M is
"training for better Christian service." and there is room for improvement for
the best. Thus we have a three-fold plan for the Sabbath dav
We begin Sunday with a good Sunday srhool (except July and .\ugust), rejoice in
a greal service at 11 A. M., and then close the day in the spirit of \'lctory rather than
in a defeat like so many churches experience on Sunday nights. It is important to
close the Lord's Day in triumph. It affects the work 'lf the chu. :h during the entire
week, we find.
The School of Missions runs for the month of
We use the Christian
1
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Endeavor set-up instead of having to build an entirely new organization for it.
This plan lends itself to whatever needs to be done in the church.
The whole family can come to the evening service,-that is from 5 (school
age) to 100: from 5-7 years of age, we call the "Lightbearers," Juniors from 8-11,
Intermediates from 12-14, Seniors 15-17, Young People 18-24, Young Married
People. Older
People 25-40, and Adults from 41 up.
The hours for this Sunday Evenin!! Fe11owship are:
5:30-6:20-Eight C. E. meetings at the same time, with advisers for the five
younger age groups.
service in the church for all, with ten-minute talk by the
pastor. a special musical number and benediction.
6 ·40-i IO-Christian Fe11owship around the tables in the dining room; when
all are seated by age groups. People eat and become acquainted.
Before eating, "The
is asked by the pastor, a visiting
minister, or some adult
The keystone of the whole organization is the Adult and Older Christian Endeavor societies. When the old folks are interested, the young will be. Parents
say COME. instead of "go." This society pays for the cocoa, milk, cream, sugar
and coffee, and $1.00 per Sunday for one to take care of the spoons and cups.
Refreshments include sandwiches. homemade cakes, pickles, hot cocoa or coffee. This general plan has worked for eight years. It will be
for the
ninth year. We trust no one's memory, so Postal-card reminders are sent to
those who are to bring sandwiches or cakes each week. If there are one or two in
a family. they bring once a month. If there are three or more in a family they
bring twice a month. A committee of consecrated women prepare 38 gallons of
µ1ckles in the fall for this Fellowship. We do not eat "supper" but we have
Christian Fellowship around the tables for a little while.
Thi.':> µl:m has accomµlished, it seems to us, many times more than the old
Tht ninth group is m process of being formed and may be called "The
Post-college Group "
We th.mi.. God for Christian Endeavor and take courage as \H enter the ninth
)Car

Dr. Poling's radio talk followed the morning session. On Friday Dr.
Poling spoke on "The Romance of Christian Endeavor,'' after which
he answered numerous questions.
Friday afternoon was given over to denominational meetings, some
oi which began with luncheon. some of which included dinner. \Yhile
Christian Endeavor is strictly interdenominational, every denomination may suggest to its own young people ways in which their Christion Endeavor activities will be of most service to their own local
church and denomination. The denominational meetings are, in a
sense. the convention's "family parties," and are among the happiest
and mm:t \vorthwhile occasions in the convention experience.

Friday Evening
Dr. F uulkes presided at this gathering of thousands of young people. :\Ir. Rodeheaver taught the convention the theme song, "Christ
These are its timely words:
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Bolton o f Pennsylvania .
.-\ lien S. Fields. President o f the \\'est \'irginia
Endeavor
t:nion. spoke with much enthusiasm on the importa nce of the Christian Endeavo r society as a means o f trainin.e yo un,:: f)fople in lhristian service.
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God: Dr. Francis F. Clark. who
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debt I can never repay. So tonight I thank you and wish you God's richest blessing.

Miss Clark's keen delight in the convention was to be in itself
an inspiration to many other delegates.
Carroll Wright's rapid-fire announcements were always greeted
with smiling attention. Fred W. Ramsey followed the chorus selection,
"Awake." Mr. Ramsey's announcements at this time were especially
interesting, since they concerned Saturday's parade and Monday
afternoon's special recreation.
The Rev. Arthur ]. Stanley, Associate President of the International Society of Christian Endeavor, spoke with eloquent fervor
on the subject, "Jesus Calls l's to See Visions." (See Chapter X).
Dr. Foulkes then said of Dr. Poling:
The Christian Endeavor movement has had only two leaders-the one in
, ... hose heart the movement was horn, and the son of the faith. There are men
whom we admire at a distance-our relationship to Dr. Poling- is one of warmth
and esteem. Affection binds us to him with ties as soft as silk anC as strong
as steel. Too many take for granted the cou'tage and caliber of our leader. It
\vould seem impossible to have this movement without this leader who by every
test has proven himself to be worthy. I
that both political parties would
do well to unite in having Dr. Poling as President of the United States.

Dr. Poling responded:
Caldn Coolidge \Vas nominated in this Auditorium! I appreciate this introduct:on and reception more than I can say. I am grateful to Dr. Foulkes and to
you. I have two very special reasons to be glad-first, because of the progressive
steps taken at the Trustees' meeting this afternoon; second, because the coming of
Miss Clark gives us a new sense of the unity of heart and spirit of Endeavorers
c\'crywhere. Miss Clark, please convey our formal greetings and the touch of our
spirits to your associates. Tell British Endeavorers that we love them and crave
unity which shall result in the power that passeth understanding.

Dr. Poling 's presidential address, "Christ
(Chapter V)
searched the hearts of the delegates profoundly. Well did Dr. Harry
N. Holmes' quiet statement, after the session was over, express the
feeling of all present:
"This was a night of high privilege."

v

"Ghrist Calls J"
The compltte text of the address of Dr. Daniel A. Poling, President of the International Society of Christian Endeavor and of
the World's Christian Endeavor Union, Cleveland, Ohio, July 7,
introducing the Christian Endeavor youth program and activities
of the coming two years.

calls! Mussolini calls! The Sun Emperor calls! ChalH ITLER
lenging tocsins sound over a world that rocks beneath the tread
of converging armies. The dictators call and youth answers. C nnumbered millions are carried forward upon a ri,ing tide of supernationalism that threatens to engulf and destroy our boasted twent'ethcentury civilization.
.
As this international convention of Christian youth opens, more
men are under arms than ever before in human history save only
during the actual hostilities of the Great \\'ar. The expenditures for
conflict have bankrupted human society. By the economic tesh that
ordinary business must meet to survive. there remain few ii any
solvent states.
Is there an answer' Is there a solution' Clearly the chancellories
of Europe have no answer: nor is
which
to be .-\merica"s more serious!\· regarded answer. a solution. :\Ian has failed.
While there was
time, he offered slogan' instead oi d -olution:
he talked about ··saving the world ior cknwcracy'": he centered his
hope in -< "war to end war·: he brought iorth treaties that divided
and sub-dn·ided the earth: but deliberatelv he turned away from
world appeasement. Civilization has again come to the end of the
trail with traditional statesmanship. and the prospect is a catastrnphe
that would wreck the race.

The World's Supreme Need
'"\\'hat the world needs,'" another has written, ··is power that will
make men and women good. \\'here may this power be found'
Nowhere else than in the :'\ew Testament." The world's hope and
only hope is in Christ: truly. He has the only solution for the world's
problem. His Sermon on the :\Iount i.s the epic of human brotherhood, and here are comprehended the particulars of a statesmanship
that alone can save human society.
\Ve have tried every other way. Within a generation. we have witnessed the
repudiation by one or more parties to the
of every solemn international
37
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engagement entered into since the Armistice. All treaties have become scraps of
paper. Leagues and courts have been repudiated; national and international honor
are a brutal jest; and might alone has ruled each new occasion. From this world
madness the church of Jes us Christ rises scarred, chastened, delayed, but not defeated. There is little to choose between the violence of Russia and the persecutions of the Third Reich. Russia boasts that she has liquidated religion. (But
she has not!) Hitler persecutes Jews, Catholics, Protestants alike-more than
fourteen hundred clergymen of our own faith have been or are in concentration
camps or prisons because they made Christ their first choice.
In all authoritarian states the immediate prospect is ominous, but "the blood of
the martyrs is the seed of the church." Christianity is a forward march. The
march itself may be delayed, but it cannot be stopped, and "He at last shall
reign where'er the sun does his successive courses run."

Christian Endeavor Beneath a Cross
Inevitably Christian Endeavor has suffered with the church of which she is a
part. In a number of the states of Europe our membership has been decimated
and our activities discontinued Specifically this is true of Spain. where under the
free government following the monarchy, religious liberty became a fact and the
advance of Protestantism significant with achie\'ements. At the Tenth \\"orld's
Christian Endeavor Convention not onr continental European nation was represented With the return to normal or near-normal conditions in human
and in the governments of men. we confidently expect a revival of interest in our
society.
For such a time as this Christ has come; in such a time as this Chri:;t call:.:.
His spirit. His philosophy, Christ Himself, is the world's hope, and Christian Endeavor, in its 3 7th International Convention, pledges her life, her all, to His person and to His plan ..\t the call of the dictators unnumbered millions of ) outh:march against each other Jesus Christ alone has an attractiveness of per,on and
program that transcends the attractiveness of all other programs and
It
is our task to reveal and rekase the
and person of Jesus Christ. Christ
calls. and again Christian Endeanir answers, ··\\Tc Choose Christ" \\'ith Him we
shall march to help make this world Christian.

World Progress
\\'1thin the year. the Tenth \Vorld's Christian Endea\·or Convention has been
held in )Jelbournc, Australia Herc, in spite of world upheaval, representatin:>:of t\H'nt) -six nations came, answering Christ's Call. The largest
in
the history of our \\'orld's Union were convened in the great nation that is a
continent The Rishop of MelLournc declared this meeting to be "the ;reatest
gathering eyer held in Australia." Hundreds of young people ple-dged
their lives to Christian service, the Region of the Pacific was established, and a new
era of youthful missionary activity wa.-. entered upon.
Within the year. during a visit of your president, South Africa has revi\·ed the
fraternity of its Dutch and Englbh group.-.. and strengthened the fellowship of
Christian Endeavor broken Ly the Roer \\'ar. Also. within the vear. the di\·ision
in the Christian Endeavor mo\·ement of Norway has disappeared .. Our two unions.
each si.'!nificant in its own loyalty and tradition, have come together and present
now a united front throughout this great land of the North. Should the Eleventh
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\\'orld's Christian Endea\·or Convention be held in Oslo, should this hope come
within the providence of God, Norwegian Christian Endeavorers have taken the
first and a long step toward making preparations for the great event \\rithin
the year Christian Endeu·or bas everywhere emphasized the solidarity of youth
for Christ. a solidarity that beyond all particulars of creed. of denomin<ltion, of
race. language and color. unites youth in Him Even a decade
the church
rejoiced in a score of youth movements. They were mo\·ements for peace. Today.
internationally and interdenominationally. only one of these movements survin·s
..\11
have gone down beneath a rush of vengeful. bloody passions.
l"nique among: the achievements of the immediate past is the uniting of the
Epworth League with Christian Endeavor in India and Ceylon. ..\s significant
as is the new unity of Methodism in the United States is this unity of youth, of
Christian youth, in the Far East. Under the direction of the \\rorld's l'nion
and with the wise leadership of the Abbeys. Christian Endeavor faces an unparalleled opportunity for missionary evangelism. Here India releases new hope to the
world. The missionary church with Christlike spirit and with Christ's O\\'n statesmamhip sets before the church at home an e:'\ample that
we shall follow

Canada and the United States
But India is not alone in the record of progress Canadian Chrtstian Endeavorp
ers report a re\·ival of interest \\o;th a corresponding intensiiyin!:?: of organizational
proj?rams from Ontario through Quebec and the Maritime Provinces It is ei:pected
that a tour of the Maritime Pro\;nces will be arranged by the Internat10nal Society for the fall of this year. On my recent visit to Hamilton and Toronto, I
found conditions more fa•orable for growth tha.n at :rny time since the War.
Our Canadian leaders believe, and are justified in the belief. that a new era for
our !=ociety is m prospect.
In the states of the American union. though some oi our
have experienced fresh trials little 5hort of dishearteninc:. therr ha\·e been notable gain:;
The reorganization proj?ram adopted two
ag"o has been
vindicated
in
Two and Si:x. Also it is significant. J think, that in these regions our
!>late or)il:anizations have been more effective and more definitely successiul in their
youth progyams and with the churches than ever before within the period of my
own Christian Endeavor activities. I am reasonably sure that Pennsylvania. Delaware. Maryland. West \'irJ?inia, the Dhtrict of Columbia.
Oregon.
California. Xevada, Idaho, Montana. and Ptah have nen·r done more aggressive
work for Christ and the Church. have nenr redsterrd lare:er conc:rec:at10ns in
Christian Endeavor rallies, have never recorded more heartening
than
within the two years immediately preceding th1" convention Other regiom have
o\·ercome and will yet overcome exceptional dtfliculties in preparing the wa) for
advances equally g:reat. For them the future is filled 'vith
and for us
all the leadership of regional vice-prest<lenb and redonal departmental 5Uperinthe
and internatendent.!' \\;II more and more supplement and
tional executives to meet both the problem-. and opportunitie" oi the
time in
which
the Christian church.

Financial Problem and Opportunity
Our financial problem continues acute-too acute. :\lomr 1taril), tt h.a.s yielded
to the dramatic and
support of a loni,.:-ume Christian Endeavorer. The
membenhip
this year recorded a new "hig:h." For the first ttme in
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more than a generation, the budget of the International Society was actually balanced-a good example for the nation! Beyond a balanced budget, we have
found in the annual membership, supplemented by Christian Endeavor Week and
Founder's Day offerings, an open door to the solution of our financial difficulties.
While the gift, dollar for dollar, of our loyal associate and comrade has brought
what was a dream to the hour of reality, the dream has been given life by the
service and sacrifice of our executives. To the point of physical exhaustion, Dr.
Vandersall and Mr. Wright have toiled to make this and other dreams come true.
My words cannot repay them, and the only reward they ask is the support from
all of us that will make their labors more largely fruitful. Our new executives,
Ernest Marks and Dr. Paul Brown, have rendered a vital service and given wise
leadership.
A modest increase in our income, the increase that we now anticipate, will make
it possible for us to underwrite those states and districts th:> t need but a small
measure of outside support to conduct without interruption their field activities.
Here we have made at least a beginning. The International Society must accept
and we believe will accept responsibility for adding to its budget the \.·ery modest
support that would save entire states from the discontinuance of field leadership
and f ram disheartening interregnums.

The Christian Endea1r:or World
The Christian Endeavor World as a house organ, inadequate we know, but
nevertheless serving a very real purpose, has balanced its budget. Certainly the
publication does not gh·e our societies the ample topic helps they desire. The
editors feel these limitations even more keenly than the subscribers. But the utmost is being done within the requirements of sound financial policy and subscription support The immediate question is how to increase the number of subscriptions. You may be sure that circulation increases will increase and enrich
editorial content. At this moment we are bending our efforts to secure unden1,•riting
for a slightly
and a much more attractive Christian Endea·vor World.

Relations with Denominations
There is a growing problem for all interdenominational societies as the result of
intensified denominational and even sectarian progress. At times our state Christian Endeavor leaders grow impatient with the Boston office, nor do we misunderstand their impatience; rather we rejoice in it. Their concern and loyalty enhearten
us. But the executives of the International Society must never forget that Christian Endeavor is within the church and within the churches, that ours is not an
authoritarian leadership, that the voice and will of the church and denomination
are and must continue to be the voice and will of Christian Endeavor. Again
and al'ain, Christian Endeavor has survived and grown in spite of plans and leaders
that appeared unfriendly and that may actually have been unfriendly. \Ve have
survived and grown because always -u. e have continued to be friendly, because always \Ve have trusted the genius of Christian Endeavor itself, the adaptability of
our plan and the providential character of our !-!Teat ideal to carry us beyond the
crisis into yet wider fields of service. Be not impatient with us! Continue to gi\·e us
your prayers, your counsel. your confidence and your support. \\'ithout these,
inevitably we would fail. With these and trustin!-! m the Lord J
Christ for
strength, '"'e cannot fail.
1
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Youth Led
From one of the most
of denominational leaders, a trustee of our
own International Society, and president of a great Christian educational institution,
comes to me 3. message that is so soundly Christian Endeavor and that so fully reprrsents my per5onal conviction that I share it now with you:
"There must be constantly team play on the part of Christian Endeavor leaders
with the pastors. Every pastor of a Christian Endea\·or society must be held
worthy of consideration in the councils of the Christian Endeavor Union and
worthy of participation in conventions and rallies. Of course, men must not
expect to be called upon for participation and positions which can be filled better
by others of their bretheren, but they must be a part of the monment. There
be no factional use of Christian Endeavor to !!:Uide ) outh toward a particular
emphasis by excluding pastors who do not hold to that emphasis.
Strenuous
measures should be taken to keep Christian Endl'a\·or leadership young Ther..:should be adult advisers all along the line. but the p.irt1cular lcadc-r!--hip oi
Christian Endeavor should be young I SUJ:!gest that no county officer should
be more than 25. no state officer more than 30, and no Intern.1tion11! officer more
than 35--cxcept as counsellors and
The reorganization plan provides for just about such a sched1ile. ::\lore and more
the plan wi.11 become effective. Certainly radical measures should be avoided
Sound progress is not by revolution, and always there arc sound exceptions to
sound rules. But the principle herein stated is sound, too. While the problems oi
our \\'orld's Cnion are organizationally different, while other nat:onal
would
perhaps not look with favor upon such leadership
levds, the International
Society of Christian Endeavor is now in position to be increasmgl} and from ··top
to bottom"-of )'oung people, for young people, and led by young people.

Personal Experience and Growth
Christ cails '. .-\nd because He calls and we respond we shall nut
despair. Civilizatlcn's path rises and dips. Today, organized society
has registered a new "low" in human affairs. in social relationships.
But while Livilization's path rises and dips, it remains permanently
at no lower level. '.\Ian was not born to die: he is God's son and Christ
calls him into his inheritance of character and achievement. It is the
sublime task of the Cleveland Christian Endeavor Convention to help
frame youth's answer to Christ's Call.
He calls to personal Christian experience and growth, to an open
commitment of heart and hand to Christian tasks. Public sen·ice
is the reflection of individual experience. Bible study, private devotions, the Christian Endeavor pledge with its time-honored and vital
covenant relationship to Jesus Christ, participation in public worship,
cultivation of Christian friendships-these are at the foundation of
Christian character.
Let us revive the campaign to enroll Comrades of the Quiet Hour;
let us organize to bring youth into the worship servkes of the church;
let us enroll tithers-tens of thousands of new tithers. .-\!so let us
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study and apply the newly developed techniques to improve the worship services of our societies. Throughout the year, let us as pledged
Christians be about the supreme business of the Christian-winning
others-winning other youths to Jesus Christ.
Unnumbered doors open to us. Christian Endeavor in your church
and in my church should cross these thresholds. With pastoral interviews, with guided discussions, with question-and-answer periods,
with directed recreation, we may enroll the lives of the young people
of :'\' orth America. \\' e may win them to Christ and to the church,
and through the church we may have our part in releasing their lives
in Kingdom tasks.

World Preaching Mission
\\'e rei01ce in the general acceptance of the plan for a \\'orld
Preaching :\Ii.ssion in 1940. The Tenth World's Convention in :\Ielbourne was the tirst international Christian gathering to formally
support this proposal as it came from the Commission on E\'angelism
of the Federal Council of the Churcheo of Christ in America. We
add the support and endorsement of this convention to ihe :\[elbourne
declaration and pledge our youth and unions to active participation
in the missions whenever and wherever held.

Church Loyalty
Christ calls! Calls tu church loyalty and fellowship. Christian
Endeavor has an ever-enlargini:: stake in the total educational
program of the church: Christian Endeavor does well to give increased attention to leadership training classes and to graded acti\'ities: Christian Endearnr believes that every Christian is a teward
of his time. talents. money and life. all of which belong to God.
"For Christ and for the Church" is more than a motto: it is at once
a philosophy and a comprehensive service program.
Christ calls'. Calls to Christian action in the community. Christian
Endeavor supports \'acation Bible Schools, cooperates with all other
community agencies and community enterprises that have as their
goal the bettering of living conditions and the enrichment of life
generally. With mi.ssionary groups, peace groups, good citizenship
and temperance groups, with all interdenominational and inter-group
activities that have with Christian Endeavor kindred ideals and purposes. our !'ociety is identified in community and nation-wide activities.
Our past is filled with campaigns to promote law observance and law enforcement. to protect the Lord's Day, to stop c:ambling, to S\nep unwholesome reading
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from the news stands, to oppose harmful mo\ing pictures and to preserve interracial goodwill and minority rights.

The Challenge of Repeal
"A Saloonless Nation by 1920" was a rallying-call that came out of the Atlantic
City International Convention in 1911. The Eighteenth Amendment and national
prohibition were a direct result of a unity in the field of temperance action that
began with Christian youth. Today. the nation faces an alcohol problem in a new
liquor traffic, a problem more intense and terrifying than the problem of thirt:.
years
A president of the United States promised that ''at no time or under
any condition, at no place or under any circumstances. shall that institution. the
saloon or its equivalent. be allowed to return to American life." But as I speak
to you tonight, there are three times as many places of beverage-liquor sale as
there were in pre-prohibition days. The taproom, or bar, or the liquor-selling night
club of 1939, is a more demoralizing institution than was the old saloon. :S-ot one
promise of repeal has been kept; every promise has been broken; e\·ery solemn
engagement has been disregarried. Beyond these failures we face the fact that
liquor now is more easily procurable by young people under age and more generally indulged in by women and girls than in pre-prohibition days. In thousands of American communities. beverage alcohol is given imo the hands of little
children, ostensibly for their parents of course, but with a constant and devastating menace to boys and girls. In 1917 we were
"I didn't raise my boy to
be a soldier,'' but in lOJQ we are face to face with the fact that, whatever our intention. we have raised tens of thousands of girls to become glorified bar-maids
John Barleycorn has not contributed to safety on the Anwrican highways, nor
to law enforcement. law observance, and good government. There is a rising tide
of anti-liquor sentiment. In more than six thousand political units, large or small,
the traffic has been outlawed by popular \·ote since 193.:?. The end is not yet!

Temperance Education
Christian Endea\·or 1s particularly interested in an educational campa1im that
shall be youth led and youth supported. Christian Endeavor continues to highly
regard AllieJ Youth. in which its own leaders han an honored place
Christian Endeavor is interested in a nation-wide campaign to make liquor advertising illegal and to remove the traffic from roadside
filling stations and
restaurants. We would particularly commend our a;;,,ociates m '.\lichigan for thei1
leadership in these fields. A supporting public opuuon i::i \·ital to <Lny political
enactment; and it is in the field of public opinion that
Endea\·or \\ill
increasingly concentrate her temperance act1v1tles.
"Take private profit out of hquor," may become a unii)mg campaiL'.n '.'logan of
the next decade.

Menace of the Cigarette
One of the most insidious and mcreasinµ-lv v1c10u:. enemies of adolescent vouth
is the cigarette. An absolutely
has pushed cigarette. sales
to a point where further increases must be at thl' expense of motherhood and the
cradle. With secular journals and digests carrying: an increa::;n!? number of artichs
that warn their reading constituency against the cigarette habit, at...: youth mov,.
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ment cannot afford to be less than energetically active in the field. Here too the
International Society of Christian Endeavor is giving and preparing to give aggressive leadership through her state and city constituencies.
Youth is increasingly concerned to have a part in bringing about Christian
attitudes in public affairs. We may do something to make possible a better understanding between labor and the church. Study groups, demonstrations, exhibits
and the exchange of visitors, will generally bring prompt and healthy returns.

Christian Endeavor and Missions
Christ calls! Calls to Christian citizenship in the nation and in the world. Christian Endeavor is preeminently an evangelistic and missionary enterprise. The
Christian Endeavor Society has trained tens of thousands of Christian Endeavorers
who have entered every field of missionary service. Thousand' of these are today
the reprf'sentatives of their congregations and denominations in all areas of both
home and foreign missions. With prayer, with special meetings, with study courses,
with the circulating of books and magazines, with dramas and films, let us intensify our missionary endeavor. Let us increase our gifts through church and denominational agencies. Beyond all this we must study the history and culture of
other peoples than our own while more and more we have our part in bringing
Christian youth into a closer fellowship and understanding.
Christian Endeavor remains today as the one international and interdenominational youth movement, world-wide in its scope and organization. It is both
an idea and an entity, a principle and a plan, a philosophy and a program. and
it has come to the Kingdom for such a time as this. We must know the facts
behind narrow prejudices and selfish national interests that have brought untold
suffering to certain races and to minority groups. Without weakening our Protestant heritage, loyal to the Messiahship of Jesus and in His Spirit, we shall seek
to promote goodwill amon!l: Catholics, Jews and Protestants.
In this field of international relations, it is imperative that there should be a
more thoroughly oriented educational movement against narcotics and the international liquor traffic. Here Christian Endeavor has a unique opportunity and a
responsibility.
correspondingly

Christian Endeavor and Peace
Christ is the Prince of Peace, and He calls the world to peace. His formula is
"changed life through changed lives, new community and new worlds through
new world builders." There can be no world at peace without men and women of
peace Because of this eternal dilemma, the supreme, the unyielding task of Christian Endeavor is the task of winning young men and young women to Jesus
Christ Himself, brini;!:ing them into the church herself, training them for the service of Christ and His cause, and releasing them through all channels of human
service to help achieve the new and Christlike earth.
Particularly we commend to our members and unions Christian Endeavor's
World Peace Fellowship. Let us enroll at least one hundred thousand members
in this Fellowship during the next biennium. Let us be always ready, throughout
our Chrbtian Endeavor world, to avail ourselvt:s of opportunities for international
conference.
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Christian Endeavor Is Ecumenical
In our own country, the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America
and similar organizations in other lands are
the Christian community
ever closer to Christ's ideal for the united church. With this purpose and with
lhe program as it evolves, Christian Endeavor would identify both her spirit and
her activities. The International Society bas been formally represented at the Oxford, Madras, and now at the Amsterdam Conferences. With us the objectives of
these prophetic gatherings are al the heart of our life and they are fixed in the
foundations upon which we stand. Christian Endeavor is now and has been for
more than fifty years a demonstration of ecumenicity. The union of the Epworth
League with Christian Endeavor in India is immediately an example of Christian
unity that challenges lhe church in all the world.

What Jesus Christ Has to Say!
Finally: today the world waits to hear what Hitler, or :\lussolini,
or Stalin may say. Civilization trembles at the threats of passionfilled men. But infinitely more important it is that we should hear what
Jesus Christ has to say. He alone speaks for time and for eternitv.
God helping us, we shall turn from all others to
Christ
His call! .-\t whatever cost, "We Choose Christ," and choosing Him
offer our possessions, our talents, our lives, to help make life itself
Christ-like. Not a new world, but a Christ-like world, is the goal of
the 3 7th International Christian Endeavor Convention.
"O Lord and Master of us all,
Whate'er our name or sign,
We own Thy sway; we hear Thy call;
We test our lives by Thine!"
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To Christian Citizenship and World PeacV

S

:\Tl"RD:\ Y, the eighth of July, was beyond doubt the most thrilling single day of the convention. From Dr. Schuyler E. Garth"s
keen and stimulating talk in the Quiet Hour meeting to the last moment of the evening session when the thousands of voices united in
the Lord"s Prayer, it was a day to remember alwan.
Discussion in the conferences was thoughtful, eager-here was a
subject related to the world's most tremendous problems-how could
youth answer Christ's Call to Christian citizenship and world peace'

Christian Endeavor on Parade
..\gain and again in the colorful parade of ten-thous311Cl wh'ch -\\ept
down Euclid ..\venue, Christian Endeavor emphasized by banners and
scenes on floats and songs its answer to the day's question. The
governors of two great states. Governor Lehman of '.'\ew York and
Governor Bricker of Ohio, headed the parade. then watched it with
close attention from the reviewing stand. \:;aid G 1vernor Lehman:
"I watched the parade of thousands of young people. I saw their
enthusiasm, their satisfaction, their determination. They will begiven proper training-good citizens."
Even the weather cooperated in making the parade a complete
success. The intense humidity which had made the first two rlays oi
the convention somewhat breathless had gone. and the thermometer
dropped to normal summer warmth. :\o need: therefore. for the wellequipped ambulances which were ready for parade casualties.
Very promptly at two o'clock on Saturday afternoon the pararle
began, due to the efficiency of the Grand :\larshal. :\Iajor-General
Dudley S. Hard. Chief of Police George J. :\Iatowitz lerl with a
mounted police escort. :\ext came the Granrl :\lar>hal. Chief oi 'taff.
Colonel James D. Polley. Adjutant-Captain Perry Geiger. and .\ideLieutenant John R. Haysak.

Many Distinguished Guests
In the first automobile rode a group of rlistinguished guests with
'.\Ir. Ramsey, convention committee chairman. They "'ere Hon. Herbert
of :\ew York. Hon. John \\'.
H. Lehman, Governor of the
Bricker, Governor of the State of Ohio. and :\Iayor Harold H. Burton, of Cleveland. :\!rs. Poling rode in the second autor.10bile, with
47
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.\!rs. Helen Lyon Jones of Wilmington, Del., Miss Edith Clark of
England, Mrs. Rosa Hewetson Clark of Canada, and Mrs. Catherine
Miller Balm of Philadelphia.
A splendid band followed the automobiles and set the pace for the
marchers, headed by Dr. Poling and his daughters Jane and "Billie. .,
Other officers of the International Society of Christian Endeavor
and Homer Rodeheaver, bowing to frequent applause from the spectators, followed Dr. Poling.
The first float appeared next. Highland Christian Church had
entered it-a great cross rose from a white platform, and young
people in the costumes of several nations encircled a huge globe.
Blue capes lined with red and red berets made the District of
Columbia delegates a gay marching unit. Golden ca,.es and hats made
the Golden Rule Union ·gorgeous. \\"est Virginia had a float on which
grew beautiful rhododendron bushes. :\!archers in rose-lined green
capes and green hats followed the flower-filled float. Utah marched
in the form of a large white cross, and proclaimed, "Christ Calls-\\"e Follow." Dr. Paul Brown was the outstanding member of
California's marching delegation. Kew Hampshire delegates appeared
in white with red kerchie'.s; Massachusetts young people were dressed
as Puritans. Sparkling letters announced Rhode Island. Four delei(ates proudly represented the State of Washington.
Iowans tossed corn to the spectators as they sang, "loway, that's
where the tall corn w,:ws! ·• Their costumes were red sailor blouses
over white skirts or trousers and red fatigue caps.
The yellow and black of :\Iaryland was followed by the variegated
costumes of Kentucky. l\lountaineer delegates wore long cotton
dresses, reminiscent of statues of the Pioneer !\lather. Some did a
quaint folk dance figure, others rode in a straw-filled wagon. Delegates
from other parts of Kentucky wore fringed frocks representing the
famous blue grass of Kentucky. Banners announced that 1940 would
be the Golden Jubilee of Kentucky Christian Endeavor.
Whooping Indians represented Illinois and carried red C. E. banners.
\'ery mild. pale-faced Indians for all their feathers! James :\lisajon,
president of the Hawaiian Christian Endeavor Union, carried the banner for Hawaii, an interesting poster map. His bright smile beamed
upon the applauding spectators.
The perisphere and trylon of the New York World's Fair decorated
the headdresses of New York's delegates. Significant that a former
Endeavorer designed these World's Fair theme features! More than
four hundred Pennsylvania delegates wore white, with red plumed
cadet hats. William Penn (impersonated by William Wise of Pittsburgh) led the delegation, while Dorothy Thompson, also of Pittsburgh, was drum major for the kazoo band.
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" Dairy-Land" Is Represented
\Visconsin·s delegation was very strikin11. :\ street-wide banner
proclaimed, .. Wisconsin, :\merica·s Dairy-Land:· and milkmaid,: in red
and white checked gingham. with shining mi lkpails. walked beside a
float on which a life-sized artificial cow rode with bo,·inc digni1y.
(The same cow mysteriously appeared near the quaners of ::.ome of
the delegates that night. scaring some milkmaids almost into hysterics'. l
When they reached the reviewing stand
of them 1larted out oi
line and presented huge \\·isconsin chee>es 10 Go\'emor Lehman ,
Mayor Burton, and Dr. Poling.
Virginia -lelegates carried gay parasol, and
and i:enerously
threw peanuts to the spectators. Long streamers auachcd 10 a large
cross were held by Indiana delegates. whose banner annou nced "\"outh
Follow5 the Cross." Posters described the in1ernat ional. inter-racial.
interdenominational aspects of Christian Endea,·or. ::\ebraska had
girls in old-fashioned dresses and young men in imposing frock coats.
Kansas Endeavorers in sunt1ower hats sang '" \\'e are d ry . dry. dry.
down in Kat\Sas."
Michigan featured a Du1ch couple, and the Grand Rapids L"nion
had a float on which appeared a cross, and Hags of all na1ions and the
words, "Christ Calls the Youth of 1he World to Follow Him.'' Oregon.
Georgia, Ontario, Connecticut. had small but enthusiastic delegations.
One boy marched for Montana. The black-edged vellow capes and
yellow caps of New Jersey were most atlractive.
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Ohio's Own Marchers
The second division of the parade included delegates from the different counties of Ohio, local church groups, and cooperating organizations. Montgomery county had a band. Stark county presented a
float with a cross and an open Bible. Cincinnati marchers bore white
parasols. Mahoning, Van Wert, Columbiana, and Trumbull counties
were well represented. Carroll County delegates had red capes lined
with blue, and white fatigue caps lettered in red. The Jewish War
Veterans' Band-young men and women-played beautifully. The
Luther League of Cleveland had a float showing two deaconesses, an
open Bible, and a cross.
One 'of the most effective sections of the parade was that of the
Salvation Army. Its band was excellent, of course, and its young men
and women marched with perfect rhythm. A float showed .. International Sarvation Army Youth of the World United for Peace."
The pretty Girl Reserves of the Young Women's Christian .\ssociation made an attractive picture in their white dresses with blue
ties. They were recognized as the ushers who served so well in the
Auditorium. The American Legion made a good showing, also. Summit County showed dozens of posters giving phases of Christian Endeavor work. Its float was made of white and gold and paper flowers.
Its marchers wore gay red cellophane boleros. Cuyahoga Sunrise
Union had a float illustrating faith, fun and fellowship. Calvary
Reformed Church showed Juniors in the costumes of all nations.
The Baptist Young Peoples V nion showed its interest by marching
with Christian Endeavor. So did the Epworth League, with a float
telling of its fiftieth anniversary, by means of a huge cake with candles.
Some marchers wore the costumes of today, others the quaint clothes
of the 1880's.
Practically every church of Cleveland had marchers in line or a
significant float or both. Only a moving picture camera could do justice
to such as these: The First Church of God'.s church on a trailer;
the St. James A.:\f.E. choir, announcing "\\'e .\nswer with :\Iusic";
the Crawford Road Christian Church ·s float bearing angels and disciples, '·Ye Olde Ship Endeavor·: Glem·illes First Methodist Church's
cross of flowers. Bright costumes, striking slogans. meant that every
church had it' own distinctive way of helping to make the parade a
memorable sight for thousands of Cleveland's citizens.

Two Governors Among Speakers
The importance of training in good will and understanding was emphasized by Governor Lehman himself in his memorable address on
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"Religion and Democracy" at the evening session. \\"hat an evening
session that was! Presided over by '.\Irs. Helen Lyon Jones, the first
woman \'ice-president of the International Society of Christian Endeavor: made joyous by the marvelous harmony of a great group of
Xegro singers (the "Wings Over Jordan" Choir) : made reverent by
the worship service which Emmett '.\IcXabb of \Yest Virginia led ably:
made thoughtful by Iowa's John E. '.\IcCaw, when he spoke on "Christian Endeavor as a Power Toward Peace": made nationally significant
when the addresses of the two Governors, one a Jewish Democrat, the
other a Christian Republican, were broadcast.
Throughout the entire session the convention was conscious that here
was an experience of fellowship never to be forgotten: the fellowship
of people of different racial heritage, different political affiliation, dif·
ferent religious creed-yet all united in a great common purpose, all
expressing the highest aspiration of their soub as thev prayed to·
gether. "Our Father who art in Heaven."
·

Governor Bricker's Address
Hon. John \\". Bricker, Governor of Ohio, made a clear and winning
statement on behalf of the practice ni democracy as the reasonable,
temperate means for government and human rle\·e!opment. He said:
Ohio is honored by having the International Christian Endeavor Connntion
meet here. This group represents great po\Hr l"nlimitl'd good to the world
will follow your consecrated service
When a crisis is reached in one's personal life. or in his home. it i.;; met by prayeriul
and careful action. The world is 1li-,turbed today Cl\ilizat10n's cour"e
is unsteady. Some think we arc facini;?: a great world crii::j.., Enryonc. of course,
is interested at this time in his own welfare. hut tonight I
a great force interested in the welfare of their neighbor-, I like to think of tht·-.e neighbors ,.1..,
representinJt the whole citizenship of our .\merica. ultimate!) encompassing: the
Soc1alJy and politically today there is need for funds-mental thinking.
a grasp of the eternal truths and careful action
I congratulate this organization an<l ih million.., oi members on the .-,en'ICl!
which has been rendered. Thousands ha\'C been recruited through this organization for the ministry of the church From your midst have
into the missionary fields thousands more. Throui:?;h the membership of the organization, millions of lives have been dedicated to the cause oi
living, of peace and
brotherly helpfulness.
Beyond all this, fortunate is this great member'ihip in the opµortunitv todav. in
Fortunate <lbo are ; ou in. the
this distracted time, of sen·ing our c1\·ilization
leadership that you ha\·e. I ban been personally pleased this week to renew mv
acquaintance with Dr. Poling, whom [ knew many ) t'Jr.., ago The JOY of his
in the great work must know no bounds.
We are faced today with a social interdependence heretofore unkno\\TI We hn
in a world vibrant to every change ..\ nt.'w world society is in the making.
people t\'er soked a izreat µroLlem by
their thinking to any so-called
leader.
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The autocracies of the world have
at the church. In some nations false
leaders have attempted to mold human conscience and devotion to a pattern. The
Truth has been denied to people. Freedom of speech and religious worship have
been wiped out. The onward march of civilization toward liberty, freedom and
the recognition of the individual's right to live his own life has been thrown into
reverse.
Truly, though, today we meet in a nation that gives hope to the world that
people of all classes can live in concord.
True representative government should reflect the aims, the aspirations and the
character of its people. Your challenge to the leadership of this nation is that it
might gird itself with those virtues which have marked the great religions of the
world
We are witnessing a great spiritual transformation in the church and religious institutions. They are meeting witlt a renewed devotion the needs of this industrial
age. I have the faith to believe that we are approaching an era of spiritual awakening and moral rehabilitation. A great Christian force such as this strengthens that
belief.
The Christian Endeavor movement of the world is united upon the essentials of
life and living; upon the fundamentals of religious convictions. You are brought
here by the binding ties of religion. You have discarded the nonessentials and
the heretofore dividing factors of the church. I am glad to join with you in a
uuited move at this time.
I am a member of a church which has on its rolls representatives of twe!'lty-seven
denominations. Significant of this age is that unity upon fundamental beliefs resu1Lng in a finer service.

Famed Jewish Executive Speaks
Known widely in banking and philanthropy even be ore he made an
enviable reputation as the frequently re-elected executive of the most
populous state, Governor Herbert H. Lehman of New York came as
a distinguished Jewish layman and statesman to a congress of endeavoring Christian youth.
His message was one of the most forthright and sturdy calls for
Christian action against the "isms," anti-Semitism included, that has
been given to an American youth audience. The Governor did not
"talk down" to his youthful hearers! He brought them a thoughtful
but stimulating report from the chambers of government, where courageous men are doing their best to hold Americans to their ideals and
their government to its full human possibilities. He said:
One hundred and fifty years ago the men who had fought for freedom and independence drew up a Constitution which guaranteed to all freedom of conscience,
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and freedom of assembly. Fortified by that
Constitution they founded a government fitted to protect the liberty of all its
citizens. So long as that Constitution is preserved intact, the liberty which the
founders of the republic achieved at great sacrifice will remain the heritage not of
their descendants alone but of all the citizens of the country-new and old, nativeborn and immigrant.
America has been endowed with great natural riches. Its citizens have labored
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industriously to develop its rt"sources. Men and women have come here from all
parts of the world to can·e out for themselves and for their children a place where
they could live in contentment. in safety and in happiness. Tht"y have seen years
of plenty and years of want. Some fearlessly pioneered to open up a new empire
of the West. Some stayed in the marts of commerce and trade. Some built our
cities. our railroads and our highways. Some worked in shop and factory; some
tilled the fields. Some worked with their brains; some with their hands. Some
had easy lives; some found life hard; but together they worked in
times
and bad. to build the America we
nation rich and powerful. but more
than that a nation which in a changing: world is holding fast to the ideals of liberty
and democracy embodit"d in our Constitution.
In this country the well-being: of the individual is the concern of all. In the
Declaration of Independence the Continental Cong:rt"ss asserted that c:oYernments
are instituted to secure the inalienable righb to life, liberty and the pursmt of happiness with which men are endowed by their Creator.
In other parts of the world men are flouting these ideals; yet freedom. ruthlessly
destroyed there, still lives here. The heritage we have received from the foundinK
fathers is intact because every gent"ration of citizens during: the hundred and fifty
years of America's life has guarde I jealously that heritage.
older citizens of this country-must soon r. linquish to you, the younger citizens. the
duty to guard our heritag:e against attack. open or secret, from within and from
without.

Golden Days for Democracy
In the eighteenth century the philosophical concepts of ch·il and
liberty
were discussed and formulated. In the nineteenth century they were accepted by
all western civilization. The growth of democracy and the spread of liberal doctrines seemed to doom all civil and relig:ious disabilities. The trad1t1onal policy
of the United States bade fair to become the policy of every enlightened country.
Prejudice was decreasing and men who loved their 0\\'11 religion were ready to extend the hand of fellowship to the sincere followers of other faiths Some of u;;;
felt confident that the twentieth century would mark the end of mtolerance and
oppressioa everywhere and we hoped would mark the end of wars
We have had a rude awakening. In the wake of the \Vorld War has come a
maelstrom of 11tw-born ill-will and intolerance. In large parts oi the world
dictatorship supplanting democracy mocks the principles which the founders of this
republic regarded as self-evident; it denies the individual's right to life. liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. Hundreds of thousands of men and women are being
ruthlessly persecuted merely because of their religious or political beliefs
Reasonable men know that the choice does not lie between Communic;m and
Fascism or Naziism, but between dictatorship, whether of the right or of the left,
and democracy. Day by day passion or fear is
sway over reason in increasing parts of the world.
Even as recently as twenty-five years ago we could look forward with confidence
upon the world of tomorrow. A growing love of peace seemed to bring nearer
the time when all men "would beat their swords into ploughshares, and neither
would they know war any more." Science was opening new fields for human endeavor and we believed that through science production would be increased so that
there would be plenty for all. Education was spreading the doctrine of democracy
throughout the world and we had reason to hope that we would soon know a world
better than any we had known before.
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Then came the World War, and today we are reaping the crop grown from
the seeds of hatred which were sown in that war. Today science is used to build
machines for destruction and death,-not for the enrichment of the lives of men.
Dictators who have crushed all freedom in the countries over which they rule are
now threatening the countries which still cherish freedom. In a world which could
produce plenty by well-directed labor, men and women are living in deepest misery
because opportunity to labor and produce is denied to them. In many parts of
the world fear is supplanting hope. National, racial, and class hatreds are dividing:
country from country, and within each country, group from group. Hatred and
fear can tear down but cannot create. If the world of tomorrow is to be ruled by
hatred and fear, it will be a sorry place in which to live.
There can be no liberty, no enduring happiness, where dictatorship either of
Communism, of Naziism. or of Fascism sways men's minds.

Acid Test for Self-Government
The urgent question for us is how we can solve our social and economic prohlems upon a reasonable basis and by the application of democratic principles without undemocratic division into classes, without undemocratic arrayal of class
against class.
We must prove to our own people and to the world at large that democracy
is not an insensible machine of government but a living thing; that its soul is the
soul of its people and that it grows and develpps to meet the needs and wishes of
its citizens. So long as democracy remains alive to the demands of its people, so
long will it continue to remain as the only true government. It is our duty and
our responsibility to see to it that it does so remain.
And I say to you. who should be the leaders of public opinion in the world of tomorrow, that the prophetic ideals of justice and mercy and love of neighbor are not
out-worn or old-fashioned but are still eternally true, that the right of the individual to hfe, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, founded upon these ideals,
formulated in the Declaration of Independence, and guaranteed by our Constitution,
must remain the basis of our law, and that the purpose of government is and
always should be to secure these rights.
Dark though these days are in some countries of the Old and New Worlds, yet
everywhere there are men who still find light in religion; and tyranny itself is
forced to recognize that men of sincere religion are its most dangerou 0 foes. In
spite of threats backed up by force, even where government is based upon intolerance and foments ill will, Catholics, Protestants and Jews, ministers of God have
dared to stand upriKht and hurl back the answer that they will not abandon the
command of God because mob or dictator demanded it.

If Religion Would LiveIt is significant that among the first agencies to realize the danger to democracy
from dictatorship ha\'c been our great religious organizations. Truly thc:y may be
said today to constitute democracy's greatest bulwark against the menace of antidemocratic ideologies.
As Dr. George A Buttrick, president of the Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America, recently said:
"Democracy is a profoundly religious concept. If religion disappears, democracy
is doomed. If you belie\'e in democracy, you believe in spiritual values. Democracy did not begin as a political form, but as a spiritual faith."
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In our ..\merican democracy we have established a government that endows every
human personality with inalienable rights-people of enry class. race, and creed.
The United States was not founded to provide ,•..-ealth or power, but to assert
human rights. and our flaJ: means an heroic enterprise of man's spirit of brother-

hood.
But when I speak of religion. I do not have in mind lip sen·ice or mere conformity with the external forms of religion. I em·ision rather a national and personal spirituality that recognizes in heart and in mind the uni,·ersal fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man.
An attack upon one religion weakens all religfous faiths. since the basis of all
true religion is charity. justice and tolerance. In the
to fortify democracy
through strengthening our spiritual life, the ideals and purposes of all faiths arc
identical.
It is always possible for the powerful to oppress and persecute mmorities or
g-roups. But let every lover of democracy remember that when we deal unjustly
\l.;th or persecute our fellow men. we. at the same time. attack and destroy the
iundamentals of democracy. since the ,·ery essence oi democracy is equality and
justice. Injustice to any group or any indi,idt:al will enntually tear down the
structure of democracy itself. Democracy can survin only where there is exact and
e\·en-handed justice to alJ.
If men will only li,·e up to those simple concepts oi all religion.--charity. justice and tolerance.-democracy will be safe. Xo man. whether he worships in
church, cathedral or synagogue. can he true to his God or to his country if he
does not adhere to those iundamental concepts on which reli1:?iun and democracy
are alike based.
The hope of the world lies not in the madness and
oi pagan-minded rulers. Xations which ha\·e worshipped false gods have crumbled and disappeared
from the face of the earth.
\\'e in this beloved land oi ours maintain a strung defense in the two great
commands found both in the Old Testament and in the :\ew · "Thou shalt love the
Lord thy God." and, "Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself" Those commands
ban guided the civilized world ior thousands of years
constitute the soul
of American democracy. American dt'mocracy will hn so long as the commands
are not forgotten.

TJie Holy Communion ServiceJ
Sunday Morning, July 9, 8 :00 A.M.
"This Do In Remembrance Of Me"

•

Order of Service

PRELUDE
HYMN-"When Morning Gilds the Skies"
INVOCATION AND LORD'S PRAYER (in unison, standing)
RESPONSIVE LESSON-Psalm 103
PRAYER
HYMN-"Beneath the Cross of Jesus"
THE LORD'S SUPPER
THE WORDS OF INST!Tl.TION
PRAYER OF INSTITUTION (unison)
Most gracious God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, whose once offerinJ?
up of Himself upon the cross we commemorate before Thee, we earnestly desire
Thy fatherly goodness to accept this our sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving i
And we pray Thee to bless and sanctify with Thy Word and Spirit +hese Thine
own J?ifts of Bread and Wine which we set before Thee, that we may receive by
faith Christ crucified for us, and so feed upon Him that He may be made one
with us and we with Him;
And here we offer and present unto Thee ourselves. our souls and bodies. to be
a reasonable. holy and living sacrifice unto Thee· praying that all we, who arc
partakers of this Holy Communion. may find that in this place Thou J?ivest peace;
Through Jesus Christ our Lord; to whom with Thee and the Holy Spirit. be the
glory and the praise, both flow and evermore. Amen.
THE ADMINISTERING OF THE BREAD
THE ADMINISTER!Nli OF THE CUP
PR.\YER OF THANKSGfflNG AND CONSECRATION (unison)
..\!mighty God our Heavenly Father, \\C thank Thee for this holy hotT. Thou
hast brought us to Thy banqueting house and Thy banner over us is Jove. We have
been refreshed in spirit by the presence of Thy Son our living Lord whose victorious death we have commtmoratcd. \\'e have come from all the corners of our
nation and from many churches and homes but we are all one in Him. We thank
Thee for our precious fellowship in Him and with each other. ..\'.'.> we go upon
our way we \\ ould consecrate ourselves anew to the sen·ice of our fellow men in
Jesus' name We would go forth under the sij!;n of His cross· to fight the good fight
of faith and to endure to the end.
May Thy kingdom of righteousness, goodwill and peace come among all men
May all injustice and evil be overthrown. Send us forth in the power of Thy Holy
Spirit to do even "greater things than these" according to our Master's promise,
who first
us, and whom we have chosen in loving obedience. And to Thee.
Father, Son and Holy Ghost, one God, y,;Jl we ascribe everlasting praise, world
without end. Amen.

HYMN-"0 Jesus, I Have Promised"
BENEDICTION AND MIZPAH
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VII

To Church Loyalty and Unity
HE hearts of Christian Endeavor convention-goers sang with the
TPsalmist
of long ago, "This is the day which the Lord hath made;

let us rejoice and be glad in it!"
It was a pleasant day throughout; cooler than the other convention
days bad been. The sky was of delicate hue, reflected as a deeper
tone in glistening Lake Erie. A day for quiet thought was this-for
testing the values to be found in one"s life against the eternal values
of God. It was a day for the deepening of human friendships.
And it began with the greatest of earthly fellowships: a meeting
of Christians at the Lord's table.
The Cnited Youth Communion
was held at eight o"clock
Sunday morning in the l\Iusic Hall, whose serene atmosphere made
it a fitting place for the Lord's Supper. '.'\o church would have
held the three thousand or more communicants. They represented, of
course, that vast assembly of denominational groups which makes
up the world movement of Christian Endeavor.
The service was in charge of Dr. William Hiram Foulkes. former
Moderator of the Presbyterian General Assembly. minister of the
Old First Church of '.'\ewark, '.'\. J., and \'ice-President of the International Society of Christian Endeavor.
Others officiating included: Dr. Poling (Baptist) the Rev. Herman
Klahr (Presbyterian), the Rev. Theodore Honold (E,·angelical Reformed): the Rev. C. A. Hannawalt (l\Iethodist): the Rev. Da,·id
Loegler (Evangelical).
The voices of youth blended like the tones of a mightv organ as
fell on
they sang their hymns of praise. The loving words of J
responsive hearts as Dr. Foulkes earnestly quoted them.
This servic;e will be remembered by many young people as the
supreme experience of the Cleveland Com·ention.

Convention Leaders in Church Pulpits
A portion of the inspiration of the convention was conveyed to
the members of the Cleveland churches on Sunday morning. for many
of the churches in Cleveland and its suburbs were the hosts to at
least the convention leaders. l\Iany local ministers had invited convention leaders to fill their pulpits. An increase in the number of
Cleveland visitors at the Sunday evening session of the mnvention
showed how well the local churches had liked their guest speakers.
57
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Christian Endeavor delegates, for the most part, attended whichever church in Cleveland appealed to them, some attending a church
of their own denomination, others taking the opportunity for better
acquaintance with another denomination.

Sunday Afternoon Events
"Lead Me to Calvary,'' one of Christian Endeavor's favorite hymns,
opened the song service on Sunday afternoon. Then followed "He
Lives!'", "Sing, Smile, Pray,'" "The Fire Song," and "Jesus Set the
World to Singing." The convention chorus, under the expert direction of Mr. Evans, sang "Thou Mighty to Save." The Worship
service, one of the most effective of the entire convention, was conducted by a group of Junior Endeavorers.
"Joyful, Joyful, We Adore Thee," sang the Juniors as they marched
up on the platform. Then they prayed. a Junior read a Scripture
selection, and then all sang, "Fairest Lord Jesus." Before each stanza
of the hymn a Junior repeated a verse of Scripture related to the
thought of the hymn.
·
Berry prayed at the conclusion of this brief but in'.\Irs. C.
spiring service.
From this point on the meeting wa,s broadcast. The Rev ..
:;tanley presided and Dr. Harry -:\. Holmes' eloquent address held
the audience at breathless attention. Later, a quartette of Kansas
Endeavorers-Richard n. Freleigh, Clarence '.\!. Bethke, Herman
Bethke. and
Affalter, of the Christian Church '.\Ierriam-srng
with fine spirit and harmony. and California"s favorite. Dr. Jesse H.
Baird, President of the Presbyterian :;eminary at San Anselmo. spoke
enthusiastically of the place Christian Endeavor has held in his life.

Dr. Holmes' Address
Four and a half
a!,!onizing years in France gan· me a
utter fut1hty and traj:!"e<ly of war Three pictures are m<lelibly
lab let-, of imagination·

of the
on the

July. 1016. Battle of the Sommr. 600.000 casualties in three months In
that \\'elter of hloo<l,
and tears passed
the best youth of the
Ship torpedoed by unseen pHate of the seas.
Shrine. A population of 7.000.000 sent 329.000 Yolunteers-314.000
casualties. "Greater love .

) April. 101 X.
3. Australia.

These imperishable memories drove me to gi\'e the years of my life to the
cause of peace.
We live in a world in which the temples of
and friendship are crumbling
and the altars of peace are beinK overthrown. The carefully elaborated structures.
erPcted lor the J,!O\Trnment of the world by law. are in th(' discard Ideals
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and hopes are being torpedoed. sinking like neutral ships on peaceful seas. The
great lights that have guided and inspired civilized mankind for generations are
itrowing dim. Never since Christian Endeavor unfolded ib banner have the
clouds hung so ominously low on the horizon.
Truly the world seems preparing for some tragic castastrophe or for some new
adventure of the human spirit. The nations are not only preparing for war with
wanton extravagance--they are at war. The power and might of unstinted barbaric force has been unleashed to an unlimited extent Nations are using that
power. or its threat. to bring them economic rewards only secured in the past
by war. Fiendishly and feverishly economic policies are being used to exploit
and loot.
This preparation for war i.s threatcninli! financial. moral and economic disaster
before the firing of a single gun Ruthless dictatorships arc flaunting their efficiency, secured at the precious cost of freedom and a o;acrifice of the sacredness of
personality_ Democracies are uncertain, confused and floundering. The roadway
of International progress and ordered advance is cluttered up with broken promises. That instrument of great hoµe. the League of
is now a weak and
broken thing. largely impotent because 01 the selfishness of the great nations that
j?:overned its policies. Established to bring a new order of justice and law as its
J?:l!iding principle. with goodwill and friendship enshrined in its heart, it was betrayed by its friends.
The idea and ideal given to the world by President
General Smuts, and
Lord Rohert Cecil embodied the g:rcatest hope oi a shattered world Thu>r mn1
did not fail. The nations iailed to display a will to establish cooperation and
justice. Militarism is climbing hack to a higher place than it has e\'er occupied in
human history, and beginning in man: land., to demand a wor,hip that helongs to
God alone.
Small wonder that \\'inston Churchill said recent I:. '"The t\Hntieth centur: seem'.'born to brinji!.'. war into its own as the potential destroyer of ci\'ilization " Science
is ready to
through the air at three hundred miJc.._ an hour seeking whom
it may de,·our. and lea\'ing in its wake a scorched and blackened trail of
desolation and horror. Man's humanity to man seems to han given way to man's
inhumanity to man. There doesn't seem to be enough good\\ill in thl· world to
keep it decent. The dark pessimism of that picture 1:;
b: Aa.,hes of
rall: inji!.'. men and women to
the drift to war
Christian Endeavor has i.dnn two citation.;; tu distmgui"'hl'd
!10th of
whom in their acknowlrdgment made their address entJTely on thr lhemP uf peaa
Who can ever forget the moment when Admiral Richard E Byrd
on our platform at Grand
Surely hi'i courage and public -..,en ile entitle him to a
commanding place in the affection Lind admiration of all
\Vl' think of
him as one of the j?:reatcst and most honored of our Ii\ ing c1t1zcm \\\· recall him
writing in his dairy. almost at the point of death. in his utter loneline'i-; near the
South Pole:
"From here the
folly of all follies is the amazmg attitude oi cinhurl. nations
toward each other. A citizen should strive for friendly relations among the family of nations. I feel this so keenly that if I survive I shall devote what is left
of my life largely to trying to help further the friendship of my country with
other nations of the world."
Then. on Thursday night, we honored ourseln-:. in honoring a man elected to
the highest office within the gift of the American people and whose reco .. d in world
humanitarian service stands unsurpassed and unrivalled. Facing without ftinchmil
the dangers of war he flung to us and to America 4 challenge \\' e must not
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capitulate to the inevitability of war and ruin. I can still hear him saying:
"Supposing all this is true. Are we to accept defeat of international decency?
Must we accept the collapse of western civilization? Must we accept the despair
of a return to barbarism? Are we not to explore every channel, try every method
that might allay these causes of war and armament and that might lead to protection
of the lives and minds of innocent women and children? There are times when to
relift the banner of moral standards is essential. For unless it is raised there will
be no morals. Because hate and violence have arisen in men is no excuse that we
shall forsake reason and humanity."
What response will we make as a convention of Christian youth to the profound
truths these men have brought to us from the rich experience of the great achievements? We dare not forget the cost and agony of war. We dare not allow the cause
of peace to be a dim red rose in the garden of time. N f· a thousand noes! Shail
wr not highly resolve to hold true to the vision we once glimpsed of a world from
which is banished the bloody arbitrament of war, and rededicate ourselves to pray
for peace, to work and campaign for peace, to oppose war as an instrument of
national policy, to repudiate the hatreds and prejudices that breed wars and to rebuild the broken machinery of a just world community of nations?
What answer has religion to tbe threat of war? What has Christianity to say at
this high noon of the world's story?
It can say in the first place that modern Science has forced upon our generation
a decision for ;,hich religion alone has prepared us. Fifty years of emphasis on
pure science has made the choice inevitable. Shall it be war and the destruction of
civilization and reversion to the brutal law of the jungle, or a closer cooperation
than the world has ever known?
When the nations of the world are withdrawing into watertight compartments.
religion builds a world council of churches and organizes a world conference of
Christian youth, on a scale hitherto unknown. The religious approach to world
problems springs from the belief in the essential unity of mankind and the faith
unshaken and invincible in the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man.
The words '"forrign" and "barbarian" must disappear from our vocabulary. There
i::. more in common bet ween a grac10us lady from
who thanked us for
Moody and Clark, although we live under different flags, than there
in common
bet\11,.·een a Christian American and any gangster of our cities or boss who debauches
our ciYic liie although they Ji,·e under the same flag.
"I ah. .·ays
that foreign boys
Were those across the sea
llntil I got a letter
From a boy in Italy.
'Dear little foreign friend.' it said.
As clearly as could be.
And now I wonder who is foreign.
The other boy or me 1"
Religion is calling us afresh to oppose the hatreds and prejudices which breed
wars. Racial and religious discrimination are incompatible with genuine goodwill.
This ugly monster is raising its evil head even in our own beloved land. The
Christian heart cannot accommodate blistering cancerous personal or national
hatreds. If we would keep it from dominating the world we must seek to keep
it from
a lodging place in our America. A frontal attack on hate is the
theme of Denis McCarthy's great poem:
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"This is the land where hate should die.
No feud of faith, no spleen of race.
No darkly brooding fear should try
Beneath our flag to find a place.
Lo, every people here has sent
Its sons to answer freedom's call,
Their life-blood is the strong cement
That builds and binds the nation's wall.
"This is the land where bate should die
Though dear to me my faith and shrine.
I love my country well when I
Respect beliefs which are not mine.
He little loves his land who'd cast
l'pon his neighbor's word a doubt,
And cite the wrongs of ages past
From pre5ent rights to bar him out.
''This is the land where bate should die.
This is the land where strife should n·.ise
All dark, foreboding fear should fly
Before our flag of light and peace.
Then let us purge the poison thought
That service to the state we give,
And so be worthy as we ought
Of this great land in which we live."
That is what relhdon is saying if we would have peace.
Before peace can come, nations must limit their powers.
like states
and individuals must come under the reign of law. It is no more right for a
nation to do what it likes, disregarding the rights of others, than it is for an
individual to do what he likes, disregarding the rights of others. The next
great advance must come in an extension of the great experiment of federalism
as it exists j., Canada and the United States.
Endeavorers, the unchanging \'oice of God, the voice of science and the deepest
emotions of the human heart, of the intelligent mind. of the history in blood
and tears of the race, of the cry for happiness in hfe. all call us with abandon
to build for peace. As members of that mighty composite we call lovingly America, let us not fail this call of God.
"One only path remains untrod;
The path of peace climbs higher
Make
that pathway for our God "

Dr. Baird's Address
am I a servant of the church I For twenty years I was a pastor (active
in young people's work for five year.;; before that); now, in the educational side
of the church's work, I am dealing with young people like you, trying to get
them to see the things of Christ and to get ready ior Christian
I
wanted to do many things in my life i it was a
for me to decide. but I
am happy that God made me go into His ministry.
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At about 19 I believed the things of the church and tried in a fair way to
do the things of Christ, because of a good home. This was not real Christianity;
people through the ages have been on fire for God. I believed in God, yes; in
the church, yes; in goodness, yes, but that was about all.
Why? I had never really given my heart to God. Jn the quiet of my room
I said, "O Lord, take me and make me what I ought to be." I cannot testify
to any great conversion experience; I had been a Christian before that, but
Christianity instead of a cold belief became a thrilling experience of fellowship
with God, great conviction, and prayer. The Bible became a love letter to me.
Its commands, I must do. Its promises were to me for time and eternity. Everything in the Bible was written for me. It became my Bible. my church. The
church became important to me.
Through the years the church has been a gateway out of experience merely
physical into experience as big as God is big. Things overflowing with love
and hope. Things too big for words. Another chapter . . . Sunday and Rhodeheaver came and set the country on fire. As a spill-over young people in our part
of the country decided to do something as personal workers. We organized a
personal workers' league and went out to tell people about Jesus. We were
not preachers or singers but we were terribly sincere. In a year about forty
of us in our own stumbling way had led five hundred people to give their hearts
to Chnst. In little schools, in homes, we saw people turn back to God. as
we tried to tell that Jesus is real. lh-ing. that tiod gives eternity to live for. grace
to conquer
and death, and makes life victorious and worth while.
I came to the deepenin11: and 11:rowing conviction that there has never been
found a method of making better people that works 100 per cent except the
method of introducing them to Jesus. For me any other career than leading
people to Jesus would have been steppin,.-: down and surrendering the
good.
Since then I
seen much of the church I know it is made of human
beings not quite perfect yet-preachers, deacons and elders. church members.
Old people have a lot of fun out of church quarrels but they hurt youni:; people
\\!ho have not enou11:h barkground to see that it is just froth on the .surface oi
a deep reality. E\'ery year has made me love and respect the church of God
more and thank Him that I have given my life in His service.
In the final analysis Christian Endeavor must serve the individual church
and denomination. Though we move as an army we move as
The
biggest problem to :;olve at this point is to study how to serve the individual
denomination of which \\'e are a part.
As each denomination become newly effinent.
a youth movement of its
own, it is by coorrlination of Christian Endeavor and denomina!ional programs
that we will be able to march forward with full efficiency. If in thi:. <la}
Chnstian Endeavor could command the loyalty of all e\·ang:elical denominations
until the whole youth of America could make a solid stand for Christ against the
movements represented by the dictators, Christian Endeavor could step out into
greater usefulness. If Christian Endeavor commands the situation today it \\ill
be with a sympathetic understanding with the youth leaders of all denominations.

The Parents' Hour
Immediately following the Auditorium meeting for the entire convention, the Parents' Hour began in the Old Stone Church. Those who
were neither parents nor leaders of children's work had two hours
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of intermission before the Christian Endeavor meetings at six o'clock.
:\ny program arranged by the Junior superintendents is sure to be
unusually interesting and helpful. The Parents' Hour at the Cleveland Com·ention was no exception. The church auditorium was attractively decorated with flower> and cool. lacy. green ferns. Beautiful music was an important feature of the program. as :\Irs. Richard
Gilpin"s \ iolin blended with or soared above the notes of the organ
played by :\Irs. Rita George True.
Dr. Daniel .\. Poling presided over the first part of the meeting.
succeeded by his associate. the Rev ..\rthur J.
when another
.
engagement ·obliged him to leave early.
.\fter a musical prelude. "Faith of Our Fathers" was sung
heartily by the men and women who tilled the church. Qr. Poling
led in prayer. and read as e Scripture selection part of the twenty>ixth chapter of Isaiah and part of the thirteenth chapter of John.
Dr. Jesse H. Baird then spoke on "The Business of Raising Christians."" Dr. Baird emphasized the following points:
0

1 You must he a Christian
2. Play with them Play is the natural realm of children To influence them
you must meet them on their Jeni
3 Teach them Teach them how to be g:ood little physical <>.mmals. how to be
e:ood mentally. Educate body. mind and soul. Teach the little souls how to
Ion their iellow men
Make J
the hero of their lives
4. Control them. Tht' child is a g:arden: you must weed and hoe and prune
He must learn obedience as he threads his way through right and wronc: \\'hen
the red
shines he must know that under no condition should he go ahead

)!rs. Gilpin and )[" True played again: then the Rev. Ernest
R. Bryan. of Washington. D. C. spoke on the subject. "Hea,·en
Can Wait. · Said :\Ir. Bryan:
Someone-perhaps it was Geori..:e ::\1 Cohan-ha.;; <.a1d ... I don't care ''ho writes
the laws of the nation. so long: as I can write the "ong:s · Som,::.;; do npress popular
attitude5. Take for example the song which declares, "Heann can wait; thzs
is paradise enough for me." This song relkcts a popular phiJo..,ophy of life.
but it
a pag:an philosophy.
All that we do and say reflects our
oi hfr, it I" positive or negatin.
pag-an or Christian
It is shown in the boob we read. the picture sh1rn.., we
That philosophy of life has its effects upon others.
see. tht :-ongs we
particularly in the home. particularly in the relatinn">hip of parent<>. and ch1ktrcn
But Hea,·en cannot wait. Youth cannot postpone thinking of it. because
in youth basic philosophies are formed, decisions are made-on life work, a life
partner. life's values. Then young people need a greater \\lsdom than their own
There is work for youth to do. It is the young men who must see vi,ions.
e\·en as the old men dream dreams. The greatest movements han started with
young people.
Christ's ministry ended at JJ; Pentecost was ::.. gatherin.,; of young men;
Raphael's greatest painting was finished heiore he was JO; Shelley died at about
that
his undying odes; Henry Clay was a Senator at 20 and Speaker of
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the House at 34. Dr. Clark was a young pastor when he saw visions for youth.
There are great tasks to be done today ,-unemployment, war, unrighteousness
are challenges to youth. This is a serious age in which we live; there is no time
to "gather rosebuds whiJe we may." Young people need help. They need to
be found for Christ. The future depends on Christian young people. They must
have a profound religious experience. How can you help them? What will
you tell the seeker after truth? You must be ready to give him guidance, to
help him to learn to pray and to serve through Christian Endeavor.
There is much to do! Heaven can't wait!

Sunday Evening
"Christ Calls!" Dr. Paling's new song, was sun a by the convention
chorus during the song service. At every session this chorus was a
delight. Phil C. Reed, of the Golden Rule l'nion of Washington, D. C.,
led the worship service on the theme, "Jesus Christ, the Hope of the
\\'arid."
Miss Genevieve E. Park of Nebraska and Ernest Richardson of
Texas, who as outstanding local church leaders had been awarded a
trip to the convention by the religious ed11cation magazine, The Lookout,
were introduced by Dr. Poling to the convention. To win the award
which made their convention attendance possible is to be indeed worthy
of the applause they received.
:\Iiss ?.Iildreth Haggard, Junior Superintendent of the International
Society of Christian Endeavor, presented to Dr. Poling and the convenJunior superintendents, attractive young women
tion a long line of
and one young man who faithfully serve the children of the church.
:\Irs. William \'. l\Iartin of Illinois, who has attended twenty-four
International and four World's Conventions, was introduced. So was
Ray S. Ball of Ohio, who has been a Christian Endeavorer since 1895,
.md has attended thirty-three State and International Conventions.
l\Iiss Ciara Dahme of l\Iaryland, previously mentioned, was the third
of these loyal members to be honored by the convention.
Bishop ·Lynwood \\' estinghouse Kyles of the ..\frican :\Iethodist
Episcopal Zion Church gave an erudite address on the subject,
"\\'hat Christ l\Ieans to :\le" The chorus sang, "All Hail, Emanuel!"
Dr. Louis H. Evans, of Pittsburgh, Pa., one of Christian Endeavor's
most popular speakers, spoke with passionate fervor on the unique
call of Jesus to youth.
He spoke, in part, as follows:
It is be\\.ildering to be young in days like thesr. There are so many calls, so
much racket, so many voices. Press, platform and radio are fi1led with offers to
youth of kingdoms, social prestige, power, popularity and possessions.
The
ym:th of Europe have already made their choice. Kearly all of them are marching, saluting, goose-stepping and shouting for something or someone or other.
Not so with American youth. They are following nothing and no one universally
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as yet. It k just as well not to be hasty. The leader that you choose must in
every way meet the demands in days like these.
Jesus Christ calls youth today as the unique leader of the world. l:nique in
ne ...·er left His follo\\-ers. The other religions of the world
the sense that He
follow footprints of leaders who are dead and gone. who are never seen again
or heard again, after their deaths.
Most of the movements of the world today swiniz around lh'ing: personalities
but when they are gone--Hitler. Mussolini, Stalin-what will become of their
causes? But the Christian follows footfalls of One
still walks with them.
not merely the footprints of history but the footfalls of an ever-present Lord.
Before His death Jesus refused to say ''izoodbye"; there was no farrwell; He
knew He would be back with them after three days.
When Christ calls youth through the church He invites them to se,·eral things.
First of all, to the reality of His presence in prayer. Xo matter in what spiritual
form Christ appears to His people they all may know that there is no gulf of
time or distance between them and their Lord. This is unique in the field of
religion. In the second place, He giye youth the power that must izo with the
proizram. This is a izreat day for programs Everybody is organizing someone
or somrthing, but programs are rot izoiniz so well. for we have left God out.
A utilitarian age that has become ve-y clever scientificall\' has said ior d time
•·Science is my shepherd, I shall not \\:ant." But most o.f our programs have
stalled because the enizine is izone. The secret of the success of the church has
always been in the fact that it knew that Christianity was not a mo\'ement but a
fellowship with Christ.
You cannot put over a Christian program without Christ. Again the church
calls you to the possibility of the character that you desire in Christ It is one
thing to aspire to Him and another thing to have the inspiration to be like
Him. The world is full of teachers of ideals. What we nerd is a ,;,ayiour from
failure in living out these ideals.
Christ is more than a si):!npost-He is a guide Christianity is more than a way
-it is a personally conducted tour.
Christ offers youth His fellowship in service In every walk of hie men have
felt a personal partnership with Him
Doctors have claimed that alter they
prayed they never knew where their own skill left off and
be):!an
Lincoln on his knees in the White Houst>, \\'anamaker praying in hb department
store; a
singiniz hymns at the tub; a football play er
a
prayer on the field, and an engineer at a curve praying, •·Jesus Saviour Pilot
Finally. Christ calls you to a triumph ovrr your temptations. 11 Jesus Chnst
cannot give a young man the bulge on hie; temptations at the very ri.r5t and make
him a new man without waitiniz for the natural processes of habit-breaking and
habit-forming:, then there is no excuse for Christianity. But Chri..,t Cdn. and
He does. He sweeps youth into nctories. moral and spiritual and .;;ociaL which
are far beyond their powers to achieve alone.
Tbe call of Christ is still the same You young people arc asked to join hands
with a Cause and a Leader that cannot be defeated

Dr. Evan.s' address was followed by Dr. Paling's invitation to all
who wished to make public profession of loyalty to Jesus or to pledge
their lives to full-time service for Him. to come to the platform.
While the delegates sang, "I ::\eed Jesus," over one hundred young
people came to the platform. Truly a blessed answer to Christ's Call'

VIII

To Evangelism and Missions

D

R. JESSE H. BAIRD spoke at the Monday morning Quiet Hour
on "Youth as the Power System for the Future." "Follow, I Will
Follow Thee," "Into ;\Iy Heart," and "0 Worship the King!" were
sung at the Quiet Hour service. The twenty-third Psalm, the Apostles'
Creed, and the Lord's Prayer were repeated in unison.
After the restfulness of Sunday delegates returned to the discussion
groups with fresh
The two discussion periods passed
quickly and the general session began, as always, with singing. Delegates joyously sang their favorites, "My Faith Looks Up to Thee,"
"Lead Me to Calvary," and "He Lives!" Mr. Rodeheaver delighted
everyone with a solo, "Heartaches, Take Them ..\II to Jesus."
The worship service was led by ;\iiss Geneva Craig of Ohio. Following it, Dr. \Y . ..\. MacTaggart, pastor of St. Columba Church, Toronto,
and one of Christian Endeavor's best loved leaders, spoke on "Canada's
Place in Christian Endeavor."
of the International Society
Carroll :'II. Wright, Financial
of Christian Endearnr. spoke of the evident determination of com·ention delegates to put across a real program back home.
"To do a real job," Mr. Wright suggested. "you \\'ill need something more
than just notes. You need something to give to your officers. and you will
find all kind" of helps for offJCers and committt>e chairmen and
for
all kinds of acth·ities on the literature tables. For your meetings you will find
topic c.:r1d<;. with the date and Scripture references for each topic. the ·Year of
Meetings,' which gives Scripture references, daily Bible readings and a half-paE?:e
of suggestions for the discussion of each topic. 'Better Meeting" for the Young
Proµlc's Society,' by Dr. Harry Thomas Stock. will be im·aluahlc to yf\u. Helpful treatment oi the topics a)<;o appear" in The
EndrtJi•or Jrorld. The
new 'Program Guide for 19,,9-1941' should be liou!-!ht for every society. Copies of
Dr Poling\ addrr<;s, 'Christ Calls!' are available without charge."

IJr. Polini('s radio talk was on the subject, ··Christian Endeavor and
Peace.
1

'

Monday Afternon-Convention Playtime
There are many opportunities ior fun between the sessions of a convention, and laughter is surely not unknown in the assemblies and
conferences: but every convention has a ,·ery special time for !(roup
recreation. The Clrveland convention committee had planned a number
of delightful possibilities, all of which were gladly accepted by large
numbers of delegates.
66
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Hundreds of delegates took the three-hour boat ride on Lake Erie
and jollity reigned in spite of rough water and-for some unfortunatesconsequent seasickness. Laughter, song, pleasure in the cool air, and
the- fine view of Cleveland made the boat ride an especially joyous
experience.
To Xela Park went many o.f the Endeavorers to take the conducted
tour through the world-famous General Electric Institute of Light. To
see the beautiful industrial plant, perhaps the finest in the world. and
the outstanding achievements in electrical engineering was an unusually
interesting and instructive experience.
Some delegates drove or walked around the city, enjoying especially
the gardens along the lake shore. Others saw Cleveland through the
observation telescope atop the Terminal Tower. forty-two floors above
street level. For everyone, the afternoon was all too short. Cnbelievably soon, it was time to rusli to one ·s room to dress for the convention
banquet.

The Convention Banquet
Very pretty indeed were the young women delegates in their long
dinner dresses of every bright color and gay pattern: very smart the
young men in white suits or white trousers and dark coats. \"ery
festive, if somewhat crowded, the long banqueting hall of the Hotel
Allerton. The afternoon's activities had furnished hunger sauce for
the f'lod, but even for hungry guests the food was the least important
part of this feast of fellowship.
All the executive officers of the International "•iriety of Christian
Endeavor were there--Dr. and '.\!rs. Poling, Dr. \"andersall. '.\Ir.
Wright, Dr. Brown, '.\Ir. '.\larks.
!\fr. Rodeheaver was there, bubbling over with good humor ·-:\lack"'
Shaw was there, to teach a jolly stunt song and tell his inimitable jokes.
Dr. J. Gordon Howard, program committee chairman, was there. ··Dad"
Reiner, according to the banquet pictures, was there twice'
Miss Edith Clark of England spoke graciously of her jov in the convention. '.\lrs. Helen Lyon Jones told a most interesting ·,ton. '.\!rs.
Rosa Hewetson Clark, charming representative of Canada"s. Endea,·orers, said:
"I am very happy to bring greetings from Canada. I wish that
more of our Endeavorers might be here to share the inspiration of this
great convention. Our numbers are not so great. but our Enrlea,·orers
are very loyal. We hope some day to be able to entertain the convention in Canada."
Fred \V. Ramsey made everyone laugh with his storv of a governor
of Kansas. On an official visit to a prison, the governor, who was
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bashful, walked along a passageway and found himself upon a platform
facing an audience of 800 prisoners waiting for a speech from him.
"Ladies and gentlemen," began the governor nervously. A loud snicker was
the response of the eight hundred men to this beginning. The governor tried
again:
"Fellow citizens/' he stammered. But convicts are not citizens. Again they
snickered. In despair the governor made a third attempt.
"Fellow convicts," said he politely, "I am glad to see so many of you here.''
Mr. Ramsey continued, "I have met many civic groups in this room but I
think it has never been packed with so great a dynamic for good as now."

Only the promise of the evening session made the delegates willing
to leave the scene of such an enjoyable banquet.

Monday Evening
The delegates were highly pleased on Monday evening to have Harry
N. Holmes presiding. They entered with zest into the service of song
and with reverence into the service of worship led by Richard Pfeiffer
of Ohio. They were delighted to hea£ Jane Poling give the youth
address of the evening, and her sister "Billie" sing, "I'm a Child of the
King.'" :\lrs. Poling was presented to the convention and said:
"Governor Lehman said he broke his rule of not speaking outside
of New York State and came to Cleveland to address us because forty
years ago at Williams College he had six Christian Endeavor classmates
who lived so finely that he wanted to come to an organization which
turned out such young men. I belie\·e that if all of our young people
lived so that everyone could see that they stood for Christ, the world
would soon be won for Him.'"
James :\lisajon of Hawaii presented a beautiful lei of beadwork to
i\lrs. Poling and sent one, by :\lrs. Poling, to :\!other Clark. Bright
paper leis were given to i\lr. Holmes, Dr. Paul Brown, Fred \V. Ramsey,
Dr. J. Gordon Howard, Dr. \'andersall and Carroll :\!. \Vright. l\lr.
Misajon expressed Hawaii's appreciation of Christian Endeavor and its
leaders and the hope that some day a convention would be held in
Hawaii. The delegates in response to his courteous "Aloha" burst
spontaneously into the song, "Aloha Oe.'"
The impressive installation of the officers of the International Society
took place at this session. The following officers were installed:
President
Associate President
Vice-Presidents

Dr. Daniel A. Poling
Rev. Lawrence \\'. Bash
Dr. \\"illiam Hiram Foulkes
:\Ir. Harry N. Holmes
:\I rs. Helen Lyon Jones
Rev. Arthur J. Stanley
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Executive Secretary, Treasurer, and
Superintendent of Travel
Carroll )!. Wright
Associate and Recording Secretary and Superintendent of Christian Vocations
Dr. Stanley B. \"andersall
Extension Secretary
Dr. Paul C. Brown
Field Secretary
Ernest S. )larks
Regional \'ice-Presidents:
North Atlantic Region
)fiddle .\tlantic Region
Southern Region
Great Lakes Region
Central Region
Pacific Region
Rocky )fountain Region
Southwestern Region
Dominion of Canada
Superintendents of Departments:
.\dult-.\lumni
Citizenship and Social Issues
High School (Intermediate)
Lookout and Extensi,m
Praver )leeting and Devotional
Qufet Hour ·
Social and Recreational
Tenth Legion
World Peace

Kenneth W. Swain
Reuel B. Wolford
Charlie .\. Johnston
)Iiss Sarah E. )lcCullagh
.\Iden L. Campbell
.\lbert .\rend
William C. Smolenske
J. Gordon \\' eir
James P. Godbold
Fred R. Roy
Ralph R. Gilby
;\L-s. L. C. Greene
:\!rs. Reba C. Rickman
:\Iiss Genern F. Craig
:\Irs. Dudley
:\Irs. Catherine :\liller Balm
Gene
Ernest R. Bryan

That the chorus should sing the Hallelujah Chorus at this time
seemed especially fitting. The entire convention stood during the
singing of this glorious musical tribute to Christ.
Dr. \\'alter H. Judd was the fastest speaker on the convention program. Impelled by a passionate concern. he spoke with crisp, sharp
intensity. This address (reported below) on "Being a Christian
in a World of Conflict" was one of the most piercing challenges of
the convention. as he spoke of American Christians' indifference and
even (by the supplying of war materials and munitions) participation
in the war in China. ".\ new kind of war-not breaking a nation's
army but breaking a nation's heart."
Dr. Judd said, in part:
I do ban one thing in common with you, a:; :\Ir;;. Poling said. Some of us
have money and some have brains and special gifts. but 1"110St of us are quite
ordinary people; some of us have good looks and some of us don't But there is
at least one
we have in common-we have one life to live. I wish that I
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had two and that you could profit by my mistakes, but unfortunately I have
only one and that is all you have. I sometimes wonder how we can be so careless
in spending all of the one thing we have.
I am interested in my life just as much as any of you. I have lived ten out of the
last fourteen years as a missionary in China. A friend of mine wanted to get the
address on his life insurance policy changed and the officials reported that his
policy would have to be cancelled, because being a missionary was an extrahazardous occupation. . .
There are small crises, but most of the time it is fairly comfortable in mission
land!!.. In spite of tbe fact that they had different faces, different color in their
skins, the natives of mission fields long ago decided that on the whole missionaries
were more or less harmless individuals, and we entered a period of stability in
which missionaries could look ahead to bui1d up their stations and their schools
and their hospitals. Things were steady, but now we enter a period when it is
again hazardous to be a missionary-not from the standpoint of physical danger,
but be"-ause of other reasons. The world is in such anxiety, such change, so much
hangs in the balance today, that not only just an occasional missionary project,
but whole nations. whole ways of life hang in the balance and the solution of
crucial issues is before your generation and mine.
It is extra-hazardous to be a missionary today, first because of the countries to
which we go. Let us run them o\·er in our minds. Every one today is a powdermagazine-somr of them already exploding, but -some needing only a match.
China-the most hazardous country today in the whole world. You hear
it said. "The Chinese have been conquered over and over again and ha\·e been
able to assimilate the conqueror Although the Japanese run o\·er them now
the Chinese '"il1 overcome in the end." I hope that that is true. but I don't
belie\·r that you can sit down and say. "Let\ wait and sec how China gets out."
Suppo5e you had cancer and came to me, and I as a doctor would say ... You
had
you had chickrnpox, you had diphthrria, and you o\·ercame every
one of them Therefore I think you will get over this" There are men "ho die
today who never died before. That's the way you die
Previous conquests of China were as different from thi; one as the Japanese
j-, from the Chinese. In other crnturies they were barbarians that came into
China and gradually accepted her literature, art. philosophy. \\'1th her superior
cidlization it was easy to absorb and assimilate them. Rut Japan regarJs itself
as superior in e\·ery respect, and to everyone
in the world. Of course there
i-> not hint!: original ahout that attitude; the Jews consider themseh·es the chosen
people; the Greeb called all otherc: barbarians Some people in German,· think
that thC'\· arr better than anvonc else and I have run across
and
English
felt that way
·. God'" chosen
. so the Japanese are sure that
they arc the hest people in the world. One hundred
generations ag-o there
was sent do\\ll HraYC'n'" only son to be their emperor; his line continues
the pre<;ent emperor, 125 generations There is not another family tree like that in
the world. not even in the D.A.R ! One day I was having tea with one of the
Japanese
He said, "\Vhv don't the
see that it would be better
for U<; to go\·ern them? They don't know how to govC'rn themseh-e.s." (They
ha,·e donp it for 5.000 ye:irs longer than anyone else!)
You can't hate people like that It wouldn't do any good \Ve don't hate
people who have oh ..essions. On the other hand we don't let them run loose in
society either They have to he restrained The Japane5e are perfectly sure that
they are doing their duty, sent from Heaven They must save China from conquests, from Chiang Kai-Shck and the evils of the white man. They believe that.
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They have been taught that for years and they are not going into this to conquer
China and then sit down to allow themselves lo be absorbed.
China endured for 5,000 years for two reasons: first, the family organizationeverything centered around the home. Both the state and the religion existed for
the family, and the center of the home was the woman, and that is why the
Japanese are making an unceasing attack upon the women. It is a military tactic
which is forcing men to do this against their wills. This is their way of fighting-to beat a nation to its knees until it gives in. This is a new way to check an
army and strike at the most vital spot. The 'Chinese will give up and be murdered
rather than have this constant invasion of this sanctity of their homes.
China's leaders were chosen from the scholarly types. \\.hen we choose
our leaders to govern us, what is the essential qualification? To be able to pcrrnade
other people to vote for them 1 There are i3 or possibly more candidates for
the presidential campaign for next year. There .'.I.re those who have not yet had
a single year of administrative office or training \\"e are asked to name th('m for
the highest office that we ha\·e because they han th(' lw"t manner of kissinc:
babies. or they make the best radio speeches. A" lon)?: as we make that the basic
criterion. we shall continue t'l have funny thing:s happen. But in China they
had the man pa-:.<: e:umin,l.tions. The leaders of the people \\Ore long !!Owns
and fingernails to show the world that they resorte<l only to the pen. reason,
persuasion. arg:ument. They were learne<l. Th<':-· had long hin<l-.ight as well as
long- foresight.
That is. why we see the unceasing: attack upon China's colleg:es and uninr-:itie"
It is in order to keep the Chinese people from S('curing: e<lucation
\\r(' have
always
that war is the \\Orst thin!? in the worl<l. hut past war,;; were gentleThey \\'t'rC' child's play comp:uC'd "ith what we will ha,·c with
men's wars
the totalitarian !:-tates You are :i.t a place \\ hcrt> vou can po-.tpone judg-ment-:.
but your postponement becomes your rhoire ,\.e :ire at the place whrrc no one
knows the
out. but we are facing :i. new kind of crisis.
It is an e'.':tra-hazardous ocrupJ.tion to be .'.l
in J .'.lpan. to ('mbark on
one of t!::ie greatest crusa<les of mio:sion-. of all hio:ton· The J apanc"C' fil.!ht \\·ith
fer\·ent zeal and absolute dc\·otion to their cauo:e '.;at one oi them will he .;,topped
until checked from within by pn..;uJsion. economic conditions. ('tc
The mass
of people still will go out an<l fig:ht :\nd as to China
arc a<: men ridmg
a fo?:er. J:ipan has gambled evervthinl! in th1..; war It is nne of the greau--.t
do" n in
as the
conquests in history if she wins If '-he fails. sh('
greatest laug-hingstock of the natiom.
Five
in p.'.l.rlicular are the
Japan ciH<;. for w:rntin!.! to rule
China:
1. Population
Sh(' needs more land Popul.1tion will really
nothing
by military conquest. It won't soh"e the problem
The areas that can serve
her population are not in China There are too many Chin('SC there Japan ha:i
had free access to China without success in getting her people to mig:rate to
these areas. Th(' Chinese can out\\Ork and undere.'.lt anyone who has eYt'r lived
on their soil. Japan ought to have some more land "Ld her han China t"
\\tell. why not let her have a pitce of the l"nited Stales? \\'v arc always so
,generous with everyone else's territory 1
2. Lack of raw materials There isn't any country \nth all the raw m.iterials.
\\·e don't ha,·e rubber, we have reciprocal trade with Brazil. There i .. n't a sing: le
barrier to open access by the Japanese to the materials of China Chiang KaiShek pied with the people not to let their m1lit try lead "1em into such .i '\\ar.
"\Ve need your factories. you need our raw materials.'' he said. '1herc wa" never
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any reason for conquest there, but this mad dream of empire-Alexander's itch.
3. Disorderliness in China after the revolution. That was a problem in America
after the Revolution. Every nation's revolution has been followed by a period
of disorder, and China was no exception. The other nations believed that it
would take fifty years. One of the clauses in the treaty with China stated that
the nations agreed to give China a chance to restore order. They thought that
it would take a long time to get straight, but they agreed to refrain from bothering
China and to let her get her house in order. She succeeded in tv.renty years
instead of fifty years-from 1921 on, the progress was unusual. China made as
much progress in the years 1932-1937 as any nation in the world's history in the
same time.
4. After the revolution all sorts of things set in. Capitalism. dictatorship-all
of these things were introduced into China as possible ways. Communism, too,
had its place, but it passed away, and the communists are reaching the end of
the rope. I had first-hand information of this. There isn't any more communism
in the Chinese today, in the business sense of communism, than there is in the
average of us here tonight. But since Japan came in there has been a resurgence.
If this military attack of Japan continues. there are many, like you, who know
that to save their country they must ally themselves with whatever help they can
get. They have held off for two years, but they must ally with someone who
will help. Our own failure to help them will drive thousands of Chinese into communism.
5. The white man's domination from lQQO on. - It ceased to be a problem when
there was a return of some of the old privileges. China was making such progress
that the Japanese Chamber of Commerce sent an official notice to the Japanese
to recognize China's growth. But the military came through with its urg-e to conquer When Japan defeated Russia in the Russo-Japanese War, it was the first
time that the white man was turned back by men of any other color. Japan had
a treaty of alliance with Great Britain.-the Anglo-] apanese Alliance. In twenty
years ] apan had risen to an alliance with the greatest country of all years. ] apan
asked a promise, a clause recognizing the equality of races, and by some queer
blunder thl." English would not agree to it. The ] apanese didn't ask them to
believe it. All they asked for was the official recognition. England was slapping
them down, and almost before that was over our people came along. \\·e were
having economic pressure with the ] apanese and we passed the Exclusion Act.
If we had said the reasons were economic ones. ] apan would have unaerstood
and not resented the Act. When the reason given was that they were non-Caucasian, because they had different kind of pigment in their skin. that struck them
in the teeth. They can't 'hurt us by their own strength-they can do it by conquering China. \\'c are partly responsible for that ourselves. If we are going
statesmen, not to say Christians, instead of the assic;tance we are
to he
gh'ing by our indifference, we should repeal the Exclusion Act that spurns her
because of her race.
] apane-,c m1htary conquest has got to be checked, but we are partly responsible
by feeding the fuel to the enemy.
It is an extra-hazardous occupation to be a missionary in India. And there
are more people in India than there are in the European continent. exclusive of
Russia. There are more languages. We do not expect India to unite o\·er night.
India is a continent settled with all sorts of forces held in control by the moral
influence of one half-naked man.
Being a missionary is an extra-hazardous occupation It is an extra-hazardous
occupation you are going into. second, because of the land from which u:e come.
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It has been openly dangerous because of where we go, but look at the lands from
which we come. We were accepted -as individuals for what we were. I would not
stand in the center of the staji!;e. Before I speak I know I am of the white race.
and they know something about the white race today. They know so well. Your
biggest handicap isn't the difficulty in China and Japan. It is living <lown the
uncivilized elements in our own Christian lands. Look at Germany today, the
home of the Reformation. You walk today in Germany in a land that says the
individual doesn't count. The Christian says that the ultimate value of the individual is supreme. You walk in fascist Italy, which says that the normal state
of man isn't peace-it i5 war. How can Japan and China understand today?
A missionary ji!;Oes to China from Enji!;land. The Chinese put such trust in
Enji!;land that when the first test came they ji!;ave up Manchuria without a shout.
They insisted on ji!;ivinji!; because they believed in the greatest nations of the \Vest Sir
John Simon wouldn't e\·en consider what Stimson was trying to do. If Japan had
not succeeded in Manchuria, almost certainly Mussolini wouldn't have
in Ethiopia. and the present situation in Germany \\'Ouldn't have arisen. A missionary from Europe is under a terrific handicap What your country is is so loud
that I can't hear what you say.
The implements of warfare are the fault of the American people Pilate washed
his hands. but he didn't escape the _guilt of his office, for
ji!;enerations judge
him. \\re are not free of guilt. My little Chinese hospital has been bombed I
saw eiji!;ht million people. also their homes and the things that are dear to them.
destroyed. And it couldn't have happened \vithout the things that came from
America. The lines of conflict arf' 600 miles lon_g and couldn't be maintained without the flotillas of American trucks On the one hand we -.end missionaries to
preach peace. and then we "end out the materials to break the peace I see people
work in the indi\·idual churches to send me out a.;; a missionary. but those same
women think they must have their luxuries-silk stockings-the profit of which
makes the equi\·alent of fi\·e bullets which your mis'3ionary takes out of the bodies
of the Chinese soldiers You buy stockings and send bullf'ts onr. and then the
same people furnish the money to send me over to take the bullets out!
I had to comf' home The door opens today as never before
:\ quality of
coura_ge and standm_g fast has opened the door-the thing we have been yearnin!!
for and bt:'ttmg our hearts out for You c;:in't live u\"er there and wonder if
your people O\. er home know what tht'y are doing I can say thi" bumhlv. I am
an American citizrn and I am not responsible for Japan. yet I am responsible for
this wrong program and I can't go on without ha\·ing done my level hest to let
you know what you are doinji!;
The third extra-hazardous factor in being a mi:'.' . .
from ...\mcrica is hera1nr
of the kind of situation we are in.
Look at the two problems involved which ha\·e got to be :'.'olnd. One is ecounemployment. economic
nomic and t!i.e other that of war and peace
unrest, desire to
trade and prosperity-America. I pity you. '.\Ian rloc.-n't live
by bread alone, but he must have it. too. \\'e are so concerned about those thinji!; 3
which are for a time that we forget those thin_gs \\ h!Ch are for eternit\' \\'e are
giving Japan half of the oil she is usin_g to conquer China. and if she .gets China
we remove from the world the greatest single possible market of today
Th.: only hope of the world today for gettin!? out of the depression with its
present social and economic organization is to han a free trade with China with
its resources and purchasing power. The Chinese as purchaser' are the world's best
hope within the present system. \Ve ouji!;ht to see that we are heli.iin_g Japan to
we can't say that is none of our
remove them from the world's markets.
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business when we are taking away our market. We are developing there an
unbeatable competitor in the markets we still have. The industry which is getting
raw material in China by confiscation runs machines which we invented and sold
to the Japanese. It is cold selfishness here to look after our own well-being. It's
a new day in the capitalistic system when we build up a competitor who will do
us out of business. I don't hesitate to make this last statement: If Japan succeeds
with our assistance-she can't do it without it-you will have permanent increased
depression. It is because I don't want depression that I say you will have it.
The old generation will not see it. It's your minds that have got to find the way
out.

What about this year? We are building greater armaments. Why are we feeling insecure against Europe? The basic reason is not Hitler or Mussolini. It is
Japan. Their great possessions are not in Europe; they are in the Far East. They
have not been able to take a strong stand there. They wc·Jld have to control
Europe, so Japan would be free to get ahead, get possession in the Far East. The
threat is at the back door. It's a three-legged stool,-Japan, Germany, Italy.
Most people are focusing on Mussolini and Hitler, but the third leg is the only
thing holding it up. We could quit giving our support and the three-legged stool
would co1lapse. Checking resources and materials to the military machine, we
would stop h;lding it up, and Japan and the whole totalitarian machine would
collapse. Our greatest contribution to things in Europe is to stop supporting
Japan's military machine.
Fourth, it is an extra-hazardous occupation to be a missionary because of the
kind of gospel. The kind we have sends us us out not with a sword, but out to
the areas of conflict. There is a great deal of conflict in principle between pacifism
and passivism. A lot is going by the name of pacifism that is passivism, which
is the same as Buddhism. We do not want to go to war, so we lie down. Jesus
wa-; not a passivist. He was one of the greatest activists of His time. To be
complacent in the face of evil is just as wrong as to oppose it with the sword.
We have got to volunteer. Don't think that peace is going to land like a dove on
our shoulder. Peace is going to cost something. If war comes, I shall know that
it is the result of my failure. No one \\·ill go to war if there is any other way
to solve it. We are not going to have peace by the absence of conflict. There
will always be dispute. Just to sit down and say, "I won't go to war" isn't enough.
But you say, "What is the alternative?" There must be an alternative; otherwise
they will go to war. If the \\'Odd goes to war, we must not blame it on anyone,
not give m, but dig in to the causes and try to find non-military ways to solve
these problems. That's the kind of gospel we have got for our generation.
A missionary wrote. "Does Christ save you from your sins? Then call Him
Saviour. Free you, mold and master your life? Call Him Master. Lead you
as no one has ever led you? Call Him Leader. Shed light on your way, guide,
teach you? Call Him Teacher. Re\·eal God? Call Him Son of God. Reveal
man? Call Him Son of man. Are you helpless, unable to save yourself? Call
Him by no name, but follow Him." Jesus did not ask His disciples to follow Him
for what He was, but said, "Follow Me." As they followed Him, they came to
know Him. We walk in the footsteps of great giants. Our country needs Christ's
spirit as do our own lives. We must give deathless, unswerving loyalty Lo the
One whom we know to be adequate for all problems, the Master on whom we
may call.
This is the inescapable call of the Christian gospel. Thank God it is an extrahazardous occupation to be a Christian!

IX

Christ Calls to Persona/ Consecration_,

S

l"REL Y not the last day'. So soon?
But it was, and the quiet earnestness of the delegates was evidence of that fact. It was as if each one said to himself, "I must
make the most of e\·ery moment here so ihat after the com·ention I
may do my best to make its inspiration live in my own life. in my
society, in my world."
Dr. :'chuyler E. Garth spoke at the Quiet Hour, gi,·ing a most 'timulating talk on rnuth's part in answering Christ's Call.
The
were eagerly attended and there was marked increase in the number of the>se who entered into the discu5'ions.
The general session of the mo•ning began with the hymn, ".-\re Ye
Able'" which perfectly expressed the attitude of the delegate<. It
was followed hy "\\'e \\'ould Be Building." This is the hymn of the
United Christian Youth :\Iovement (Christian Youth Building a
\\'orldJ. of which Christian Endeavor is officially a part. :\Ir. Rodeof His Presence," and the worship service
heaver sang "In the
was led by Charlie Johnston, \'ice-President for the Southern Region
The Re\-. Reginald Kirby of :\Ielbourne, .-\ustralia, former President
of the \'ictoria Christian Endeavour l"nion, was introduced hy Dr.
Poling.
:\Ir. Kir!:>y said, in pa rt:
Christian Endeavor in :\ustralia empha-,izes the iact that all that technocracy
and culture can offer is insignificant
human liie is seen to be infinitely p;reater
than a
uf mind and flesh
Christian l:.ndeavor works well an) where-in i:reat city churches. in countr;.
district5-. It takes you
as you are, with
now in the making:, with
incalculable possibilities, and by its acti\'1ties develops pe1-.onahty and
enthusiasm for living. This enthusiasm is needed to match the enthusia::.m in the
world today. \\'e depend for our enthusiasm on the
\\hich God ,gins to
those who trust Him throug:h Christ

Tuesday Afternoon
There was some free time for rest or visitin_g with Endeavorers from
other places. There were two very pleasant opportunities to learn
useful new skills for Christian Endearnr work.
In Club Room .-\, :\Irs. Catherine :\filler Balm, author of many
books on recreation, and the new Recreation Superintendent of the International Society of Christian Endeavor, gave two co1.1plete demonstrations of a party built on games from all parts of the world. Several
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hundred delegates had a happy time playing these games and learning
new songs and stored away their new knowledge for use again and again
at home. Many of the games played were original with Mrs. Balm,
or arrangements of quaint folk customs in other lands. Exciting march
figures showed how to bring guests at once into a jovial mood and group
formation for games.

Pictures That Teach
In Club Room C Ernest S. Marks helped a large and enthusiastic
crowd of delegates to see the importa11ce of visual aid in religious educa'
tion. He led a discussion on the use of pictures, both stills and motion
and indicated the sources from which suit.ible pictures could
be obtained. Particular demonstration was given to the slide still
projected on a screen by a special projector, the slides themselves
either being accompanied by descriptive instructions or by a script in
the hands of the leader.
Of particular interest was the use of such a slide film on "The \\"orship
Committee in ..\ction," which puts into visual form much of tht contents
of the book of the 'ame title, which is published and used so extensively
bv the International Society .
. ..\!so, as coming from the \"isual Education ..\ssociation of Chicago,
were several films on temperance education. These were used as
examples of what mav be done in the field of visual education in young
people's groups.
The use of still pictures, reproductions of the masterpieces, and other
visual arts were described. The period concluded with a motion picture
covering the field of Christian Endeavor, with some scenes of Christian
Endearnr conventions and of the headquarters activities of the International Society in Boston.

Delegates Face the Future
Tuesday night's session ended the com·ention as a gathering of
thousands of Endeavorers, but Tuesday night was the beginning of the
influence and power of the convention in many, many places. On
Tuesday night the conn·ntion confidently faced the future. Endeavorers were well aware of the difficulties before them but eager to face
thos(' difficulties with courage.
'.\Iiss Dorothy Brinkman of Iowa led the service of worship,
"Dedication to High Purpose." The delegates sang, "Living for
Jesus," at the end of the worship service, as if they expressed the pledge
of their future conduct.
TurqJ:·y night was a night of recognition of those who had helped
to make the convention a success. The convention committee was
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present, and Fred \\'. Ramsey proudly presented each of the following
members:
(Chairman and Finance
Vice Chairman and Registration
\"ice Chairman and President of Cuyahoga
County C. E. l'nion
\"ice Chairman and Reception
Yice Chairman

Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Committees;
Decorations and Exhibits
Guides. Ushers and
Halls. Banquets and Transportation
Hotels
Information
Intermediate
Junior
Literature

Fred \\'. Ramsey I
Fred L. Ball

Chester H. Remmel
Miss Lois Miller
C. Southwell (also
'.\Ir:; Southwell)
A. G. Stucky
\\'arren
Baker
George K. ::\Iryer:-

Music
Parade
Publicity, Radio. and Pn·.:;:;
Pulpit Supply and Communion Sen ice

:\liss Annetta B Eldridge
G. S. liuchanan
R. R Xcwcll
.\lrs \\' F. \\'cber
Claramae J. Wegner
.'.\lrs. C .\. Berry
Leila Heath :\"df
Earl E\·ans
D:n·irl K Ford
Ralph \\'. Lran:nworth
Rf.'v. Da\·id Loel!kr

Also associated with 1\.Ir

.'.\l1ss Helen Plummer

South\\:ell.

Taylor
Hrnk)
Ruth .:\lcRridr
.\ti . . -; Gazella Ht·d).!:es

.\lrs.
.\J1 . . :i

These patient and
people. who had been ,uch h'"pitable
and gracious hosts to the con\'ention. were received with
applause. Another group for whom applause made the rafters ring
Eight
was the gn,•1p of Girl Resen-es who harl acterl as usher>
hundred of them had been on rlutv during the convention. under the
direction of :\liss
B.
of the Y. \\'. C. .·\ and a
group of Y. \\". C. A. adult membeb. In the blue and white ,,j the
Girl Reserve department of t):ie Y. \\". C .. .. the long line of usheL;
made a charming picture as they came to the front oi the auditorium
and crossed the platform, each one shaking Dr. l'oling"s hand as she
passed him.
less applause was given to the smaller group of Boy
Scouts, who had served faithfully as pages throughout the com·ention
The Kentucky Endeamrers who had come frnm the eastern mountains in a station wagon, eleven of them and their pastor, Rev. Le,ter J.
Soerheide, camping on the way a11d doing their own cooking. were
presented to the convention. These Endearnrers prowd that the old.
old proverb is still true-"\\"here there's a will. thPre's " way,"' to
any Christian Endeavor convention'.
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A Message from Mother Clark
It was " dramatic moment when the message of Mrs. Francis E.
Clark was read to the convention. The little lady who holds the
history of Christian Endeavor in her heart had been missed by the
delegates. She wrote:
Dear Christian Endeavorers All:
Because the "days of the years of my life" arc fourscore year'.' and eight,
it does not seem be"t for me to take what seems to me the long journey to
Cleveland; but I shall be with you all in spirit through all the days of the convention, and shall pray that the blessing of our Lord, "Whose we are and Whom
we serve." may be with you in every met"ting, and that as the days go by you may
all draw nearer to our Lord and nearer to each other.
I am going, to send you as my message for the convention and for all the coming
days, a prayer that I once read in Chester Cathedral in England, and which I
often pray now, for it seems to express what Christian Endeavor means to me.
Here it is·
"Lord Jesus, most mrrciful Redeemer.
Help me this day and every day.
To sec Thee more clearly,
To love Thee more daarly,
To follo\I,.' Thee more nearly.
\\'ho li\·est and reigne:-.t fore\'l'r and ever.
Amen."
May the Lord cause His face to shine upon you and be gracious unto you. and
may there be something in every meeting lhat will help you all to "grow in
and in the kno\l,:Jcdgr oi our Lord Jesus Christ."
Affectionatrly yours,
H ..\RRIET A.

CLARK

)[rs .. \iau from the Territorial Christian Endeavor Association of
Hawaii presented to Dr. Poling a fine gavel, bearing the crest of the
ancient Hawaiian kings and " ..\loha-1939-Hawaii." )lrs. Aiau
brought also a gift of S35.
Leis for Dr. and :\Irs. Poling came from a little church where Dr.
Poling and :\Irs. Poling once planted a tree.
Greetings from many parts of the world were read b1· Dr. \"andersall,
and then )[r. Wright announced the winners of parade prizes. The
winners were:
For thr most attracti,·e costumes,
For thr hest local unit.
For the best float.

Kentucky Christian Endeavor Union
Franklin Central Christian Church
The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Union

To the delight of all delegates who had attended the Cleveland '27
convention, the convention chorus sang the song which was remembered
with so much pleasure, the Rainbow Chorus. ..\II delegates enjoyed
this bright selection with its colorful conclusion, when a rainbow of
pastel-colored handkerchiefs fluttered and waved.
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Of course there was an offering, and many, many Endeavorers accepted the Recognition Banks, to be filled and returned by September
12, Dr. Clark"s birthday.
Then, three addresses, true Christian Endeavor talks, brief but packed
with ideas by three young people. Phil Barrett of Oregon, who has
proved that '·We don"t like to just sit back and see things happen. We
like to make them happen!"
:\IcQueen of Toronto. gave
her
with poise and earnestness. Rev. Daniel K. Poling.
startlingly like his famous father-.. Let's stop trying to see what we
can get out of life; let's start trying to see what we can put into it! ..
(See Chapter X.)
Dr. Poling gave another chance to delegates who harl decided. ,ince
the Sunday evening service, to make public profession of Jesus as
Saviour or to become Life-Work Recruits. :\lore than a hundrerl young
men and women came quickly to the platform-a second
response to the Call of Christ. :\!any more delegate,; made <]Uiet
decisions, as they stood in their places. to serve Jesus more faithfully.
more bravely.
It was with faith and courage that everyone faced the future. "' the
thousands of ynung people joinerl hands in the traditional convention
closing, and sang together "God be with you, till we meet again.'·

x

Youth Speaks to Youth
HE Associate President (1937-1939), the Rev. Arthur J. Stanley,
Tspoke
on "Jesus Calls Us to See Visions" in the evening session of
Friday, the seventh of July. His address follows in full.

Two years ago when many of you were attending the 36th International
Christian Endeavor Convention in Grand Rapids, Clark Poling and I were attending the great conference on the Life and Work of the Church held at Oxford.
England. We were your representatives. At this confen nee I was called to see
visions of the work to be done by the church to make our world Christian.
The conference was in session a few days after Pastor Niemoeller had been placed
in a concentration camp in Germany because he refused to preach and teach as
the government wanted him to do.
Two years have passed and Pastor Niemoeller is still standing for the principles
of Jesus Christ and the Church. He stands before the German people and
before the people of the world as a person who is willing to suffer for his faith
in God and in the teachings of Jesus Christ.· The call of Jesus Christ has been
very great to this German citizen. He is answering the call.
Jesus Christ may never call any of us to spend part of our lives in a concentration camp. Neither will he call us to decide whether we will remain true
to our faith in Jesus and be killed or denounce Him and live. This call is being
answered down through the centuries and many have been put to death because they \Vould not renounce their faith in the teachings of Jesus Christ.
To answer this call takes conviction that Jesus Christ is the Saviour of the
individual and of the world. It takes conviction that the principles of Jesus
Christ will bring world peace and world brotherhood. We need this kind of
conviction in our work for Christ and the church as Christian Endeavorers.
With this conviction in Jesus Christ we are able to see visions of the future
of the church and its functions in society.

Vision and Call of Church Unity
One of the \'isions I had while attending the conference on the Life and
Work of the Church, was that of church unity which is one of the greatest calls
that comes lo the young people who are Christians.
For two ·weeks I felt that I was experiencing being a member of the church
universal. I worshipped,
and had fellowship with people from all races,
over forty nations and over seventy different denominations. During this time
I realized what Jesus had in mind when He prayed, "Neither for these only
do I pray, but for them also that believe on me through their word; that they
may all be one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also
may be one in us; that the world may believe that thou didst send me.''
This prayer of Jesus Christ for unity of those who are following Him brings
to us a vision and a call today.
The Christian Endeavor movement has always been interested in Christian
unity, thus the call of the Christ comes through His prayer for us to do all we
can to establish church unity in this nation and in the world.
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I would mention sh events that are evidences of church unity going forward

in our generation:
1. The establishment of the World Council of Cburche:; during the summer of
1937. This came out of the Oxford and Edinburgh conferences which were
he]d during the summer of 19J i.
2. The World's Christian Endeavor Convention at Melbourne. Australia. Dr.
Poling will tell us more of the achievements of that outstanding world convention.
3. The Madras Missionary Conference which was held last December in
Madras. India. This conference had si.i:ty-nine countries represented and was
the greatest missionary gathciing that has _ever been held in the world.
4. The Xational
Mission and the College Preaching :\hs'.-ion which
gave the call of Jesus Christ to the citizens.
5. The \Vorld Chri5tian Youth Conference at :\mstrrdam, Holland. Many of
this convention are leaving for this great meetinl! which is to be held this month
of July.
6. A \\'orld Preaching Mission is being planned and 'H' as Christian Endeavorers must do all we can to promote this great program of evangelism.
The call of Jesus Christ to Christian Endea'\·or is to aid all Christians in
striving to answer His prayer, "That all might be one." \\'hen \\IC answer this
call as we do in our Christian Endea\'Or monment we see nsions oi what the
church can do to help solve the baffling problems of the \\·orld.

Vision and Call of World Brotherhood
The second vision to which Jesus Chri5t calls us today is world brotherhood.
This vision seems almost impossible when one reads the newspapers and listens
to the radio. It is possible when we fol1ow the teachings of Jesus Christ. For
all men are created equal and Christ calls all men to follow Him and to accept
God as their Father. and when people answer this call there will be world
brotherhood.
When I was attendini.:. the Uni\·ersity of Ortgon we had a peace parade.
In this parade was a slogan. ··The 19th century has made the world a neighborhood; it 1:::. the task of the 20th century to make the world ..l brotherhood.''
This would be a ia:ood sloi.:.an for some state union or some other group to
carry in our parade tomorrow afternoon. At the present time the youth of
the world are on the "39-)ard line and
han 61 yards" to go before the
end of the century. The goal is certainly a. challenge and a call to the youth
of every generation of the 20th century and espeoally i-.
true of the
Christian ,-outh of the world.
Let us. now as Christian Endeavorers living in a nation that maintains
freedom of worship and belie\'ing in brotherhood answer this call b;. doing all
we can as individuals and as C E. societies and C E unions to establish brotherhood in our dealings with China, Germanf. and other countries One of our religious leaders has said. "\Ve can do much for peacc by
the refug:ces
Let the world know we believe." The Christian Endeavorers of China arc
aiding their refugees. We will be interested in those of another nationality and
of other races. We will aid others as Christian Endea\'orers.
We should do all we can as younj?: people to help in the mi:::.s1onary work
of our churches so the message of Christian
may reach e\'cryone
in the world. We can make our missionary work more interest:ng if we take
time and make the effort to discover what missions ha\'e done and are doing. Some
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of the most interesting reading we have is found in the books written by missionaries.
Many Christian Endeavorers' have answered the call of Jesus to service in
missionary work. They had answered the ·Call of Jesus Christ by going to some
home or foreign missionary field. All of us need to answer this call by being
interested in the work of the missionaries, by giving to mission work, and
some of us should follow other Christian Endeavorers into Christian missionary
service.
When we dedicate ourselves to the task of making this world a brotherhood
during our generation we will answer the call of Jesus to be a brother of all
mankind and in so doing we will see visions of a world won to Jesus Christ
and a world in which nations would live together peacefully.
This vision is possible when the youth of the world realize that the teaching
of Jes us Christ concerning love and winning others to His cause is the supreme
need of this time. Many youth of our generation do not know that this
is true: therefore, those of us who know that Christianity has the solution of
our world problems must take the teachings of Jesus Christ to the youth of
our own communities first, and then to those youth of other races and nationalities. This is the great commission of our generation and it is the same as the
commission given to the disciples by Jesus Christ.

Christ Calls Us to a Vision of Unselfishness
Recently a dn\'e \\:as made in the Philippines to raise money for the refugees
of China
A smaH boy heard about the Chinese children suffering and being
homeless. He had been sa\'ing his money for a bicycle. He took this money
which he had sa\·ed and purchased a great sack of bread. so large that he
had to drag it to the headquarters of the refugee fund
Those in charge did
not know \Vhat to do because the bread could not be shipped to the refugee
children in China. Someone suggested that they sell the loaves to the members of the civic clubs as they met for their noon luncheons. This was done
anQ they were able to send many more things to the refugees. This is similar
to the little boy who had five loa,·es and two fishes; he gave all that he had
so Jesus could feed the great multitude. The boy in the Philippines gave all
that he had and it was increased to aid others.
Christ calls us to unselfish sen·ice. \\'e may answer this call in e\•erything m life, m our work in Christian Endeavor, in our school life, in our home
life, and in the work wc do to make a living. When we answer this call we
arc abk to see the \'Jsion of a Christian community and a Christian world.

The Call of Christ Is Totalitarian
\\'e arc lh·ing in a day when our world leaders demand that their followers
de\'otc themselves to them in every way
It is a day of totalitarianism. It
is a day of
our all to some leader or cause. For Christian Endeavorers,
the leader is j esus Christ and the cause is Christianity.
This call came to the disciples. They gave up all that they might serve
Him during thl'ir lifetime. Since that lime when Jesus called the fishermen from
the Sea of Gahlec, men and women have given themseh·cs to Jesw; in a totalitanan
way and we inherit their labors and accomplishments to carry on to greater
things than these.
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Communism calls youth of Russia to build a new Russia.
Fascism calls the youth of Italy to build a new Italy.
Hitler calls the youth of Germany to build a new Germany.
Jesus Christ caHs tht: youth of the entire world to build a Christian world.
Let us answer His call and g.ive ourselves to Him in service and worship.
\\"e are partners with God in buildini;t a Christian world
Let us fulfill our
part of this partnership.
The vision of
ourselves completely to the teachings of Jesus Christ and
answering His call without any reservations is the greatest \·ision of this age
I want to share anotht>r experience with this convention. Last ye;u I had the
prh·ilege of beinµ: a speaker at the Kansas State Christian Endeavor Convention in
Wichita. I was speaking in the First Presbyterian Church. Those of you who
ha\·e been in this church will remember the 10\·ely stained glass \\indow on the
left side of the church. It is the picture of the Ascension. Jesus is in the upper
part and the disciples are in the lower part. At the bottom were the words. "Lo,
I am with you always" As I looked at the wmdow I could see the audience below
the disciples. To me it made those words of J ?SUS mean more than tbcy had enr
meant The disciples had ans" ered His call and were now ready to go out in
the world to do the work that He had givcn them. Can we picture
torught as followers of Jesus Christ, ready to answer His call in all things of life,
so that others may accept J csus as their leader and Saviour? So the Gospel of
Jesus Chnst and the work of the church will go ton\ard with our help?
Let us answer the call of Jesus Christ to see visions of church unity, world
brotherhood. unselfish sen ice and Christian totalitarianism. to do all in our po\\ er
and with the help of our God mo\·e forward in our work fo .. the church
Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength we can see
visions and
answer the call of Jesus

Other Eloquent Youth Leaders
An outstanding feature of the Cleveland Convention was the actiH
participation of many other young Chnstian Endeavorers, in the
sessions t.bv by day. \" oung men and young women led each of the
worship services with which the general sessions began. Youth .-.peakers
clearly expressed their ideals and ideas in clear and dignified platform
addresses.
Those who led the worship services included .\IiS> Blanche Yeomans
of Kansas, Howard Duven of Iowa, Wayne Bolton of Pennsylvania,
Phil C. Reed of the Golden Rule l'nion. \\'ashington. D. C., .\Iiss
Geneva Craig oi Ohio, Charlie Johnston, Regional \'ice-President of
the -Southern Region. Emmett .\Ic:\abb of \\'est \"irginia, Richard
Pfeiffer of Ohio. and .\Iiss Dorothy Brinkman of Iowa.
All the services of worship were helpful and inspiring. All were
carefully planned in advance. There was no '"speech making" here:
only an occasional word on the part of the lea.der to guide the thinking
of the group. For example, .\Iiss Geneva Craig of Ohio prefaced a
unison praying of the Lord's Prayer with these words:
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When we say "Our" Father, as Jesus taught His disciples to pray, all mankind
is included. This is difficult for many of us to believe, but this is the threshold over
which all of us must step before we can pray the Lord's Prayer. Jesus included
the world as His brothers. His prayer was for all creatures.
And when He had finished praying "Thy kingdom come," He went out and
helped it to come. Action follows effective prayer as surely as the sun rises. So
are we going to sit idly by and just repeat those words and not mean them, or
are we too going to go out from this convention and help make ''Thy kingdom
come"?

Brief addresses were made by a number of young men and women.
Space limitations prevent the inclusion of all of them in this report.
But some typical addresses are given here.

Christian Endeavor as a Power Toward World Peace
By John E. JfrCaw, Des Moines, Iowa, Executive Secretary, loi.i.la Christian Endeavor Union.
It never before occurred to me to consider Christian Endeavor as a power toward world peace. To me Christian Endeavor was more to be considered as an
influence toward peace, hut the word "influence .. seems d\l...arfed beside the word
''power." Power denotes not only influence and action but also a tremendous potentiality. Christian Endeavor in truth is more than an influence. It is a power
and as such its great potentialities challenge us to utilize that power.
Christian Endeavor in its very composition pro\·es its right to be called a power
for world peace. It is international in scope; it is not bound by national boundaries; it transcends nationalism. The very presence in this convention of delegates
from the nations of the Xorth American continent and the gracious presence of
delegates from Great Bntain and Australasia gi\·e proof to the internationalism
of Chri--tian Endea\·or.
The \\'orld Convention of Christian Endeavor provides further evidence of the
internationahi;;m of Christian Endea\·or
In Melbourne, Australia, last summer
over twenty-four nation<; \\ere represented in the traditional exchange of flags
in the tlai: parade. To witness such a spectacle where the representatives from each
nation march with their flaJ.!<.. to the front. there cxchang-e therh with one another
to show their unity in Chrio,tian Endea\·or, is indeed to witness a testimony to the
internationalism of Chrbtian Endea\·or
Chn..,tian Endeavor in its inter-racial aspects also makes a definite contribution toward world peace. In the \\orld today there are tendencies to misunderstand other race" and cultures as \\·ell as the tendency to make God a tribal god.
Howcnr, to tht' Chri..,tian Endeavorers around the world there is only one God and
the <;amc God In Christian Endeavor there are no minorities, no blood that gives
ity. no allqdancc as great a.;; the allcµ:iance to Christ and His program.
In the educational aspects of Christian Endeavor a \·ast power for world ·peace
i'i e\crkd.
Endeavorers participate in the World Peace Fellowship. In
this Fd\o\v5-h1p Christian Endeavor participates in the peace councils of the \\ orld.
ol the Sunday evening topics during the year have a direct as well as indin:ct bearing on peace and international relationships. The new Program Guide
i'>sued at this convention calls for observance of such days as World Goodwill
Day, Armistice Day, and the World Day of Prayer.
Christian Endravor by its very name must in order to be consistent and loyal
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lo the teachings of the Prince of Peace be a power toward world peace. Loyalty
to such a leader and such a kingdom program not only makes Christian Endeavor a
power for world peace but also makes individual Endeavorers, whether American,
Canadian, Korean, German, or British, responsible for the living of lives in harmony with the Great Leader and Master, Jes us Christ.

Youth Facing Modern Problems
By Jfrs. Norma McQuun, Hamilton, Ontario
The problems which confront youth today are twofold.-first. his own personal
problems; and. secondly, those which relate to other persons and the world generally. It is not possible for us, as Christian youth. to face one without facing
the other. If \\"e would concentrate upon our own personal problems to the exclusion of those about us or the world at large, we would indeed become selfish and
self-centered, and certainly not worthy to be called followers of Christ, but. if
we seek to interest ourselves in the problems of other'i. and the world generally.
we will find ourselves nearer to the solution of our own.
The problems which we face a1e not entirely new to young people but I truly
believe that we are bcinK called upon to
our responsibilities more definitely
than was any generation before us. The countries of the world today arc looking.
as nenr before. to the youth of their lands to undertake tasks of tremendous importance.
Youth today is capable of nry sane. scnous thinking and logJCal reasoning The
means of communication today (radio. newo;papers. mo,·ing pictures l are responsible to a great degree for the fact that youth is far better iniormed than past generations on subjects of great importance. and we find ) oung people l').pressing
themselves freely and intelligently on any number oi subjects pertaining to affairs
of national and international significance. And )Ct \\C do find youth in a confusion of thout?ht on certain subjects. For instance. we find many
people
who have becomt confused
rd1gion. They say. "There arc ::-o many beliefs, what am I to believe?" It is unfortunately true that radical
is
appealing to some ) oung people today because it -,et·ms to offer an eas;. way ot
life. It is possible that Christianity has been misundt'rstood through the lack of
proper emphasis being placed on it
i" Ol"R EX ..\.\lPLE in both life .1.nd
character. but 1mless we ourselves
such an example. how can we hope to
bring others to Christ? Must we desert our hight·'.">t ide.1.b and make concess10ns?
:\o' \Ve must stick to the Gospel of
Chnst We must be sure that the
structure we are building on the ioundat10n already prepared for us is worth) oi
the principles of Christ and Christian Endeavor.
There is a story told of a certain mmi:-ter who had \\ atched a parade of young
Socialists oi the Purple Shirt, and aiter the parade had passed he was heard to sa)»
"These Communist and Socialist youth likely belien that they can turn the world
upside don'n, but our Chnstian ) outh don't· ls that not a CHALLE>.""GE to
us? U,.e must hat1t: the co11rage of our conviction..1!
The young people of the L'nited
and Canada
the m'ed ol "World
Friendship" while in many countries the younl! people arc ht•mg tilled with naby our beloved monarch. Kmg
tionalistic propaganda. It has been truly
George VI, following: his recent visit with our gr.iciou" Queen Ehzabt:th to our
countues that "the United States and Canada are indeed an nample to the rest
of the world." Our youth, reahzing the futility of war, can log1cally rleiend their
positions, whether it be that of the pacifist, or the support of ,governmental program, cost what it may! The same is also true of the attitude of our ) outh to-
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wards race prejudice and class dictinction, and the great desire of our youth is that
this world of ours may become a peaceful neighborhood in which to live!
As youth today we are called upon to take a very definite stand regarding the
moral problems of this day. Moral leaders are today asking the church to "do
something about it." Tbe standard of morals set for us by Jesus is the only
standard by which we should measure the morals of any life. We should not
accentuate man's faults or worthlessness, but rather be ready and willing to give
him a lift. Dr. George MacDonald, the eminent Scottish preacher, during his ministry came upon a woman who was morally degraded. He invited her to his study
in his home to try and give her some spiritual help. His young son, upon seeing
the woman enter the study, asked his mother, "Who is in the study with Daddy?u
His mother replied, "It is an angel who has lost her way, son 1 and Daddy is going
to try and help her find her way back aga.in. 11 Such sympathy and understanding
can only re\·eal a Christlike character.
This might well be termed the "Golden Age" of youth; for the opportunities
which are gi\•en to us, and the possibilities which lie before us, are challenging
us to answer the Call of Christ. Christian youth is ready to do its part in
dealing with modern problems, and on this closing night of this wonderful convention, may we accept this challenge personally, and surrender our lives wholeheartedly to Christ and to His service in facing up to these problems ably and
courageously.
We will stay through !

What Has Christ to Offer the Youth of Today?
By Phil W. Barrett, Vice-President, Oregon Christian Endeavor Union
\Vhen we appraise a movement which we have been called to join w·e usually
ask the question, "What has it to offer me?"-and we have a perfect right to ask
that. As young people we are called upon to make many decisions, some of which
require little thought. others which require time and study, but we still have
to make these decisions.
Christ has called us to make a decision to follow Him. "Christ calls us,'' and we
then, since the decision is in our own hands, have the right and privilege of asking, "What has Christ to offer me?"
There are so many things that Christ has to offer that we cannot possibly enumerate them tonight. Yet there are a few which it would be well to think
about
First of all, He offers us inspiration. No man is a leader who cannot inspire his
followers to reach a definite goal. A leader w'ithout personality and enthusiasm
which go to make up inspiration is seldom successful or seldom found. So Christ
offers us more inspiration than we are accustomed to find in the leaders of people
today. Ht: inspires us to
We are inspired by His works, by His
actions. and by the way He challenges lives, and as He stands before us tonight
He offers us His great inspiration. But we need something more than just being
inspired. We need something definite to be inspired about.
And so after inspirat10n we find that Christ offers us possibilities for spiritual
and moral leadership. We sometimes say of young people, "My! What possibilities he or she has!" And yet we say that the young person who has let Christ
come into his life has greater possibilities for leadership or for anything else, for
that matter, than one who does not know Christ or what He has to offer.
No other person, no other movement can offer us so great or so many possibilities.
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And as Christ caJls us today we find a
possibility for spiritual or rnora]
leadership.
Now we are thinking what Christ has to offer the youth of today. All youth
unfortunately do not care about Christ or what He has to offer, and so we must
think of a challenging thought that, in order for all the youth to know Christ.
He must have us offer them. He must have each one of us, whoever we are.
whatever we do. He must be able to say to us, "Show :\le to that fellO\v or girl.
Let Me shine through your life so that they will see Me.'' Christ has been calling
us in this convention. He calls us now that He may offer us as ambassadors to
the youth of today.
And finally. Christ offers Himself and that is a challenge. \\·e say of a young
person, ''He or she has everything," and yet sometimes there is lacking the greatest essentia] for life. Christ is the only one who really has enrything. He has
more to offer than Hitler, Mussolini, or Stalin. He is more alive than a Confucius or :\fohammed He stands today before us and offers us a challcnl-":"e. ··r
call. Will you follo\v?'' The chaJlenge today is as great as it was when He took
Matthew, the tax.-gatherer, from tte doorstep of
countmg:-house. It is cnn
greater to us because it includes :is in that challenge and our answer tonight as we
and working together is, "We choose Christ."
close a time of wonderful
We choose Him to take over our hearts and liHs, and each one ol
when \\l'
think of what Christ has to offer the youth of toe.la}-. ieels that. mcluc.ling- ourselves, Christ has e\'erything.

What Is Today's Challenge?
By Rei•. Daniel K. Polmg

The following story is one of history's treasures. l remember hearing
it first some years ago. It is found in the account of the battle oi
Sempach fought between the Swiss and the .\uotnans in .\. D. 1386.
Things were going hard with the :-wiss. The .\ustrian forces of several
thousand were rapidly surrounding them with a "living wall of oteel."
At the momc'lt when despair was about tu sweeµ over the defending
army a brave knight of l'nterwalden resolved tu sacrifice his hie for
his country. Calling out tu his comrades, "Dear.brothers, l will open
a way for you," he rushed toward the Au,trian lines. \\'hen he reached
them he seized as many of the pointed lances of the armored knights
as he could grasp and pl,unged them into his body with the cry, ":\lake
way for liberty." His fellows, caught by the spirit of hi, sacrifice.
followed. They rushed through the opening in the .\ustrian ranks made
by the hero, and fought so vigorously that the tide was turned and a
decisive victory was won.
"Spear Thrusts Into Life" hurt and sometimes they cause death.
But generally when the spirit of sacrifice is present "Spear Thrusts
Into Life" do good.
Arnold \Vinkelried, that was his name, for the sake of home and
country received into his body the spears of the enemy. Th"se spears
took his life but they made possible the freedom of his countrymen.
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And we must understand that the world today i.s full of sharp and
pointed spears which command us to do their masters' bidding. Unless
we take their wounds we shall become the slaves of whatever commands us.
We must learn to stand mental and physical pain as well as pains
of desire. This is something which too few do, either for the sake of
others or for the sake of self. Rather than stand up against the
spears and endure their cut they surrender and go down in failure
because it is the least exacting way.
Very likely your class in high school or col1ege was an example of what I mean.
My class was and every class I know has been. When you started as Freshmen,
was it not true that your number was larger than it was the day of your graduation? If not, it was certainly true that there were some in the class then who did
not graduate in four years. What happened to them? We do not include those
who may have been forced to give up their education because of need at home
or sickness or for some other necessary reason. Excluding these, am I not correct
in saying that there were some who gave up because the winter was too cold or the
discipline too strict or the subjects too hard, or the students too rough? In other
words they were not willing to make the sacrifice necessary to obtain an education.
It isn't easy to earn a diploma. Much of the. necessary procedure is difficult and
some are not willing to stand up under it. They choose the easy way and surrender before the spears which say "Give up, or else it will hurt." Remember it's
the hurt that does the good. Bear the pain of an education today and in the
future you may be a doctor. teacher, preacher or, not least among men, an intelligent ditch digger. But no matter what you turn out to be, you will always have
the satisfaction of knowing and others will know that you were able to complete
what you set out to do.
You know as I do that one of the greatest problems that men and women face
today is the problem of intemperance One can be intemperate with most anything. He can eat too much. sleep too mucb, or wear too often a red necktie. Excess is the ruination of thousands. Students read too much and get nervous
breakdowns. they fall too deeply in love and commit suicide, they play too much
and fail in school. But when mtemperance is mentioned we quite naturally think of
the use of mtoxicating liquor. For the word is most generally used in this connection.
Today beer. ale and whisky are advertised everywhere. Their merits are prochimed from printed paf;!:e. billboard, and radio. Confronted by this ''living wall
of steel" thousands surrender before the threat of give up, or else we will ostracize you, ruin your business, cause you to lose your job, make you unpopular.
To say no in the face of so mighty a voice is difficult. It takes courage and will
power. It requires great sacrifice. Above all it hurts. These spears will pierce
you if you refuse. It is easy to give in. But if you do your future may be
clouded with drunkenness, a broken home, children's hatred, loss of job and disgrace. Whereas if you stand out and endure the open wounds inflicted by them
your future will be nch in self-respect and public esteem. The poorest individual
can win the respect of his community while the richest can be despised.

XI

Typical Radio
morning at 12 :30 Dr. Poling spoke to the convention and to the
EACH
radio audience on some timely and interesting theme. These radio
talks and the questions and answers which followed them extended the
influence of the convention to the entire continent. .\ typical radio
talk and the questions and answers which followed it are given here.

What About Youth-Good, Bad or Indifferent?
A
years ago I sat with a clergyman. not far from Albany, the capital city
of Xew York. I delivered an address at the youth meeting This clerJ!,'yman said
to me. as we faced the fire togethu that night. "Ca11 me a coward if you wish.
but deliberately I would not be a father. I would not want to ha\·e any responsibility or any share in responsibility of brin1?inJ!,' d new life into the world." He
talked to me about conditions in our society that made him feel justified in saying that. He talked about the extreme lives of many young people He went on
with deep feelin!? and that was all the text of what he had to
Then he held
before my eyes the Knickerbocker-Press and on the front pa,1?e of that paper Wa"the story of a party that had been held the night before in which a young person
had died-a story of wild excesses. a story of high school young people who had
done the wrong thing.
Always a few misrepresent the many and always the few are responsible for
the bead.lines-the few who live tbe WTong kind of life
I said it was unfair
to bring a general indictment against bankers because one banker defaulted
It was unfair to brinJ!,' a general indictment a1rninst al1 merchants because some
merchants have short-chan,1?ed you. I told him it wa:- unfair and grossly unfair
to condemn all the cleq:rymen. priests. and rabbis in the country because one
man, priest, Ol' rabbi forgets bis \'OWS. I told him it was unfair to bring a general
indictment again.:t all young people.
Within two or three days after the issue of that paper a student in that school
made the statement that only nine young people were represented in that sad affair
and that not all nine young people were in that school and that it was unfair
and unjust and untrue to have a story on the front page of a newspaper that
brought discredit to over 1,800 boys and girls and young men and women ..\\ways.
I say, the few misrepresent the many.
One man who makes a noise makes more noise than 10.0CX> men who mal...e no
noise at all.
I am not here to defend young people who do the wrong thin,1?. but I am here
to say that youth in my time-young men and young women-are as mtnnsical1y
fine and worthy as young people han enr been, and I think I know young people. Eight children have been brini.dng me up in the way I should go for a
good many years. If we do not talk to more than our generation. our failure is
due to the fact that we have nenr listened to more than one generation. Fathers
need to listen to their sons. Mothers need to listen to their daughters.
Take into account the circumstances that surround boys and girls and young
men and women. I am not patting you on the back. You are not angels, good
89
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or bad. You face temptations and too many of you do things that you should
not do. I think youth lives as reasonably under all circumstances as ever before.
You say they live too rapidly. Of course they do. We all live too rapidly.
Young people do not build the cars they ride in; they are seldom responsible for
the environment in which they live; they do not write the books they read; they
do not compose the songs they sing; they are not their own mothers, fathers,
teachers and preachers! They receive these smack in the face.
I remember that when I was a boy in Lafayette, Oregon, we played baseball
with a team in Amity, Oregon. It was ten miles away. When we started for our
annual ball game we got up before da\Vll and milked the cows and were off in
clouds of dust. No one knew if we had won or lost until we came home.
Now, when I travel from Lafayette to Amity, I cover those ten miles in a flash.
Even the rooster lives faster than his ancestors if he gets across the road in time.
We do li\'e more rapidly now than we did twenty-five vears ago if we survive.
T am bound to say this, young people, speaking directly to you, in these hurried
times we ha\'e no chance of living the lives we wou1d 1ive, thinking our best
thoughts and doing our best things \Vilhout the strength and power and dynamic of
Jesus Christ, Himself, who is the friend of youth-your friend and my friend.
I will tell you why Jesus Christ speaks to us, why He spoke to me in my
youth and why He speaks to you boys and gir1s and young men and young
women today. Jesus Christ speaks to all generations because He listened to all
generations. He listened to the voung and old, rich and poor; He listened to
those who were in splendid shaPe
and those in desperate condition
physically, the hungry and blind. Because He listened to all these and found it
in His heart to make response, He speaks to everyone in all circumstances now.
\\'hat about young people-good. bad, or indifferent? I will tell you this, men
and women listening in, our sons and daughters, as I see it, are giving to us and
to soort;.· greater return than \\'e ha\•e any reasonable right to expect on the basis
of time \\e ha\·e invested in them. The call is to us as well as to them, to set
before thrm a J.!OOd example and give them a good leadership, whatever their handicaps. to make their way toward a greater life.
Q Do you think that young people are radicals? \Ve hear so much of Communistic youth
A Of course, there is always a
here and everywhere. I think young people generall;. are more inclined to be conservative than radical Here again, those
who speak and speak loudly misreprrsent the rank and file. I like to think of
;. oung people as truly progrcssi\'e. I do know young people; I ha\'e touched
the Jin·<. of millions-directly. Ah1,:ays young people are loyal to fundamental
democracy. In the United States the young people believe overwhelmingly in the
Constitut10n of the United States and the Bill of Rights and all that they comprehend of ci\'il liberties.
The meeting tonight, which is to place the emphasis on tolerance and true
_.\mcricanism and on the spirit of youth in the United States of America, is
characten-,t1c of the youth of America and it is characteristic of Christian Endea\'orers-hundrcds of thousands of them-more than two million of them in
the Cnited States and the Dominion of Canada.
Q The young people in our church are \'ery much interested in our Christian
Endeavor Society and work hard on their
but our pastor does not
seem interested and does not cooperate. \Vhat do you suggest that we do about it?
A. It is hard for me to
such a situation could exist. Scores and
hundreds of pastors are at this com·ention. There is no excuse for a pastor's not
being cooperative. I wish I could talk to this pastor. I wonder if the person
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asking this question would come and speak to me after this meeting. I would like
to do something about it, and I can
what you can do about it.
I remember a pastor who came to a church in Columbus. Ohio. years ago.
He was hesitant and he was afraid. and the Christian Endeavorers did something
that warmed his heart and made him their understanding an<l generou' companion. They invited him to come to their prayer meeting- on the first Sunday
after his arrival. and when he stood they showered him with rose" from
all sections of the Christian Endea,·or room. Then they
the ;;;om!:.
there anything we can do for you?" That pastor was ever aftrrwar<l.:; their
sympathetic friend He is retired now. and when I
him recrntly he told
me of the lovely thing these :'l:oung people did. So. if vour pastor j... not
sympathetic. as you think, try something likr that on him. Try rose' on
him. And
me his name and address.
Q. 'What church is the strongest in Christian EndeaYor?
I was told
that Christian Endeavor is a
terian organization. but I know other denominations are represented in this com·ention
A. You certainly know that ot:ier denominations arc represented hert'
Of
course Christian Endeavor is a Prrsbytei ian organization, it is also a
Lutheran. Congregational. Episcopal. and rnited Brethren organization
Our
societies are societies of the Baptist Temple in Philarlelphia
Christian Endeavorers are Baptists Xow in the l'nited
the Prc<>byterian Church ha.more societies than any other church, although the Disciples oi
are
running them a close race Jn Amtralia the
Church ha'
than
QO,COO of the 110.000 Christian Enden·orers of that countn·
The
is
true in the Fiji Islands and Xcw Zealand. So \\hen you tra\·el from place to
place. from nation to nation. you find this church or that church
But the unity is in Jesus Christ only In South :\frica the strt·ngth an<l numerical
power of Christian Endea\·or is almost rxclusively in the Dutch Rriormed Church.
Q. Has Christian Endeavor anythinc to say about the risin!! wan ni
in this country?
:\. Christian Endravor had something to
lJ::it night in regard to intolerance.
and Christian EndcaYor will ha\·e a great deal more to say tonight in regard to
intolerance. Intolerance is the greatest social sin That holds ior in<l1\·iduab an<l
it holds for
You cannot keep another down without hurtin12 ) our,elf.
We hurt ourselves. when we do that, more than we hurt others Chnsti.rn Endeavor. because Christian Endra\·or tries to follow Jesus Chri.:,t. j ...
intolerance with all ib
and a1l its power. \\'c \\'Ould not come into this city
or any other city in convention if it were not possible for us to be entirely
tian in our program and in our hotels In all our activities at home and abroad. we
recognize no line or race or color; we are one. and our unity is something dynJmic
in power.
Q. In your broadcast yesterday you said that denominational youn!! people's
societies and Christian Endeavor haYe the same principle;;;
\\"h;. do
not
get
A. I did say yc:-terday that the principles of the drnominat1ondl )!roupsEpworth Leagues, B. Y P 1· \., Luthn League ... etc, are the same. but on!anizationally we are not tbe same. I do think it is important that we :'.'.>hould achieve
a larger working umty, and it would interrst you to know that the Trustees
have authorized the President to send a communication to tbe youth leader.:, of
all the churches. calling a conference for this fall of all yout:. leaders oi all
denominations, doing our level best to get closer to eacb other-to unite in
doing those things that are our common heritage.
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Q. Dr. Poling, are young women more religious than young men?
A. I do not think young women are more religious than young men. There
might be more young women who are rrligious than young men, and I thank
God that is true. But I find that some of the most dynamic Christian Endeavorers
are young men. It is fortunate for us that so many young women are religious.
It is fortunate for us that young men are being challenged to religious ideals
and religious tasks. I find that young men and young women are incurably
religious. and that represents the opportunity of the church. If all young people
are incurably religious, what are we doing in the church and in Christian Endeavor to bring them into the life and fellowship of the church, in order that
the Kingdom of God may be erected upon the earth? That is the question for
us to answer.
Q. What is your opinion of the Bund I Should not all groups be allowed to
carry on their programs under the free speech provision of the Constitution?
A I believe that all groups, of whatever character, should be allowed to carry
on their programs under the Constitution, but not outside, not subversive, not
contrary to the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. Whenever an organization
or group--a Bund, Communistic group, or Fascist group-carries on a program
alien to the very freedom that gives us the right of free speech, that organization, that program, should in the name of liberty. in the name of the Constitution,
be investigated. and, if found subversive, should be dosed up. I do not bethat any organization should be allowed. to wear foreign uniforms or conduct
a military program in the Vnited States There should be for us one flag, one
loyalty. always under God, and \Vith first allegiance to Jesus Christ Himself.
Q. Are young people today interested in religion? I mean the overwhelming
number of them Is it not a fact that church membership is falling off?
...\ That question is essentially the question that I have just answered.
have said that young people in a great body are incurably religious. and in this
is the life of the church.
!\yo. church membership is not falling off. Last year there was a net gain in
the Christian churches of the llnitcd States of over one million. In many places
there is a falling off in attendance al Sunday school and church, and to these
lapses \\ l' must address ourseh'es.

XII

Schoo/

of the

Convention,

(Simultaneous Conferences)
HROXGS at the evening sessions. crowded streets alive with
Tmarchers
and watchers as the parade goes hy. a continent listening

in as radio carries the messages of civic and religious leaders to
.-\merican firesides! But without conferences, "the school of the convention," much of the spiritual and social benefit that will come from
Cleveland 1939 could not have taken form and substance in human
hearts.
Always the Christian cause has needed the definite, the specific, the
organized wav, to carrv individual ideals and com·ictions into the
common life .of the day. It was so when Jesus dwelt among men:
His disciples quietly, slowly. falteringly, learned His way and His
purposes, and the church of Christ arose on those foundations, organizing truth for action. Christian Endearnr itself came into being with
the e\·angelistic efforts that transformed men's lives. and by drtue of
that, called for an educating of the willing mind to cee human needs
and, individually and collecti,·ely. to carry Christ's G•"pel into dealing
with those needs.
"Christ's Call," as heard by the throngs at Cleveland. was not solely
a matter of great addresses, stirring music, and unforgettable worship
services.
and inspiring as all these were
Deeph· into the
future the convention sped its way, by means of the leadership. group
discussion, and influential Christian fellowship of its many conference
sessions.
Conferences pbnned directly by the con,·ention program committee
occupied the time and attention of the delegates ior more than twn hours
in each of four mornings. Friday,
:\londay. and Tuesday
mornings were quite largely dernted to this well organized. thoroughly
planned "school of the convention."
:\lore than one seasoned observer of this program was glad to
acknowledge that these conferences, a regular feature of Christian
Endeavor International Conventions, are unsurpassed throughout the
whole denominational and interdenominational framework of American
Protestantism.
They are unique, not merely because Christian
Endeavor plans them and provides them, but because the movement
is in position to draw upon so wide and varied and able a list of leaders,
because it gathers into this once-in-two-years congress of youth so
completely representative and active a bodv of Christian yout '1. because
the whole tone of the convention prepares for ''greater things" in
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conferences held at such a time and in such a setting, because the
societies and unions of Christian Endeavor provide an effective and
flexible and trusted mechani.sm for carrying conference ideals and
decisions into definite action in the home communities across America.
The program of "Christ Calls!" was in the building for many months
before the first sessions at Cleveland. Dr. Poling and members of
the educational council dealt first with the basic concepts and objectives, and slowly the ideas began to take form in words and then in
sentences. The Presidential address and the two-year program of
objectives were simultaneously developed, each in harmony with the
other. Two members of the educational council prepared the text
of what became "The Program Guide," and then the other members
of the council and the entire board of trustees of the International
Society carefully weighed the suggestions and implications of this
"guide" in terms of what all desired to see attempted and achieved by
Christian Endeavorers from now until 1941.
Long before a conference leader at Cleveland faced his group, he
acquired full information about the complete program of "Christ Calls!"
and appraised its effect and significance in relation to the field of work
with which his conference group would deal.

Gleanings
What did the delegates have to say about the program of ''Christ
Calls!" as they faced its challenges in conference sessions day by day?
The mind of the convention is opened to us through the very complete
file of reports, which substantially every conference through a duly
appointed secretary has supplied to the International
of Christian Endeavor.
Here are extracts from reports of the very first period of the
9:35 to 10:30 .\.111.
Cleveland Convention conferences--0ccurring
on Friday morning. July 7, when the theme was "Chri.st Calls to
Christian Endeavor."
Till'

Said·

"If Wt'
cndca\•or we shall do more than just talk
action. Let's do, not talk!"

Endrnt•or

"Be available for practical work. Our society (New York Cit) l shim:ded
the church steeple when there wasn't money on hand to pay "·orkmcn,.
"We should carry church services to groups that are unable to attend. There
are many people in old folks' homes, institutions, hospitals, jails. and ships to
whom Christian Endeavorers can
and whom Christian
"ill help."
''\\'e....r \'irginia Endeavorers held a tv.o weeb' youth re\'l\·al meetinl! ··

"Serdces can be conducted in trailer camps and settlements oi migrant workNs. Sometimes our companion.<.hip in these places means almost as much as the
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religious Strvice, for we shall try to bring our Christian Endeavor spirit with us
into meeting these away-from-home transients in our community."
"Attract workers and employees to your meetings to discus.s their problems.
Be sure to consider the full implications of what it m('ans to be a Chnstian in

business."

Conference Plan
The general framework of the Cleveland Convention conferences
was as follows:
The theme for each day, in the conference program. """ chosen
from the main divisions or headings of the "Christ
.. programbeginning, on Friday, with "Christ Calls to Christian Endeac•or."

In the first hour of conference sessions on each of the iour mornings
given to the convention's ·' .,chool" eight groups of
people and
four groups of High School Endearnrer, met simultaneously to discuss
the "Call" sounded in that theme. as applied tn one's personal life.
church life, and other relationship. {',111ference groups were made up
on an alphabetical basis. and the leaders for various groups in the
alphabet were assigned to these of course. quite at random. Delegates
did not swarm into some room where a particularly popular leader would
be heard. nor did all the Endearnrer, from a given city or state come
in a group into a single session amon.g the dozen: "The magic of the
alphabet" spread a delegation quite evenly through the whole range of
simultaneous sessions-and quite ob,·iously. no two leaders dealt in
the same way with the subject and its possibilities. nor did anv two
conference groups arrive at identical result-=. or conclusions.

-

A similar arrangement divided the Endearnrers for the second hour
sessions on Friday. the first. and Tuesday. the last. "i the
of
"school davs...
Better meetings and bt::ttcr organization wt·re the
subjects o( simultaneous study.
For Saturday and :IIonday. in the second periods. " different plan
was in use. :\"ow were held simultaneous conierence, that dealt with
various specialized phases of Christian Endea\'or and other church work
and with special needs and interests within the personal
,11 eas of
young Christians. There were sixteen of these two-day conferences
within the selection of the young people, eighteen and m·er. and ten
others in the High School age group--which helrl its separate "'"ions
in Cleveland College.
The conference schedule and leade"hip follows. in brief:
Friday, Saturday, :\londay and Tuesday mornirn!:.-Rreakfa. conference of all
conference leaders and chairmen. Dr. ] Gordon Howard, "Pecial chairman.
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FIRST PERIOD CONFERENCES
Theme for Friday: "Christ Calls to
Conference Leaders

Young People's Division (18 and over): Rev. Clifford Earle, Mr. J. W.
Eichelberger, Dr. J. Arthur Heck, Dr. J. Gordon Howard, Rev. Herbert L.
Minard, Mr. M. M. Shaw, Rev. Arthur Stanley, Rev. George Oliver Taylor.
High School Age Division (under 18): Dr. Paul C. Brown, Miss Lucy
Eldredge, Mr. Warren G. Hoopes, Mr. Frederick L. Min tel.
Theme for Saturday: "Christ Calls to Christian Citizenship and World Peace."
Conference Leaders
Young People's Division (18 and over): Rev. Lawrence Bash, Rev. Ernest
Bryan, Rev. Clifford Earle, Dr. J. Arthur Heck, Rev. Daniel K. Poling,
Mr. M. M. Shaw, Rev. Arthur Stanley, Rev. George R. Sweet.
High School Age Division (under 18): Dr. Paul C. Brown, Miss Lucy
Eldredge, Mr. Warren G. Hoopes, Dr. Raymond M. Veh.
Theme for

"Christ Calls to Evangelism and Missions."

Conference Leaders
Young People's Division (18 and
Rev. Lawrence Bash, Rev. Ernest
Bryan, Miss Elizabeth Cooper, Rev. Clifford Earle, Mr. James W. Eichelberger,
Rev. Daniel K. Poling, Rev. E. L. Reiner, Rev. Arthur J. Stanley.
High School Age Division (under 18): Dr. Paul C. Brown, Miss Lucy
Eldredge, Mr. Warren G. Hoopes, Dr. Raymond M. Veh.
Theme for Tuesday: "Christ Calls to Personal Consecration."
Conference Leaders
Young People's Division (18 and over): Rev. Elmer Becker, Dr. Paul
C. Brown, Rev. Clifford Earle, Dr. J. Gordon Howard, Rev. E. L. Reiner,
Mr. M. M. Shaw, Rev. Arthur J. Stanley, Rev. George Oliver Taylor.
High School Age Division (under 18): Miss Lucy Eldredge, Miss Mary
Jackson. Mr. Frederick L. Mintel, Mrs. Arthur J. Stanley.

SECOND PERIOD CONFERENCES
Theme for Friday: "Improving Our Christian Endeavor Meetings."
Conference Leaders

Young People's Division (18 and over): Rev. Elmer Becker, Rev. Clifford
Earle, Glen Massman, John E. McCaw, Mrs. Luciel C. Nance, Rev. Chester
M. M. Shaw, Rev. Arthur J. Stanley.
High School Age Division (under 18): Warren G. Hoopes, Miss Mary E.
Jackson, Mrs. Arthur J. Stanley, Rev. George R. Sweet.

Saturday and Monday
There were sixteen different conferences in the Young People's Division (18
years of age and over) and ten different conferences in the High School Age
Division (those under 18). These conferences covered a wide variety of subjects
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common to young people both in their personal living and in their Christian Endeavor connections. Practical methods were discussed.
Youn1 People's Di¥ision

Prep1ration for M1ni1ge. Consideration or the natural and basic forces at work
in young people as they establish friendships and lay the foundations for years
of happiness together. The Christian ideals and practices were pointed out and
discussed.

Leader: M. M. Shaw, Director of Youniz People's Work. United Presbyterian

Church.
Wonhip in the Society.
:\ study of the various elements which enter Christian
worship as used in young people's societies. with recommendation of the best
methods for development in worship.
Leader: Dr. J. Gordon Howard, Director of Youth Education. Church of the

United Brethren.
A study oi the detailed duties of the officers
of Christian Endeavor societie!:, the handicaps they need to O\'crcome. the
they should avoid. and the methods to be used in de\'eloping leadership.
R. Sweet, ExecUtl\·c Secretary, Indi<.. na Christian EnLeader: Re\'.
deavor Union.

Training Christian Endeavor Officers.

Haw ta Organize 1 Society. This conference
to
and explain the
steps to be taken in startin1t a Christian Endeavor society. Its material was
valuable to pastors, directors of young people, and officers of C.:hristian Endeavor
unions.
Leader: Glen Massman, l'..xecuti\'e Secretary, Ohio Christian Endeavor Cnion.
A study of the basic purposes of
Christian Endeavor; the application of important principles and the rejection of
the unimportant. The distinctive features of Christian Endeavor received iull attention.
Leader: Frederick L. Mintel. Executive Secretary,
Jersey Chnsllan Endeavor Union.

Whit Are Christi1n Endeavor Essenti1ls?

The society's relationship
to other interests and activities in the church. The important contributions of
Christian Endeavor to a Christian program for young people
Leader: Rev. Elmer Becker, General Secretary oi Christian Education. Church
of the United Brethren (Old Constitution).
Christi1n Endel'Wor in the Tot1I Program of the Church.

Personal methods of evangelism.
Leader: Warren G. Hoopes, General Secretary, Pennsyl\'ania Christian Endea\·or
Union.

Reaching Others for Christ.

Miking the Most of Leisure Time.
An appraisal of the uses to which leisure time
may be put. What things are best? How may recreation become a constructive
force? What new leisure-time pursuits are to be encouraged?
Leader: Miss Elizabeth Cooper.
Cietting Results from Publicity.
Publicity methods and tcchmque Best ways of
advertising Christian Endeavor.
Leader: Mrs. Luciel Nance, Executive Secretary, Kansas rhristian Endeavor
Union.
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Missionary Action in the Society.
A study of present-day missions, and things to
be done by young people in behalf of missions.
Leader: Mrs. Helen Lyon Jones, Member of the Executive Committee of the
International Society.
Chrstian Endeavor Covering Its Field.
First period: What is the field of Christian
Endeavor in the local church? What is its complete program? How may its full
work be best accomplished? Second period: What is Christian Endeavor's field
in the community? What young people should it reach? How may a Christian
Endeavor union cover its full field of service?
Leader: Rev. Clifford Earle, Pastor, Lake View Presbyterian Church, Chicago.
Where Do I Belong in the World? A study of vocational choice and employment
under present circumstances. How can a young person follow ideals in lifework?
Leader: George Oliver Taylor, Director of Young People's Work, Disciples of
Christ.
Doing Something About Alcohol.
Ways in which young people may meet the
problems connected with drink. Study of youth action in community, state, and
nation.
Leader: Rev. Lawrence Bash, Atlantic, Iowa.
The Devotional Life of the Individual.
A study in personal development. The
techniques of prayer, Bible study, meditation, .reading, etc.
Leader: Rev. Daniel K. Poling, Pastor, Presbyterian Church, Bedford, New York.
Christian Endeavor for Adults. The upper side of graded Christian Endeavor.
Adult societies. Alumni groups. The Sunday Evening Fellowship.
Leader: Dr. Paul C. Brown, Extension Secretary of the International Society.
Stewardship Is Essential! The full meaning of stewardship in the Christian life,
and ways of success in practicing it.
Leader· Rev. Arthur J. Stanley, Associate President of the International Society.

High School Age Division (under 181
All of these conferences were in Cleveland College.
The High School Society Counsellor. The adult counsellor of an adolescent group
has many important functions. The qualifications, equipment and activities of
this leader. together with his relationship to the society, were studied.
Leader: Miss Lucy Eldredge, Associate Director of Young People's Work,
Congregational-Christian Churches.
Building a Program for the Society.
A study of effective ways of charting the
\vork of the society, organizing according to schedule, complete sharing of work,
etc.
Leader: Rev George Wilson, Field Secretary, Illinois Christian Endeavor Union.
Training Christian Endeavor Officers. A study of the effective development of
:.oc1ety leaders. Applying Christian Endeavor details to human capacities.
Leaders: (Saturday) Dr. J. A. Heck, Director of Christian Education, The
Evangelical Church; (Monday) P. Marion Simms, Jr., Field Secretary, New
Mexico Christian Endeavor Union.
What Shall We Do in Leisure Time?
A study of various hobbies and recreational
pursuits. Good and bad ways of using free time.
Leader: John E. McCaw, Field Secretary. Iowa Christian Endeavor Union.
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How to Make Missions htteresting:.
A study of modern and novel methods oi
missionary presentation and action. Missionary education in up-to-rlate phases.
Leader: Mrs. Arthur J. Stanley. Fairport, Xrw York.
Problems in Personal Conduct.
A study of practical questions to be answered by
teen-a!Z:e boys and
today.
to school. home. friendships. amusements. etc.
Leader: Ernest R. Bryan. Department of Education. \Vashington. D C.
How Can We Know Cod?
How to den·lop a growing Christian experience
Leader: Rev. E. L. Reiner. Pastor. \\'an·land An Congregational Church.

Chicago.
leaching Others for Christ. Hnw to make Christian
Christian spirit contai;z:ious.
Leader: Rev. Leslie Deimtadt. Field
deavor l'nion.
Whit Are Christi1n Endeawor Essentials?
Christian Endea\·or Society.
Leader. Luther :\1edlin . .Fie!J
Union.

A

winsome, and thr
Chri.-tian En-

"tud.:-

of

th,· bao;;ic point.;; in

the

C11olina Chri!'t1an Endean1r

Worship for Young Endeavorers.
A
11f worship plam am 1 method-.
both ior
the individual and for the society.
Leader: Dr. Raymond
Yeh. Editor. The Ei:a11grhrnl Cru11Hlrr
--0-----<>---0-------0-----

Theme for Tuesday: "Improving Our Organization."
Conference Leaders

Young People's Ditozsion ( and over) Dr. Paul C Bro\\n, Le-.lie G lkin-stadt. Warren G Hoopes, Glen !\.L1•,.. . man. FrederiLk L ).lintel. ..\rthur J Stanley, Re\·. George R. Sweet. Rev. George H Wilson
High SchCJol Age Dit•isio11 /under 18)
:'I.tar,:. E
John E
l\lcCaw. Luther Medlin.
..\rthur J Stank)

Special Conferences
Making a Success oj l·nion Work. (Two periods a day, four cL1y' I
Leader: Ernest S.
International
oi Chri,tian Endeavor and
Christian EndeaYor l'nion.
Conference for Pastors and Directors or Lmng People's Work
Leaders: (Friday) Dr. Daniel ..\. Poling: (
I Harry :--: .
Holmes:
llr. William Hiram Foulke': I Tuesday J
Harry :\. Holmes.
"The Fellowship of Prayer." (Four days.)
Leader:
Lillian D. Poling.

Denominational Conferences
Of great value and significance is the participation oi na'.i<Jnal } oung
people's leaders from denominational educational units. in the general
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conference program and in many other activities of the convention,
including the meetings of the Board of Trustees.
The official leadership of a denomination again recognizes the importance of the convention experience and its relation to the future
interests and work of young delegates, in the time and care given
to denominational rallies and conferences, which have a definite and
essential place in every International Convention program.
Among such conferences at Cleveland, held on Friday afternoon, were
the following:
African Methodist Episcopal-African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Place: St. Paul's A.M.E. Zion Church.
Features: A joint program, with speakers and leaders from both churches,
and with special musical numbers was presented.
Congregational-Christian

Place: Old Stone Presbyterian Church.
Features: In the general meeting-Speakers from the General Council, the
State Council, and from local churches. At the dinner meeting-Miss Lucy
Eldredge. Associate Director of YounJ:! People's Work, told about her recent
tour of the world.
..
Disciples of Christ (Christian Church)

Place: Y.W.C A.
Features: Fellowship and discussion program with three discussion groups:
(1) "The Christian Youth Fellowship and Its Relation to Christian Endeavor" Leader, George Oliver Taylor
(2) "Materials for Use in Christian Endeavor."
(3) "Christian Endeavor in Action" Leader, W. Elbert Starn.
At the 5:30 banquet the toastmaster was Bob Fangmeier, of Highland
Christian Church, Cleveland; song leader, W. Elbert Starn; speaker, George
Oliver Taylor, National Director of Young People's Work.
Other features were provided by the Endeavorers of the Cleveland Christian Churches.
Evangelical
Place: Emanuel Evangelical Church.
Presiding: Dr. W. E. Peffley.
Features Charles Theuer, leader of singing; Harry Fussner, organist.
Special music provided by Evangelical Churches of Cleveland.
Period of Worship conducted by Rev. F. A Firestone.
Youth Address: Miss Esther Theuer.
Address "The Evangelical Church and Christian Endeavor," Dr. J. A. Heck.
Greetings from General Church Officers.
Supper, Dr. Raymond M. \"ch, presiding. Singing and fellowship. Introduction of Evangelicals.
Presbyterian, U.S. A.
Place: Old Stone Presbyterian Church.
Time
2 :30 p.m. Leave for sightseeing tour of city.
4:00 p.m. Conference and rally.
6:00 p.m. Dinner and fellowship hour.
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Features: The sightseeing trip included places of particular interest to Presbyterians. The rally presented mam· Presbvterian leaders. The dinner featured
short addresses and a ,1?:eneral social lime. .
United Brethren

Place: Mills Restaurant.
Chairman: Dr. E. E. Harris. Editor of Tiu Watclsu:ord, Dayton, Ohio, active
leader in state and county Christian Endeavor work.
Speaker: Re\·. Harvey C. Hahn, President of Ohio Christian Endeavor Union;
Director of
People's \\'ork. Miami Conference; Pastor. Otterbein
Church. Dayton. gaH the main address. Brief mcssa,1?:es were ,l?:i\·en by Miss
Claramae \\'egner. chairman of arrangements for the rally. and Dr ]. Gordon
Howard, General Director of Youth Education and Leadership Training.
Dayton. Ohio. Pastors of Cleveland area were introduced. There was
and a fellowship program. as well as 11. sernce of inspiration. Plan:;
for ··Youth Year" were announced.
United Presbyterian

Place: Russet Cafeteria.
Features Guests and 5peakers. ::\lack Shaw. W
!\fission. and :\I Heintz.

Don l\1cClure of :\nnuak

High School Conferences, Assembly and Banquet
Conferences for High School delegates were held in Cle,·eland College
each morning. .\ general assembly followed the two conference periods
each morning irom Friday through Tuesday. The assembly program
included 3 fellowship social sing, a brief address each morning followed by open forum, and a closing devotional service.
The Rev. Ray;nond :\I. \'eh led the sing the first three mornings, and
:\Iiss Jean Fairfax of Cleveland on the last day. Dr. \'eh spoke on
Saturday and :\fonday and :\Iiss Lucy :\!. Eldredge on Friday and
Tuesday. '!!iP worship services were led by young people fr0m Dayton
the first morning, " group from the Evangelical Church of Cleveland
on Saturday. delegates from \\'ashington, D. C., and El Paso. Ill., on
Monda\', and by :\Iis.s Eldredge on Tuesday. when the assembly closed
with a ·friendship circle.
Some questions presented in the question box and answered in forum
period were these:
Do
people of China seem more or less sincere and interested in Christian
Endea\.·or than :\merican
people ;;i
Vi.1hat shall a boy and
do on a date?
What should I do when I have no money and the girls want to go out?
I han been going with a Catholic boy My parents are trying to break it up.
What '>hall I do?
At our hotel some of the delegates took towels for sounnirs. Do ) ou think that
is right?
Last night I gave my life to Christ How am I to know what
wants me
to do?
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Is it showing disrespect to the church to have dancing in the church recreation
room?

My parents do not approve of my friends. What should I do?

The High School (Intermediate) Banquet was held at the Euclid
Avenue Baptist Church Monday evening. Albert Jones of Washington,
D. C., was toast-master. Music was furnished by Miss Bohatic of
Cleveland and Miss Elenor Chinnock of Canton. Short talks on
"What This_ Convention Is Giving Me" were given by Charles Allen
Jones of Pittsburgh, Florence Westman of Cleveland and James Duvall
of Hamilton, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dodd led the music period and
Mr. Dodd led the group in the closing devotional moments. One
hundred forty young people attended.

From Messages of Conference Leaders
To make Christian Endeavor devotional meetings effective: Maintain a high
tone. spiritually speaking; this is a Christian Endeavor meetin11:. Be sure that
time is given for prayer. Topics may incl!Jde original subjects that suit the
needs of the young people. Let the participants know in advance of the meeting
what topic is to be considered; thus they will give it some thought. Employ
variety: art and music, missionary pro11:rams of action, candlelight service, worship
around a campfire, a broadcast meeting. Let the roll-call include a brief summary
of your recent ·religious experiences and the forming of new convictions about
Christ's Call.
-Elmer Becker.
Christian Endeavor is not merely a discussion club, but a group to go forward.
advance, and do things-big: things. Sit down with your fellow officers in the
home church. with "The Program Guide" before you. Suggest the types of
meetings that make for variety and information: the guest speaker (sermon),
question-box. celebration of special days, meetings in which the whoJe society
becomes the guest of some leader of thought and of action-all in addition to
the morr common and conventional type of meeting that does not always mean
so much to some young people as it does to others.
-W. A .•llarTaggart.
Perhaps twice a month it would be well to teach a new hymn to the Christian
Endeavor society. More variety in the music will often help the meetings. We
could read the song over together, before singing, so that we understand its
mcs5age. Sometimes the emphasis is more certainly on learning the tune than
on receiving the spiritual message that a great hymn imparts. The leader should
be a person of enthusiasms, but also one who cares about promoting the Kingdom
of God. He welds us together in a unique form of fellowship-the fellowship
of worship in music. A call to worship should often take a musical form;
perhaps .i violin would lead.

-Luciel C. Sance.
In seeking to improve your society, why not give thought to these elements of
the work, which are quite likely to require improvement? The devotional emphasis in the society's meetings. The matter of preparation for meetings, on the
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leader's part and also on the part of the general membership. The type of leadership we provide for our meetings-a reflection of the spirit in which our meetings
are conducted. Remember that Christian Endeavor rests on the idealism of vouth.
The society and its meetings have inspiration and power and
so
as they lead on to Christ. We should not fed that we are trying too hard
to get effective results. for are we not engaged in the bi(.!:gest task in the world?
-Warren G. Hooprs.
The Christian Endeavor
should be more than "a mt'eting held once
a week.'' Every member of the society deserves definite responsibilities. varied
from time to time so that
a \\"ell-rounded training in Christian
Just
as the content matter ol Christian Endeavor flows into committee work from the
weekly meetings. so the organization strenjl.'.th of the society i.:; de,·eloped through
a sound. efficient encuth·e committee. Here each committee is represented by
its chairman. and here also are to be found all other officers of the society. The
committee should meet once a month, preferably on a fixed date. and the members
should feel their responsibility for being there. It is decidedly helpful to plan
in this committee. and then publish for the whole society. a schedule for an entire
year.
-George R Si..:eet.
churches seem to belie\'e that Christian Endea\'Or acti,·ity ceases in the
early twenties. Actually it does cease in many churches when boys and girls go
off to college Yet col1eges would do well to ban Christian Endeavor societies on
the campus instead of other types that somewhat break the ties younJ! people
have in the affairs of the home church. :\t college there can and should b(' a continuity between the work and objectives young people had in the home church and
the type of work and purposes they will have on resuming fixed residence in some
community and membership in its church. after graduation. All this points in the
direction of adult Chri::.tian Endeavor societies. and definite pro\'ision and preparation for them Parents need this training and should set the example in Chnsllan
Endea\'or membership to their children Special speakers should be the exception
in the adult society's program. The best success is :-ecured by making- adult Chri-.tian Endeavor meetings expressional for everyone The adult society i5 cspeoally
useful when a merged or fellowship plan is used in the Sunday evening prof;,:ram
of the church. (An explanation of the Saginaw plan for a complete Sunda) enning Christian
program is given elsewhere in the Convention Report l
-Paul C Bro-;...·n.
Christian Endeavor meetings are intended to encourage, inspire. and educate
Let us picture the one who has come to your meeting: for the first time \\'ould
he be encourag:ed to take part. to enter into public prayer. to seek closer acquaintance with the members-in short. to continue coming and sharinJ!. in such meetini.;:.)
Suppose we study our meetings by the test: Is there anything: tn this meeting that
will turn a visitor lo alcept Christ? \\'hat does this meC'ling of ours provide for the
person who has come to it discouraged? All of these ends arc served in the careful planning of our meetings and the selection and preparation of leaders \\"e are
bound to use each member in the leadership of our meetinJ!s, and there is much tu
be gained in matching the member to the topic he is to deal with. Advance choice
of leaders not only pre\'ents the mistakes due to haste but also gives a
person µlenty of time to do justice to the subject. by means of the readinJ!,
cussion, prayer, and e\'Cn conference work in which he eng:ages in the many weeks
]efl open for preparation.
-Chester R .tledge.
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Six essentials in fulfilling the purpose of Christian Endeavor:
1. Pledge. Some form of pledged obligation to be the basis for active membership.
2. Christian Endeavor meetings, held each week, to be well planned.
3. These meetings to be led by members of the society, with a reasonable number of variations and substitutions.
4. Definite forms of committee activity; the work to be well defined and widely
distributed.
S. A yearly activities program, using ''The Program Guide" as a means to suggest and assist with definite monthly emphases.
6. Union activities as a phase of every society's life. Send representatives to
union meetings and activities. Let the society be well represented at very field
event and at every conference.
-Frederick L. M intel.
A special problem of Christian Endeavor societies is the possibility that cliques will
be formed. There is such a tendency in some age groups and also in some communities. Suppose you provide something interesting and varied for each group,
thus drawing an together through organized work and organized play. A clique
can be separated by assigning people to widely scattered tasks and responsibilities
within the church and society. Let all groups meet together for meetings that
plan the society's program and objectives. The committee that develops into a
clique may be urged to carry on some of its activities through sub-committee action. One group should not work together on the same tasks year after year.
Vary the diet of each member.
-Clifford Earle.
Charter members of new Christian Endeavor societies are just about as important as were the charter members of the very first Christian Endeavor society.
That is. they can and do have a
deal of influence, and hence we should
help each society to start right. Suppose we consider the one feature of choosing proper leadership. You can nominate officers from the floor, which does away
with charges of favoritism; yet sometimes the person who does the most talking
and seems surest of himself gets the most votes. A nominating committee can
confer carefully, consult the minister as to his preferences and observations, and
talk with the person who is being borne in mind for each office in the society.
Willingness to work counts for a lot-and the nominating committee has an opportunity to sense the individual's feeling about the office he might be chosen to
fill. But the whole society can have a chance to nominate from the floor, so that
the committee's slate is not shoved
without having the support of all the
members behind it. It is well to do these things right. Persons shouJd serve in an
office as long as they are filling its duties and until a capable successor is ready.
In making ready for a successor to a popular and efficient officer, remember that
this gifted person was not always efficient and widely known; there has to be a
beginning and we should help many to learn to lead.
-Glen Massman.
I suggest some immediate measures to meet the problems of alcohol. We should
seek to build character strong enough to resist the temptation to drink. The nation requires a complete campaign of public education. Recreation of Christian
Endeavorers and other groups should be studied and strengthened, so that it becomes more powerful as the obviously better way to enjoy good times. We should
press local option wherever there is a way to advance this form of control. Elect
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dry candidates to office. Beer and dance halls should be separated. Advertising of
alcoholic beverages should be seriously restricted, and eventually we shall want to
prohibit all such. As long as men want to drink. they "';u be able to find drink in
some form. The only permanent solution is that society and the church must
provide an-inner compulsion aj.?;ainst drinkinj.?;. \\'e need to create more and more
individuals who do not want to drink. and, of course. know that there i.s no good
reason for wanting to drink.
-La7.;:renct Jr Bash.
Most of us need to create a better use of our leisure time. Make a chart of every
quarter-hour for thirty days, and see how well satisfied you are with some of
)."Our uses of time. By all means.
over the habit of beinj.?; late for appointments
and duties. lTse spare minutes in hobbies. handcraft. developinii; friendships. doing acts of kindness and engaginli?: in serdce projects. Meditate. read the Bible,
pray. in time that other"ise miizht be wasted Our leisure time ought to be developinj'. us; certainly it is a real test of the worth of our character and our purposes in life Thus we shall develc.,p certain abilities that otherwise would lie dormant. \Ve shall add to our influence as .ictive Christians in the community. \Ve
shall liecome a channel through which ideas and activities of value come into
other lives.
-Betty Cooper.
Jn our trip around the world. we found Christian fellowship \\ ith many Christian Endeavor groups "ith whom we had no common bond in langua!!e. \Ve
could not fully understand what they tried to tell us, but we could see what in
their Christian work and activities they were attempting to do for Christ and His
church. Jn that was our fellc,wship; not in mere \Vords \Ve were doing things
together. and the barriers of
and nationalit) need not separate u;;; As
Christians practicinj.?; a prayer life. it is often what we are trying: to do rather than
the words we use that determines the meaning of our wor-.h1p to ourseh...s and to
others.
-Lillmn D. Poling.
The union constitution should be a lin and vital in:itrument, guiding and controlling all union affairs. It should be a g:rowmg: imtrument. thus meetmiz new needs
or changed conrl.itions. Each union constitution should be revised. unless this has
been done quite recently, so that it will be broui;z:ht up to the present need The
constitution should cover· purpose of the union. standards of membership. regulations. duties of department superintendents and of officers, d definite relat10nship with the world-wide movement and the International Society, which is the
fellowship formed by all the unions of our continent Have a constitution ) ou
can be proud of-and do not hide it away somewhere. until nobody knows where
copies of it may be found and consulted!
-Erne:.t S. JI arks.
A member of this conference describes as a common failure in Christian Endeavor work the fault of not developing the Lookout Committee to the e"ttent of
its possibilities and opportunities. Meet this situation by being certain that the
membership of the soClely is classified according to active and associate members.
Have a large enough and active enough Lookout Committee to keep closely in
touch with the associate membership, making: every appropriate effort to interest
these young people in the Call of Christ for all of life and all of their loyalty. A
three-three-three plan is sometimes employed Suppose an active member (or an
associate member) is not present for three consecutive Sundays. '1hree p--•ople send
out cards remind.in!!: him that he is missed. Three people telephone him lo express the same idea. Three others call on the absent member. expressing the hope
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that he can attend on the coming Sunday. Thus, nine people in one week's time
have helped to make the one missing member feel that be is an asset to the organization and is bound to attend the meetings if be possibly can.
-George H. Wilson.
In our own United States, there are ten distinct groups that particularly need
missionary help and action: Indians, Spanish Americans, Negroes, Japanese, Chinese, mountain people, migrants, miners, Alaskans, the West Indian people. So
important are these needs that Christian Endeavor societies are strongly urged to
conduct weekly mission study classes at certain seasons, not depending solely on a
few Sundays each year for the missionary work emphasis. There is much value in so
utilizing- the missions idea that those about us, realizing how strongly we feel
about bringing others to know Christ, will feel constrained to know Him better
an<l associate themselves more fully with Christian work.
-Helen Lyon Jones.
Among what young people shall we recruit for Christ? Where are we goinJ!:
to get to know those who should be coming to Him? We shall know of some
through school friends, of others through neighbors with whom we talk about our
Christian interests. You can have cards printed to pass out to children on street
corners, inviting them to a church meeting and to the Sunday school and Junior
society. Be certain to ask to the church· and school and Christian Endeavor
society persons who are not as financially well off as we are; make them feel that
they are really welcome. Canvass the entire community on occasion to find new
prospects. And bring those from your own home into a close, personal fellowship \nth Jesus Christ.
-Leslie G. Deinstadt.
Am I sociable? Can I find and make friends-one of the finest of Christian accomplishments? These are some tests· A sociable person enjoys being with peoplr He does not easily J!;et his feelings hurt. He enjoys people more than he
does thin,gs He never deliberately avoids meeting some other person. He welcomes and aids those who come for advice i indeed, you can test your attractiveness to others by noticing how many people want to get counsel from you. When
discouraged, the sociable person seeks company instead of trying to hide himself
and
up his discouragements. Try to determine the things that interest you
most. and find friends who have the same interests. But then determine what
thincs in addition you should be interested in, and by your friendships find your
way into those areas of living.
-Moses JI. Shaw.

Among High School Conferences
To make missionary meetings more interesting: missionary museum; collecting
from foreign countries; visit schools and other spots that have such collections from abroad; missionary reading, missionary correspondence; use of missionar)- slides and movies; some magazines especially feature missionary work
or the people with whom such work is done.
-Mrs. Arthur J. Stanley.
The certain and final goal of leadership is that one's work and influence shall
not be bounded by narrow dimensions and one special kind of work. We shall
try to develop leadership ability in all ways. We should try to determine where
we need more help and experience to become useful to the church and society, and
look for more knowledge and practice there, instead of solely in the types of
work we are sure lo do well.
-J. A. Heck.
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A Christian Endeavor society should keep going all the year around. \Ve cannot give over the summer to the reign of evil and indifference. Not only the
summer months are lost. but many weeks in the fall show poor results. if we "go
on vacation" in Christian Endeavor work. Good
is necessary to a society. but all laughing and talking and evidences of disrespect should stop when
a meeting begins. The pre-prayer serviCe not only greatly helps and strengthens
the leader and others participating, but should begin the Christian Endeavor sessions in the Christian spirit.
-JI ary E. Jackson
How to measure a meeting: Was the room in which it was held attractive?
Were the chairs. hymnals and Bibles neatly in place? Did the service begin on
time? Were the leaders well prepared? Were hymns carefully chosen? \\'as
there a spirit of reverence? Did an who attended participate? Was the Scripture
and effecti\·e? Did the
well and reverently read? \\'ere the prayers
service make a real contribution to the lives of those who attended?
-Raymond JI r eh
Christian Endeavor societies :an \\ ork for world peace-by helping younp: peoabout world problems; by meeting with facts the mis.ple to become
representations sometimes given by newspapers. radio. and news1 eels; by publishing a Christian citizenship bulletin in which goodwill is served by appreciatin
items about other peoples and races. Peace plays will help. The society should
make its influence felt on members of Congress. when measures affecting peace and
international relations are under discussion
-Lury Eldredge
:\ote the difference between idle time and leisure time 1 Idle time can become
dangerous, but leisure time is invested in well-bemg. Religious institutions are
therefore wisely interested in leisure time. that it may be "Pirituahzed. Here we
have freedom to choose. such as we may not have as to school and work time and
assignments. In Jei.:;ure time. let us cultivate
!'.-el ure physical ewrcise.
develop cultural interests and appreciation of the fine arts, learn skills.
-John E JlcCa:...·

XIII

"We Here Highly Resolve

"

evidence were needed to show the utter seriousness of the Cleveland
IFConvention
delegates, their realistic approach to current problems,
their determination to take immediate Christian action toward the solution of those problems, such evidence abounds in the resolutions passed
by the convention. These resolutions emphasize the importance of
Christian attitudes and of prayer, they insist upon the expression of
those attitudes in action.
They who were not present at the convention but who do read this
report are urged to give very serious consideration to the resolutions and
to cooperate with the delegates in the action which the resolutions
suggest.

World Peace
\Vhcn the peace of the world hangs precariously by only a thread, as it does
todav. \dshful thinking is not enough Christian Endeavor stands for Christian
actio-n on behalf of peace We would be realistic as we look out upon a world
beset by distrust. fears, and bitter animosities. We recognize that the causes are
deeply rooted and that they can no longer be ignored. We are conscious of the
fact that no one easy, simple solution will solve the problem. \\'e. therefore,
as Christian Endeavorers representing the two million youth of the Xorth American
continent who are affiliated with our great movement for Christ and the church,
do hcrcby1 Affirm anew to all the world at our convention that only by peaceful means
can the economic, cultural, and political problems of our hard-pres..i::.ed world
be solvrd in a permanent, satisfactory manner.
2. Resolve that isolation is no solution for world peace as far as America is
concerned. \\'e cannot soln· problems by ignoring- them. wishing that they did not
or by trying to stay away and isolate ourselves from them. We are a part
of the world; the problems of the rest of the \Vorld are, of necessity. our problems,
and we must striH for their solution.
J Resolve that the only sure way of keeping America out of a world war is
to make sure that there is no world war. If we would keep Amrrica out of
war, we must strive for world peace by adjusting the causes of friction. We
must
leadership in movements and conferences to adjust these differences
and difficulties out of which the seeds of war are fast springing even as we meet
here tonight.
The world has sacrified much-far beyond its means---for war. It must be
willing to sacrifice in economic resources, in trade advantages, in territorial
claims. yes, enn in pride and prestige, for the sake of peace.
4. Resoln that men of good will must arise in every nation to see to it that
is done. To that end we extend our Christian greetings and pledge our
good will to the peoples of all nations. We recognize the "oneness" of humanity
under God and pray to Him that all of His people may dwell together peaceably
on the face of the earth.
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Stop Sale of War Materials and Munitions to Japan
This convention having listened afresh to the horror of the undeclared war no"devastating China in \·1olation of sacred and solemn treah· obli!lations and recalling how China implicitly trusted the collectiVe security that guaranteed her
sovereign
confes...i;;es its humiliation and shame when it remembers that
the majority of the raw materials used by the invading armies comes from the
United States.
\\·e feel the agony of this participation and call upon our government to
prohibit the export of war materials and munitions and other essentials for the
waging of war.
\\re cannot feel that international friendship is well sernd by helping an
ajle:ressor nation conquer ... practically defenseles." people. brini:dng
to
them that baffles adequate description.
Our attitude i:- one of absolute frknd . . hip to the people of Japan. whose
Christian leader. Kai;tawa. is one of the nobk-.t spirits of our time and with whom
we feel the closest :'.'piritual kinship.

Civil Liberties and Tolerance
The International Christian F.ndea\·or Convention, ''hose membPrship is so
Jarizeh drawn from the United States and the Dominion of Canada, pled!:!e" anew
its
to the principle of religious and civil liberty.
It
in the .-\merican \\ay of hfe--0f the people. by the people, and ior
the people.
It stoutly stands for freedom in thought. freedom in public \. l1r"h1p. and freedom
in public as:-.t·mblag:e
It places it<..eli squarely again.;t all the "isms'' that threaten to undermine
democracy, whether Fascism 1 :'\az1sm. or Communism
It deplores cnry form of intolerance and
\\hether reli!nou . . or racial,
and it especially deplores and disa\'oWs anti-Semitism as a flai!rant \ 1olat10n of
fundamental humrn rights 2nd of contradiction oi the mission and mc:-q'.!l' of
Christianity.

Traffic and Commerce in Beverage Alcohol
\VHERE.-\". total ab:-tinence was the stand of Chn5-tian Enc.ka\·or a-3 organized in
and, \\.HERE.-\S, the
".-\ saloonle5s. nation by lG.?O'" \\as the
rallying call that came out of the :\tlant1c City Intf'rnat10nal ConHnllon in
1911; and, \\.HERE.-\S. \\c believe that the E1g-hkcnth .-\mendnwnt and national
prohibition \Hre a direct result of a unity in thf' field of temperance action that
began \\ith Christian youth; and. \\'HF.RE.\S. we realize th.it now aiter six
years of repeal. our nation faces a problem m the liquor traffif \\ h1ch i-. more
intense and terrifying than the problem of th1rt)- years ag-o\\re, the
EndeavorPrs of the United State:; and Canada, as:-.embled
in 3 ith Com·pntion.
on record as bcinJ.! unequi\'ocally oppo5ed to the traffic
and commerce in
alcohol.
\\'c condemn all forms of liquor
and thf'
use of billboards
our highways as a medium of hquor adnrti:-ing; al.::.o advertisements
in
newspaper<., and o\'er the radio W l' do commend, morconr, those
newspapers that refuse to sell space for liquor
and the radio stations
that v.ill not sell time to commercial aizencies ad·•ertising t .. e sale of beverage
alcohol.
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We are convinced that one of the best methods of meeting the challenge of
repeal is through temperance education, and do most aggressively encourage all
forms of temperance education which show the very definitely harmful results of
alcohol.
"Christ Calls!" and as youth answering that call, we recommend that a definite
program of action be followed by the International Society of Christian Endeavor
in cooperation with other Christian agencies now at work.
We accept the challenge of repeal and, spurred by it, work to the end that
the liquor business goes
-off the air
-out of print

-off our billboards

-out of human lives
-through enlightened youth.

Gratitude for Cleveland's Hospitality
The J 7th International Christian Endeavor Convention hereby places on record
its profound sense of gratitude to Cleveland for the warmth and open-hearted
generosity of its hospitality and the amazing efficiency of the convention management. Words are a feeble instrument to express our affectionate thougHs of this
great city set by the blue inland sea-our gracioUs host for an unforgettable week.
We believe Cleveland helped us to write religious history. We believe Cleveland has
enabled a new note of faith and hope to go echoing up and down the pathway
of our land As we return home we shall carry enshrined in our hearts the
spiritual and moral heights we found in the throbbing center of your great city.
The enumeration of all the persons and organizations that have shared in this
youth enterprise would be well-nigh impossible, but especially we would salute
in this tribute the following:
The Cle\·cland comrriittee of arrangements, its officers and the membership of all
its committees,:_a noble body of devoted men and women under the leadership of
.i very prince of chairmen and one of the great Christian laymen of our land,
Fred \\' Ramsey.
The mayor of thr city for his welcome and his cons.tant presence and who
with other city officials cooperated in all possible ways.
The police ior constant, kindly and effective courtesy.
The manaJ.,:"cment an<l personnel of the Public Auditorium for every thoughtful
consideration.
Hon Herbert C. Hoover, and the Governors of New York and Ohio, who by
prophetic utterances from our platform gave it national and international distinction
The churches. the ministers, who with hundreds from their
acti\'e support.
The American Legion, its officers and members who marshalled the parade,
the memory of whose witness will
the years.
The staff of the Y.W.C A.. the Girl Reserves, and the Christian Endeavor groups
for ushcrinc at the meetings We felt
to our seats amid a
of loveli:'.'-."n·<'r ha,;; a convention received more g:enerous
by the Press of a
city Thr
Dt'afrr, Th" Cleveland Press and The Cleveland Sru s in their
editorials, pictures and featured articles have interpreted the inward spirit of
the ron\'ention with rare
1
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The radio stations and broadcasting companies for large gifts of valuable time.
making possible vast unseen audiences.
The merchants and advertising companies for much friendly he1p and publicity.
The large, loyal and glorious choir for a ministry of mu5-ic under
leadership and the sen;ces of Vincent H. Percy at the great OT!":an.
The Statler Hotel for generous gratuitous provision of Convention Headquarte1 s
for five months.
Cleveland College, its officers and trustees for accommodation for conferences
Old Stone Church. its pastor and trustees for rooms for the Junior Connntion
Euclid Avenue Baptist Church, its pastor and trustees. for cooperation in the
and traininiz of the choir.
The Cleveland Convention Board for invaluable as..,..is.tance in promotion and
arrangement.
The officials and members of our Christian Endea\'or l'nions in Ohio for
friendship and open-hearted kindness.
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church for the loan of a communion
St'rvice of onr two thousand pieces.
The speakers and confen·nce leaders whose notable contributions haw enriched
e\'ery hour. We would forget no one.
You ha\·e made possible a memorable experience,
heart and mind.
and hosts of )Oung people will li\'e brill':hter, happier, and more useful liHs because
of Cle\·eland IQ39.
We beard the call to Cle\'eland and at Cleveland heard the call of Christ. an<l
from CleHland we go to translate its message into action
Cleveland. we thank you!

Christian Endeavor's Sixtieth Anniversary
The Jith International Christian Endeavor Convention rejoices with thankiul
and grateful
in anticipation of the celebration in Februar). 1941. of the
sixtieth anni\'ersar) of the
of Christian Endca\'or
Dr J.nd
Francis E. Clark initiated and inspired a movement that has ):!itdlcd the \\Orld
with a golden ministry of ) outhful scn·ice for Chnst and the Church We de."itl'
that the
Committee plan some adequate and \\.orthy rcrngrntion of the
sbi:tieth anniversary of world-wide Christian Endeavor e\pressi\'c ui our thank:-g:i\'mg to God for long- years of ble:-sinJ..:" and

Thankfulness for President Poling's Leadership
The J 7th International Christian Endca\'or Con\'ention.
in Clenland.
Ohio. places on record its profound thankfulness to God for the continuance
the years of the inspiring and prophetic leadership of its honored and bclo\'ed
President. Dr. Daniel A Poling.
We espetially respond to his izreat message given to us at this com cntion with
its wide horizons, its challeng-e for Christian witness an<l action, and its call to
indi1.·idual, social, and national redemption m the po\\t'r of the \win!! ChrH
We have felt the inescapable truth that "Christ Calls!" above every
voice of man and
to our Prc'.'.-i<lent. with joyous acci ..im. our faith in him
and our loyal cooperation with heart, mind, and hand to translate his program into
the life of our society, our country. and the world
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World Conference of Christian Youth
We, the Christian Endeavor delegates of the 37th International Christian
Endeavor Convention, meeting in Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A., send our greetings
to the World Conference of Christian Youth.
We feel that you will make history in this conference as you plan for the
program of the Christian youth of the world. May the plans that are made
at this conference help all Christian youth in establishing world peace and world
brotherhood and aid in bringing church unity and world-wide evangelism.
We anticipate using the report of this great conference of world Christian

youth.
Our greetings are being sent to the conference by Dr. Stanley B. Vandersall,
the Secretary of the World's Christian Endeavor Union, and the youth delegates
of Christian Endeavor attending the conference.
We will remember the conference in our prayers, for we feel that our convention at Cleveland has led us to answering the call of Jesus Christ in action
and service for His cause.

The National Christian Mission
The 3ith International Christian Endeavor {::onvention records its warm and
hearty approval of the National Christian Mission to be held in the United States
and Canada in 1940-1941 under the auspices of the Federal Council of Churches. We
note with real satisfaction that the President, two of the Vice-Presidents, and
several trustees of our organization are members of the national committee. Christian
Endeavor in furnishing some of the leaders is thus intimately associated with this
Kreal cooperative evangelical thrust of the Protestant churches. We are also proud
of our part in the wmarkahle Universities' Christian Mission which visited the
campuses of twenty-five unin·rsities, wekomed by students and faculty.
Christian Endeavor has a special sense of kinship with such throbbing spiritual
enterprises. so evangelical in purpose, and evangelistic in objectfre. We call upon
Christian Endeavorers in all the cities to be visited to give active cooperation and
support lo the Mission, and thus to assist in rnakinJ?; a vital and nation-wide
spiritual achievement \\ ith world-wide influence.

XIV
The Junior Department

T

of the

Convention,

HE two hundred and fifty Junior boys and girls who gathered for
their banquet on Thursday noon in the Parish House of Old Stone
Presbyterian Church were the first testimony to the genius for leadership of :\Irs. Cecil .-\. Berry, chairman of the Cleveland Junior Committee. Appointed early in April, :\Irs. Berry found no Junior leadership in Cuyahoga County Christian Endeavor Union, and but one
Junior Christian Endeavor society-in Calvary Reformed Church.
which has sponsored Junior Christian Endeavor for forty-seven consecutive years. She recruited her committee and. with their help, enlisted
the enthusiastic cooperation of Junior churches. mission bands, Junior
choirs. and Junior church school departments in the banquet and in the
more largely attended Junior session of the convention on Thursday
afternoon.
The various church groups at the banquet were introduced by
'.\Irs. Berry and welcomed bY Richard F. Denham of the First Presbyterian
in East
The Old Stone Junior Church is
much interested in puppetry and, under the direction of '.\Irs. Hugh
H. Kissane. shared an Old Testament story with an appreciative
audience.
The instrumental music for the Junior <ession was furnished b1·
:\Irs. Rita George True, Windermere '.\Iethodist Church. organist, and
Mrs. Richard Gilpin. Highland Christian Church, violinist.
The prngrams for the session had been bound in covers bearing
Hofmann's · Boy Christ" in color. "' that each Junior could frame the
picture for his own prayer corner at home.
"Joyful, Joyful, \\"e Adore Thee·· was used as a processional for the
combined Junior choirs from Brooklyn '.\Iemorial '.\Iethodist, Calvary
Evangelical. Euclid Avenue Baptist, Fourth Reformed. Hough Evangeli·
cal, Old Stone Presbyterian, Ebenezer Evangelical, Cleveland Christian
Home, Highland Christian and \\'indermere '.\Iethodist Churches.
PrMbvterian
Under the direction of '.\Irs. Herman Klahr of Old
Church, the choirs rendered ·'Fairest Lora Jesus" responsive);._ with
Franklin Kissane reciting the Scripture.
·
'.\Iiss Wilma Thompson, Ohio Junior Superintendent, who presided
with l\Irs. Berry, introduced the speakers, Dr. Daniel A. Poling, President of the World's Christian Endeavor Union, Dr. Stanley B.
Vandersall, Associate Secretary of the International Socie,y of Christian Endeavor, and Fred W. Ramsey, chairman of the Cleveland Con·
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vention Committee, who gave to the boys and girls the feeling that they
were really part of the larger convention.
The hymn, "We \\'ould See Jesus," was used in preparation for the
presentation of Elizabeth Edland's dramatization, "Children of Galilee,"
by Juniors from the Highland Christian and Lakewood Congregational
Churches under the direction of Mrs. J. W. Fulton and Mrs. Joseph
Rinehart. The children of Galilee knew and loved Jesus before His
crucifixion. Rejoicing in His resurrection, they learn how many there
are who want to see Him, and decide they have much to do as His
followers.
Progressing steadily toward the climax, the program closed with the
worship service, and the children's answer to Cnrist's Call in the
spoken words of the hymn, "Dear Lord, We Give Our Youth to Thee."
This service was conducted by Miss Viola Oltman, :\Iinneapolis, Minn.
The headquarters for the Junior program was in Old Stone Presbyterian Church in the Public Square. The church and all its staff were
most generous in making available the church's many facilities. The
Junior service room was really five
rooms, and the Cleveland
Junior committee had arranged them to meet the requirements of
the program. The Cleveland Public Library through :\Iiss Edna Hull
had sent cases and several hundreds of selected books. There were
pictures, posters, and ;; variety of exhibits shared by Junior groups.
A multitude of resource materials had been assembled, and two hours
were definitely set for "discovering" them.
Opportunities for friendly fellowship were the distinguishing mark
of this convention. This gracious atmosphere was created by the
members of the Junior committee, who greeted all who came to the
service room, registered them and badged them with little blue and
white Junior C. E. shields on silk cords. The warm cordiality of
Wilma Thompson, the state hostess, and the assistance of especially
appointed hostesses from among the state superintendents cultivated
every opportunity.

The Round Tables
A wonderfully fine group of state Junior superintendents or their
official representatives from nineteen states and one Canadian province
met in seminar the first hour each morning. Using a check list
a>Sembled from their own questions, they indicated the order of subjects
for consideration, which centered in the effective functioning of the state
organization, the training of leaders, the
of state programs,
the preparation of hulletins, the choice of topics and the provision of
topic helps, and the make-up of the state Junior .superintendent's
portfolio. Sub-committees in the fields of program and topics co-
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operated most helpfully. The earnest request of the 5tate superintendents is for more time in conference at International Conventions.
To each member of this group is due grateful acknowledgment for
their generous and whole-hearted cooperation at every point of the
program. On Friday evening. they gathered for dinner with Dr. and
Poling and Dr. \'andersall.

Conferences for Junior Workers
The Junior workers in the second-hour conferences each morning
enjoyed the help of
\'iola Oltman,
.. who is
experienced in the work with Junior bovs and girls in Junior Christian
Endeavor, Sunday church school, and· vacation and weekday church
schools.
Miss Oltman had writter a new unit in the field of Junior worship.
"Thinking About God.'
The Junior society of Calvary Reformed
Church under the leadership of
Florence Handy and
Hazelle
had used the first two sessions of this unit. "God the
Creator," and "God Our Father," and were ready to follow the guidance
Oltman in the last two topics, "God Our Helper· and " ..\
of
Service of
and \\'orship." This demonstration was not
intended as an ideal program, but rather as a part of a typical ongoing
piece of work suitable for the devotional meetings of any Junior
Christian Endeavor society. The first hour together on Friday was
given in part to preparation for observing the demonstration.
The new Christian Endeavor Program of ..\ctivities for the biennium.
1939-1941, centered in the theme, ''Christ Calls!" was presented by Dr.
Stanley B. \'andersall, Associate Secretary of the International ,;ociety
of Chrbtian Endeavor. It was the unanimous request of the state
superintendtnts that an adaptation of this program be made available to
the workers with Juniors.
On Saturday, the Juniors from Calvary Reformed Church came
bringing collections of stones, leaves, and pictures, which they had
begun as they talked of "God. the Creator." Cpon their arrival, they
found a browsing-table with articles and books which would interest
them. When all were present, they were called to the piano to learn
a new song which later was to be used in the worship service. They
then went to the discussion circle where they talked over their ideas of
God. They discovered that people of long ago knew God as a Helper.
Many of them were named and their stories found in the Bible.
The fact that God helps us today. but that we must do our share in
striving for the right was the climax of the discussion. There beinl(
a feeling of worship in the room. the pianist steppe.: to the piano and
played softly while the children took their places in the worship corner.
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The girls and boys took charge of the service, with Miss Oltman telling
the story. There was a deep feeling of reverence shown by the children.
The Juniors reassembled on Monday morning for the last session of
"Thinking About God," which was a "Service of Meditation and
Worship." Before going to the worship center the group discussed the
meaning of worship. Prayer and the realization of God's presence
through meditation and quietness were stressed. A litany of praise
was worked out by the group. When all were ready for worship, they
went to the worship corner for the service, led and conducted by the
Juniors. The service consisted of quiet music, the call to worship,
the Scripture, the litany of praise, the Junior leader's presentation,
the hymn, "For the Beauty of the Earth" (two verses), the poem.
"God Is Near," prayer, the hymn, "How -Strong and Sweet," the
story, "Pippa Passes," and an appropriate verse in benediction.
The Junior workers on Tuesday morning discussed and evaluated the
materials and methods used in the demonstration hours of Saturday and
:\Ionday, and Miss Oltman answered the questions which had arisen.
Miss M. Virginia Hopkins, Maryland Junior Superintendent. brought
greetings from the Junior workers in the- World's Christian Endeavor
Convention at :\Ielbourne, .\ustralia, which she attended last year.

The Parents' Hour
On Sunday afternoon came the Parents' Hour in Old Stone Church,
with Dr. Poling presiding. (See Chapter \'II.)
During the Parents' Hour, provision was made for the children in
the chapel. A chalk talk was given by J. \Y. Everhard. The boys and
girls enjoyed a story by Mrs. Carl R. Brown, and were led in singing by
:\Ir. Rodeheaver.

The Vesper Service of Dedication
The generous hospitality of the Cleveland Junior Committee found a
delightful expression in the courtesy tea extended to all Junior
workers at the close of the Parents' Hour. l\Irs. Arline Jordan at the
piano and :\Irs. Richard Gilpin on the violin played a program of sacred
music during the tea and in the vesper service.
From the restfulness of this informal hour, the Juni"r workers
entered into their candlelight service of dedication. The service had
been sent to :\lather Clark and to all state superintendents that they
might keep the hour with us, wherever they were. Many messages were
received in response.
Beneath a large and beautiful copy in color of the picture "Follow
'.Vie," by Tom Curr, which hung against a blue background, stood an
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altar with a rustic crnss, on which candles had been placed. Answering Christ's Call to "let your light so shine," the state superintendents
lighted their candles from the cross, returned to their places at the
front of the room and passed the light back from row to row. l: pon
the challenge, "Go Shine for :\le," they formed a processional from the
service room. From this service they went to the Auditorium. where
Dr. Poling presented each state superintendent <:nd representative to
the convention.

Fellowship Luncheon
Another fellowship occasion was the \\'arid Friendship Luncheon
on '.\londay noon in the dining room of Old Stone Church. \\'arid Tour
tickets had been sold, twelve of which were punched for each of the
ten tables representing une of the countries where missionary work
is being done, and each "traveler'' started out with a little silk .\merican
flag.
The travel department of Higbee 's store in Cleveland cooperated by
furnishing a large ship model, a lighted globe, and colorful travel posters
for background. The flags of the nations were loaned by the Rotary Convention. The luncheon chairman, :\!rs. Ruth \\'arren. is the recre,tional
director of an international settlement, and had access to many lovely
and authentic pieces for the tables. Some beautiful decorations were
brought by :\!rs. William \'. :\lartin of Illinois. who, with :\Ir. :\lartin
and '.\liss Florence \'ander :\Iolen of :\lichigan, helped :\!rs. \\'arren
to arrange tl:te tables. Borrowing from the crowded curio cabinets of
Old Stone Church, from :\!rs. \Yalrnord, returned Japane,e mi"innary.
from :\!rs. :\IcLean in Colombia. and from :\!rs. John Henry :\lastin
returne..J from Chile. and from worl<l travelers. the tables were intensely interesting.
There was a hostess at each table from the Junior committee. \Ir» C.
.\. Berry presided and presented the members of her committee.
'.\!rs. William E. Bowyer,
\!rs. Fred Faile. :\!rs. Christian.
'.\!rs. \\'. E. Juergens, the three of whom served also on the Junior
Committee in 1927. \!rs. Hugh Kissane, \If'. Wavne Handv.
:\!rs. Ruth Warren. '.\!rs. J. \\'. Fulton. '.\!rs. Emmit Onl': \!rs. Har;y
Sm·>yer. \!rs. Wilbtrt Warnicke, l\lrs .. \.Otto Reiser. :\!rs. Joseph Rinehart. The introductions were acknowledged ar.d sincere alld grateiul
appreciation was expressed to :\!rs. Berry and the committee members
on behalf of the International Society and the luncheon guests. :\!rs.
Harry Smoyer gave an appropriate solo.
The guest speaker most fittingly was :\liss Lucy :\L Eldredge of
Dayton, 0., Associate Secretary of the Young i eople's Department
of the Congregational and Christian Education Society. The young
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people of her communion had sent her on a world tour, from which
she had just returned, and she very realistically shared with her listeners
some of the high spots of her experience.
With illustrations from the trip Miss Eldredge emphasized the
following points:
1. It is very natural for children to be interested in children and life in other
lands, and so we have a keen interest upon which to build our world friendship
activities.
2. Friendship grows as we discover we have things in common with other people. We are alike in so many iundamental ways, that likenesses rather than differences which make other people seem queer should have main emphasis.
3. World Friendship is an indispensable part of our program because so many
people in all parts of the
need our friendship.
4. World Friendship is an indispensable part of our program bt>cause only through
wide interests and friendly sharing can our boys and girls grow as Christian
persons.

Grateful acknowledgment is made to the officers of the International
Society of Christian Endeavor, to Mr. and Mrs. William V. Martin,
and to the vei::y considerable number of individuals and agencies whose
generous and helpful cooperation made possible this Junior program.

The Ohio State Convention
The 54th Annual Convention of the Ohio Christian Endeavor
Union was held in conjunction with the 3 ith International Convention, under the leadership of State Executive Secretary Glen
Massman and State President Harvey C. Hahn, both of Dayton, 0.
All the inspirational sessions of the International Convention were
those of the Ohio Convention which had several unique features
of its own. At 5 :45 Saturday afternoon the Administrative Committee met at the Statler Hotel. On Saturday night. following the
evening session at the Public Auditorium. hundreds of Ohio'3
delegates went to the main Ballroom of the Statler Hotel for what
was known as "Ohio's First Foodless Banquet." Arthur F Briese,
noted Chicago lecturer, was the principal speaker. Other speakers
were Mr. Massman and Rev. Harvey C. Hahn.
On Monday the Board of Trustees of the Ohio Union met with
the Ohio delegates in the annual business session.
Each evening the Ohio delegation had an assembly for a devotional
service in Room C of South Hall. Miss Geneva Craig, International Prayer Meeting Superintendent, led these devotional services. The closing meeting was held Tuesday night, with a message
brought by the State President. Following this meeting a group
of Ohio delegates left for a conducted tour of the New York
World's Fair.

xv

Jn the Exhibition Hal/

D

ELEGATES arriving early for general sessions-and it was amazing
how many of them came ahead of time-found one section of
Convention
a never-ceasing source of interest. This was the
Exhibit Hall. in which there was so much to awaken interest and
suggest new activities for Christian Endeavor societies.
Starting at the right of the entrance door your attention was held at
once by the exhibit arranged by the American
to Lepers. Here
George C. Southwell. first Christian Endeavor Life \\"ork Recruit.
Southwell, and their committee answered the countless questi<ms of
delegates who paused to admire the replica of the Endeavor \'illage,
built in Luebo, Belgian Congo, by contributions of many Christian
Church. Only
Endeavorers and crowned by the
will build a little house for a leper or leper family. and many delegate>
determined to start a project for raising that much money as soon as
tbey returned to t_heir societies. A good way to begin to raise the
money, some of them decided, would be to hold a special meeting and
show the moving picture, "Song after Sorrow:· obtainable without
charge from the American
to Lepers. 156 Fifth ..\venue. :\ew
York, ::-<. Y.
Other Endeavorers bought pig banks in which to sa\? ,, pers:rnal
contribution for the missionary work among lepers.
You wanted to linger a long while in the booth housin1>: the exhibition of the World's Christian Endeavor l'nion. Here was rn much to
admire. An exquisitely embroidered white silk map showed the position
of Christian Endeavor in China. red circles with the C. E. monogram
in white indicated places where communication with other p:.rts o ·
China and the outside world is as usual. Yellow circles indicated places
where communication is difficult. gray circles indicated Christi::n Endeavor locations in the war zone.
The number of societies in each center was shown by numerals under
the circle. You grew dizzy tryinl( to count up the total and were
t0 buttonhole Dr. \'andersall and ask, "How many C. E societies are
there in China?" and rejoice at his answer.
An unusuallv lovely embroidered silken banner was the gift to
Dr. Francis E. ·Clark of Dr.\\'. S. Ament, hero of the Boxer Rebellion
It was made by the girls in the Congregational Girls'
in old
Peking, and its symbolism was as strikini! as its cc 1ors were harmonious.
The Church of China was represented by lotus flowers coming up
through the muddy waters, signifying affliction. The Chinese sign
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for fire, around the edge of the banner, al.so told of persecution. The
C. E. monogram held the names of Endeavorers who were martyred,
the men's names being embroidered in the C, the women's in the E.
South India was represented by a collection of coins given by the
natives of Tirimangalam for the Christian Endeavor Museum in Boston.
Korea had sent a white silk banner with embroidered letters in red.
Christian Endeavor publications in many languages lay open upon
the table. You noted the Quarterly Bulletin of South Africa, the
l"ictorian Christian Endeavor .Yews of
Australia, and the
South Australian Christian Endeavor .Yews. You glanced at Die
Kristelike Strewer-Konjercncie .Yommrr from South Africa, Jugendsieg
from Poland, and Entsrhiedcnes Christcntum from Germany.
Xear a picture of \\"illiston Congregational Church, Portland, )le.,
in which Chri>tian Endeavor be!(an, hung a copy, in Dr. Clark's own
handwriting, of the original constitution of the first Christian Endeavor
society. Here indeed wa.s the beginning of the great world mo,·ement
of which you are a part. You turned from it to look with grateful
eves at the pictures of Dr. and )[rs. Fran.cis E. Clark, the founders,
tir. and )[rs. Daniel :\. Poling, the present well-loved leaders, and
the Rev. and )frs. \'ere Abbey, who direct the Christian Endeavor work
in India, Burma and Ceylon.
In the Indiana booth )fiss )laxine )lendel showed you photo!(raphs
of Christian Endeavor activities. including local society groups, delegates to the summer retreat at Bethany and to the Kansas City and
San Francisco Conventions, and Kansas Endeavorers on post-convention tours. A very beautiful state banner was examined with much
interest.
In the Pennsylvania booth, attention was attracted by a curious
Christian Endeavor quilt. )lade of patchwork. each patch bore the
autograph of a prominent Christian Endea\'Orer. The names of
)lot her Clark, the Po lings, the Abbeys of India, appeared. )!any
names represented Endeavorers in other lands--1ndia, England, Japan,
the Trish Free State. Canada, )lexico. China. Hawaii, and the Philippines were noted. )Trs. \\"illiam Ensminger of )larysville, Pa., was
the proud owner of this amazing quilt. She had done the embroidering,
and ten friends, working fifty hours, had done the quilting in the form of
C. E. monograms.
The pro!(ram materials for all branches of Christian Endeavor work
in Pennsykania for 1939-1940 were displayed on very well-designed
posters. You stopped to examine many of them, observing that they
included Evangelism. Society and l'nion Guidance, Publicity, and
Research. )lissionary, Floating \\"elfare, J"outh Today (the state
Christian Endeavor magazine), The Christian Endeavor World, Recreation, Quiet Hour, Vnion Planning, Adult Work, and Finance. Truly
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a most imposing evidence of well-planned Christian Endeavor work.
In the Canadian booth Mrs. George McQueen and Stanley Patterson
were glad to answer questions regarding the progress of Christian
Endeavor in Canada. Posters showed beautiful views of Ottawa.
Toronto, and Montreal, and illustrated folders of Canada were pleasant
souvenirs for United States delegates. !\Ir. Patterson had also some
lovely pictures of King George and Queen Elizabeth, taken during their
recent vi.sit to Canada.
The Presbyterian Churrh in the L'. S...\. had its booth well filled with
posters showing helpful materials for young people "s work.
Adjoining it the Golden Rule L'nion of Washington, D. C., was bright
with golden banners and copies of the "Golden Rule" printed on tiny
rulers.
Bright cut-out posters of unusual attractiveness were displayed by
the Congregational L'nion of Cleveland. They showed the contrast
between Prejudice and Inter-racial Fellowship, \\"ar and Peace, Gangs,
and the Creative L' se of Leisure. Here also was a copy of the
of Purpose of the Pilgrim Fellowship.
The Virginia L"nion's exhibit included scrapbooks of unusually
original Christian Endeavor posters and wall posters of burnt wood.
The !llichigan Union's display of posters of helpful materials was
exceptionally interesting. The poster showing "How Records of .\II
Societies Are Kept" was greatly admired. The practical uses of the
mimeograph were illustrated by posters and bulletins and the advertising possibilities of photographs were shown by pictures of the Grand
Rapids Convention.
Even more interesting were the striking photographs of the Detroit
Christian Endeavor Union at work. Here vou could see Endeavorers
visiting tht Children's Hospital, conducting Christian Endeavor services for boys and girls in the Detention Home, and making committee
visitations to prospective members.
Posters on Christian citizenship and a poster map of the :\lichigan
Christian Endeavor unions also appeared. An especially well designed
poster showed :'.\Iichigan's work against liquor advertising and for the
control of liquor traffic.
The United Brethren Church's booth challenged, by means of poster5.
the adults to take an interest in young people's work. Young people
were urged to apply Christian principles in choosing a vocation and to
work for peace and against intemperance.
Bob Brown and Dorothy Sprietsma, in the Illinois Christian Endeavor Union booth, proudly showed the state paper, The Endeavorer,
and county union papers, Peoria's The Gleam, anJ the Winnebago
County News. Posters advertised the state convention and photographs
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showed the 3,814 members of one of the state's largl!ISt Sunday
-that of the Third Presbyterian Church of Springfield.
The program materials and activities of the \'.P.C.U. were on display
in the United Presbyterian Church's booth. Posters, news bulletins.
pictures, impressive banners told the story.
Nearby, the booth of the Disciples of Christ overflowed with informative leaflets, generously given away and an extensive presentation of
materials useful in carrying out the youth program.
:\Iiss Ruth Hoon, presiding at the booth of the Disciples of Christ,
showed an exceptionally attractive and complete display of mission
study materials for young people and materials for every phase of local
church young people's work. Pictures of summer conferences, mounted
on posters, made you want to register for at least one conference immediately .
..\ thoughtful tour of the Exhibit Hall was bound to give the delegates
new ideas and new incentive to make the work of their own Christian
Endeavor societv more successful.
..\s always the International Society of Christian Endeavor offered
unlimited helps to effective work in the Convention bookstore in the
lobby. Here a courteous corps of salespeople worked under the
direction of '.\!rs. Leila Heath :-Jeff, and gave invaluable aid to inquiring
Endeavorers.

"CHRIST CALLS!"
A Program of Actir•iti.s

Christian Endeavor Societies and Unions
1939-1941
Adopted by the Board of Trustees of the
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

and released at the biennial
International Convention at Cleveland, Ohio
July 6-11. 1939

I.

Christ Calls to Personal Christian Experience and
Growth .
.-\.

Every active Endeavorer definitely acknowledging his open
commitment to Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord.
Strh:e continuall) to maintain personal
the basis for membership in the societ)

e\.periencc as

Reach young people who are not
\\ ith J. view to winthem to the acceptance of Jesus Chnst and His \\ ay oi life

B.

Every active Endeavorer striving for personal growth in
Christian living.
Make a habit of Bible study.
Read the best religious literature
Establish private devotional practices
Participate frequently tn public worship
Cultivate Christian friendships.
Lay the foundations for happy and succc-.:.ful home hte.
Recognize always the supreme authority oi Christ in all
of personal and social conduct

C.

Encourage the personal !(rowth of all members in the
society.
Enroll every reachable person as a Comrade of the Quiet Hour
Promote regular attendance at the worship "ervices oi the church.
Enlist Endeavorers and other Christians as tither-.. and enroll
them as members of the Tenth Legion.
123
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Set every Endeavorer actively at work in the society and church,
each having one or more specific tasks and responsibilities.
Give frequent opportunity to young people to speak in testimony
of their Christian experience.
Encourage an members to influence others to commit their lives
to Christ, using such means as
prayer groups,
personal workers' bands,
pre-Easter meetings,
decision services,
pastors' study classes.
Promote participation in active enterprises of the Kingdom.

D.

Use the Christian Endeavor covenant as a basis of membership, relating the individual to Christ, to the organized
group, and indirectly, to the larger program for young
people in the church and in the world.

E.

Establish some plan of personal counseling on the problems
of young people, such as:
(I) choosing vocations in terllls of first and second preferences, (2) finding Christian values in one's work, (3) using
recreation as a means of character growth.
Use pastoral interviews,
question-and-answer periods,
guided
and other methods

11.

Christ Calls to Church Loyalty and Fellowship .
.\.

Encourage young people to be loyal, thorough, and effective,
in church membership, church attendance, church fi•1ancial
support.

B.

Enrich public and private worship by study and adaptation
of methods and elements of worship.
(Examples. art,
meeting place.)

C.

prayers, responses. symbols. improved

Share actively in the total educational program of the
church, through
Representation of each society in the church's committee on
people's work (or Christian education);
Leadership training classes and courses;
Graded Christian Endeavor (one society, or more, for each definite
group) ;
An adult counselor for each High School and Young People's society;
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Cooperation with church school activities, as in recruiting youth
for teaching and leading classes.

D.

Dedicate individuals and the group to definite forward steps
in helping the church to grow and to discharge its responsibilities.
(Examples· evangelistic campaign sponsored or aided; united
Christian program in the community promoted; youth enrolled
in definite training program for society and church leadership.)

E.

111.

Emphasize through study and example the principle that
every Christian is a steward of his time, talents, money,
and life, all of which belong to God.

Christ Calls to Christian Action in the Community.
A.

Cnite with other Christian forces to evangelize the community.
(Examples: community vacation Bible schools; visits to homes
in a given area; reachinK ne\vcomrrs as they enter the community;
public
cooperation with local missions.)

B.

Promote and improve local cooperation and unity among
Christian groups.
Support the local union of Christian Endeavor
Encourage fellowship with other youth
interdenominational
activities, missionary groups, peace
good citizenship and
ten1 perance
etc .. which have kindred ideals and purposes
in the development of a Christian community.

C.

Sponsor and conduct recreational programs that will improve the use of leisure time.
Christian Endeavor recreational events bettered,
more variety, and opened on occasion to larger numbers of the youth of
the community.
Cooperate with other agencies (such as schools and colleges, Christian associations, Allied Youth. and athletic leagues) to raise
the standards for youth's good times.
Locate specialists in the various constructive hobbies and cultural
interests, helping young people to know these men and women
and to learn new skills and interests from them.

D.

Join with other constructive forces for civic betterment.
Promote law observance and enforcement.
Remedy prejudice and injustice.
Protect Sunday, the Lord's Day. from commercialism and irreligious uses.
Deal with the issues of gambling, unwholesome moving pictures,
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harmful reading-matter, habit-forming drugs, the use of alcohol,
and any other forces detrimental to the Christian development of
youth.
Strengthen organizations and programs which aid inter-racial
goodwill and the preservation of minority rights.

E.

Seek facts and form Christian attitudes on economic justice
and the protection of producers, workers and consumers.
Study and utilize the principle of cooperatives, including credit
unions.
Interest labor union groups, employers, and the churches in knowing and understanding one another.
By study groups. demonstrations, and exhihits aid Christian youth
to become intelligently Christian in the use of buying power, personal budgeting. and contributions to religion and social sen·ice.

IV.

Christ Calls to Christian Citizenship
World.
A.

in

Nation and

Support Christian missions around the world.
calls all men unto Him.

. for Christ

Promote missions by prayer, special meetings. circulation and
study of mission books and magazines. drama, films. and
speakers.
Contribute to denominational and interdenominational missionary activities. the latter to include the influential work of the
World's Christian Endeavor Union in mission lands.

B.

Bring together Christian youth around the world in fellowship and understanding.
Study the history and culture of other peoples and
tions to mankind.
Read. circulate. and discuss books and pamphlets
ways to attain it.
Participate in international travel and in widely
i;:atherin1Zs. such as the International and World's
deavor Conn:ntions.

C.

their contribuon peace and
representatin
Christian En-

Promote the World Peace Fellowship of Christian Endeavor, and other steps toward peace.
The World Peace Fellowship is an enrollment of Christian Endeavorers and all friends of peace for the study of and concerted
action on current strategic points in the cause of peace. Its fail lz
is that mankind is one great brotherhood. indivisible alike by social position. religion, nationality or color, God being Father of
all. Its aim is to destroy those barriers which separate man from
man, to substitute for them a Christian comradeship, and to foster
"the spirit that does away with the occasion of wars." It seeks
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to unite believers in peace in fellowship and devotion to an ideal
rather than to singleness of method in attaining it.

D.

Attack national and world problems of maladjustment,
suffering, and oppression.
Know the facts behind narrow prejudices that affect minority
races and groups.
Encourage friendly relations with other races.
Study the causes of crime, and arrive at ideals and practices that
seek to offset these causes and to set high examples.
Strengthen goodwill among Catholics. Jews. and Protestants.

E.

Educate concerning the harmful effects of alcohol and other
narcotics, including tobacco, with particular reference to
effects wrought among adolescent boys and among girls
and women.
Campaign againsl advertising for liquor and cigarettes. in whatever
medium used: magazine. billboards, newspapers. moving pictures.
radio.
Inform the public of alcohol's menaces to public health and to
public safety (as in automobile accidents).
Plan education against narcotics. utilizing meetings. addressec'.
books, charts, laboratory demonstrations, quiz programs, radio
presentations, etc.
Support local. and larger. campaigns for strict regulation of the
liquor trade. including restriction of hours of sale. looking toward
elimination of the sale of alcoholic beverages.

